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INTRODUCTION 
On the morning of June tenth, 1925, in the city of Toronto 
~anada, before an assembly of eight thousand people, high digni-
~aries of the Congregational, Methodist, Presbyterian and Local 
~nion Churches of Canada affixed their signatures to a document 
n testimony that from that day onward those churches were to 
~erge their separate existences, and pool their separate resource 
nto The United Church of Canada. 
Since that time a go oaly amount of intere s t has been shown 
n the movement. Delegations from the United States have visited 
;anada to witness the carrying on of the experiment. In 1933, the 
nstitute of Social and Religious Research published a report of 
~ study it had conducted of the operation of The United Church 
~ince its inauguration as well as of its motivations. 
Six more years· have been added to the life of The United 
~hurch, and in certain respects, the most difficult years of all. 
~ad the church withstood the testing? An answer to that question 
hould be of interest. Because Canada is a member of the British 
ommonwealth of Nations, some have looked upon this united Prot-
stant church as something akin to the State Churches of England 
nd Scotland. What would a check of the trends within the church 
~eveal in this respect? Furthermore, some definite hopes and pro-
ises were held out by those who were the protagonists of church 
~ion. Had those hopes been realized and those promises been kept 
~d lastly, how were the people themselves getting on in The 
viii 
United Church, were they liking it, or would they rather be back 
in their old denominations? Of all the questions and problems in 
regard to the whole venture, the last is most directly respon-
sible for the preparation of this thesis, for in the last analy-
sis, its Buccess depends upon the happiness of the people in 
their new relationship, and the manner in which they are carry-
ing out the church's program. 
Also, a personal equation has been present. Having been 
born in Nova Scotia, the writer came in direct contact with the 
movement, particularly during the last stages of the negotiation • 
At the time of Union he was serving a Methodist Church in his 
own native province. Not having completed his university train-
ing he came to Boston University for three years, and in 1928, 
received his ordination into the ministry of The United Church 
of Canada. Living in Massachusetts since that time, and now a 
member of the Massachusetts Conference of Congregational and 
Ch~istian Churches, he has often found himself wondering what it 
would be like to be serving the church that gave him his ordin-
ation. Thus a personal curiosity is being satisfied. 
If the writer has leaned rather heavily on the work by 
Silcox, Church Union in Canada, it is because it is the only com 
plete work which treats of the subject up to the present. In a 
large number of cases he has had to rely on his own personal 
acquaintance with the situation. However, he has been able to 
check rather fully through correspondence with friends now resid 
ing in Canada, and is greatly indebted to them, as to the Rev-
ix 
erends Gordon A. Sisco, General Secretary, and Frank Langford, 
Secretary of the Board of Education, of The United Church, for 
valuable information relative to recent trends and developments 
within the church. 
For the purposes of obtaining a thorough analysis of the 
Basis of Union, particularly the doctrinal section, and to dis-
cover the point of view of the Presbyterian minority which did 
not enter The United Church, Lloyd Morrow's book, Church Union 
in Canada, written in 1922, just at the height of the controversJ, 
has been an invaluable aid. 
Every available book and magazine article dealing with thE 
subject has been reviewed, although not all of them are referred 
to in the thesis itself. Those used as references are given let-
ter symbols to give greater brevity to the footnotes. These will 
be found in the Bibliography at the right hand lower corner of 
each reference. For example, the book by Morrow is known in the 
footnote readings by the symbol, MCU. 
Regarding the use of capitals with reference to The Unitec 
Church and Church Union, the writer has followed the usage of 
those who have written on these subjects. Church Union, or Union, 
whenever they refer to the specific movement in Canada are alwaye 
written with capital letters. After 1914, when the name, The 
~nited Church of Canada, was chosen, the article, the, is always 
capitalized. 
While not pretending to be an exhaustive treatment of the 
subject, what follows is an attempt to give a consecutive account 
X 
of the Church Union movement in Canada, tracing its backgrounds, 
and beginnings, the formulation of the Basis of Union and the 
incorporation of The United Church by Special Act of Parliament. 
Chapter vi is intended to supply partial answers, at least, to 
some of the questions most likely to be asked regarding the suc-
cess of the experiment. If some subjects have been treated more 
X 
of the Church Union movement in Canada, tracing its backgrounds, 
and beginnings, the formulation of the Basis of Union and the 
incorporation of The United Church by Special Act of Parliament. 
Chapter vi is intended to supply partial answers, at least, to 
some of the questions most likely to be asked regarding the suc-
cess of the experiment. If some subjects have been treated more 
fully than others, that has been due to a personal bias, never-
theless, the desire has been to give as well balanced a descrip-
tion as all the available facts would permit. 
CHAPTER I 
DEVELOPMENTS IN CANADA BEFORE 1900 
Probably it is a truism to say that institutions are ef-
fected by the general conditions surrounding them. They have 
their awakenings, are motivated and experience their long-suffer 
ings because of the salient features in the political and social 
structure of the civilization to which they belong. Whether that 
ay be accepted as a general proposition or not, Canadian church 
es, in the closing quarter of the last century, were profoundly 
effected by the changes taking place in the country at large. 
herefore, any account of Church Union in Canada will have to be 
refaced by an account of the developments within the churches 
involved in the movement, together with some outline of those 
orces most responsible for them, and of the main trends within 
he political and social life of the country. 
Many of those trends, quite naturally, do not belong in 
ny history of Church Union. However, in a few particular in-
stances, they have to be considered as providing parts of the 
eneral background against which it best may be viewed. In the 
irst place, the confederation of the provinces with the ensuing 
rowth of a national consciousness, not only created a profound 
mpression on the minds of the Canadian people, but produced a 
lear vision of the larger responsibilities that event had placed 
n their keeping. The rapidity with which conditi~ns had begun 
o change within the hitherto unexplored areas of the country 
I! 
! 
I 
J! 
2 
!threw out the challenge , and prov i ded ready incentives for them 
l~o think and act more cooperatively. Also , political and denom-
,, 
~~national unions and consolidations created some of the sychol -
~glcal factors which , during the latter years of the century , 
rxerted a strong influence upon those who formulated and directe 
~he policies of the churches . The spirit of uni on was in the air . 
~ttending the denominational policies in these years of change 
,, 
~'fere innumerable practical necessities , the like of which had not 
~een witnessed before , and demanding methods other than those 
!formerly used in their solution . ~natever may be said of the J 
IFackwardness of the churches , theol ogi cally speaking , in this in-j 
itance they were pioneeri ng , for they undertook to apply a 
rcientific method to the solution of a reli ious roblem . After 
bhe analysis of the situation had been made , they quite readi l y 
allowed the method of experimentation . .11 of these facts must 
e remembered if one is to ap reciate the ease with which the 
iFormula for union was arrived at, the readiness with wh i ch the 
!rirst overtures were received, and the tenacious hold of the ide 
l~hroughout more than twenty years of negotiations . 
II 
~ An observation should be made at the beginning , namely , 
~~hat denominational convictions were not lessened or their char-
~cter materially changed during the entire proceedings . Each of 
I 
~1e uniting churches brought into the movement something quite 
i 
bharacteristic of itself, and the United Church preser ves some 
iff the most distinguishing 
~here fore , _J-_t:_ it should at 
r 
I 
features of each of its parent bodies . 
any time be inferred from wh3.t follows 
3 
that the churches in Canada, through the processes of transplan-
ting had lost some of their original vitality, or had failed to 
preserve the original texture of their beliefs and convictions, 
that inference should not be allowed with too much certainty. As 
under the compulsion of a present common necessity opposing for-
ces may be resolved, or unlike individuals compose their differ-
ences, in a supreme effort to meet it, likewise, the Protestant 
churches in Canada, beset with the magnitude of their task and 
in their most sane and practical judgment, resolved to find the 
solution through an adventure in organic unity. Denominational 
ties were strong indeed. Traditions could not be disavowed 
easily. But the scene was changing before them with such rapid~ 
ity, and the need for new adjustments was presenting itself with 
such regularity, that no church acting independently would ven-
ture, or even hope, to shoulder all of the responsibilities that 
these matters involved. Some of the most influential factors 
were peculiar to the Canadian pattern of life itself. Others 
were of the kind ordinarily found in any newly developing con-
stituency. Taken together, they became so forceful as to compel 
the abandonment of mere sectarian aims and objectives, and a 
substitution in their stead of those broader, more inclusive, 
principles and objectives of a common Christian faith. 
Canada had come to the beginning of a new era in her his-
tory. Wither she was bound no one exactly knew, but there were 
high expectations, and as essentials to their fulfillment, high 
resolves were being made. The churches shared in the common 
4 
xpectation, and made ready for the forward march. But before an 
ccount may be given of the movement entered into by the Protes-
ant churches which culminated in their union, it will be well t 
eview the general condition of the country. It will be neither 
ossible, nor necessary, to give a very prolonged description of 
he b ackgrounds of Canadian life. Only those portions that are 
elevant to our subject need mentioning. These are sufficiently 
elated to each other, and of such a comparatively recent date 
s to make their reading appear fairly consecutive. Political 
the last half of the nineteenth century were by far 
he most important, for they brought in their train a series of 
evelopments, the like of which the country had not known pre-
iously, and in which all institutions were to have a share • 
. CHANGES IN CANADA'S POLITICAL OUTLOOK 
• Confederation of the Provinces. 
In a statement made by H. G. Wells, on the extent of the 
ritish Empire in the year, 1815, Canada is referred to as,"the 
hinly populated coastal and lake regions ••• and a great hinter-
and of wilderness in which the only settlements as yet were the 
ur-trading stations of the Hudson Bay Company."1 That same con-
ition prevailed for almost a half century longer. And it was 
ractically a hundred years later that Canada had a population 
pproximately as large as that of the United States in the above 
ear, namely, ten millions. Some of the dreams of the pioneers 
1 ,, 
! 
I 
li 5 
~were gradually shaping themselves into realities . One of these 
I ~had its fulfillment in 1867 . In that year, according to terms 
,, 
~~embodied in the British North . meri can Act passed by the Imperia 
~,Parliament, four provinces, Nova Scotia , New Brunswick, Ontario 
and ~uebec, united to form the nucleus of the Dominion of Canada 
II 
ror almost two hundred years the Hudson Is Bay Company had held 
llby charter exclusive rights to vast territories in the Northwest 
~~That charter was nearing its expiration , and one of the Acts 
passed by the first Dominion Parliament had as ts ob ective the 
~urchase of those lands held by the fur - trading company . Thus, 
1 
lin the year , 1870 , Manitoba was admitted to the Confederation on 
!equal terms with the other provinces . uickly thereafter the 
!remaining territory was divided and formed into provinces which , 
i\in turn entered the union . 
!' :I 
I' ~~2 . An Awakening Country . 
11 Followi ng the birth or the Dominion the new country made 
!!remarkable strides toward progress . lthough the faith of early 
t~olitical leaders was not realized as speedily as mi·ht have bee 
!expected, the introduction of improved systems of transportation 
:1and communication brought about a gradual develo ment of the ~~country , The rirst or the transcontinental railways , the Canadia 
lfacific , was formally opened in 1885. The story of how the Can-
jadian Northwest awoke is an exceedingly interesting one 1 
i Canada ' s awakenin6 came about, as just intimated , as the 
I 
l ine account. . 
I 
II 
I 
6 
I 
uresult Of the }JOlitical union and the tying together of the pro-
JI 
\rinces with lines of railway and telegraph. One additional facto 
!\should be mentioned. t last the country was experiencing the 
" 'I 
jhappiness that came of internal peace For many years it had bee 
I 
'Shocked by dissensions between the English and French settlers . 
~older spirits had asserted a kind of local authority here and 
,I 
llhere to keep the fires burning. That was especially true of the 
IReil rebellion in the Red River settlement just prior to its 
I 
~ncorporation in the province of Manitoba~ Agreements were reach 
I 
fd finally and the terms of the Act of Confederatio~ although 
~irst looked upon with some suspicion , with the removal of some 
I 
I isunderstandings , were satisfactory to the majority. Improve-
nents were coming so swiftly , and were so wide - reaching , that 
Canada was fast growing into one community . 
I 
I 
i3. ~ Growing National Consciousness. 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
lisir 
11 The twentieth century belongs to Canada. " Thus spoke 
'Vilfred Laurier, who for fifteen years had been Premier ln 
1 
I 
i 
jthe Dominion Parliament . The turn in events to warrant such a 
I jprediction came about the year, 1890. In the decade following 
j1850 , when the United States had received approximately a half 
lrilli~n immigrants a year, Canadian immigration had been almost 
liat a standstill . However , twenty- five years afterward , with the 
II 
'!opening of the railways, and the rapidly closing American front -
liers, it seemed likely that a similar process of expansion and 
II 
--4--- 1. Ibid. p.271 
I 
I 
II 
~~colonization was to take place in the new country. From the 
11 early nineties up to the outbreak of the 'JVorld 'Var, it became 
7 
!, 
!!apparent that the history of the expansion of the United States, 
ljduring the nineteenth century, was being repeated in Canada, in 
II the twentieth. The · oli y of the Liberal Government under the 
II l!leadershi of Laurier was responsible in no small way for the 
l!ra idity with which that development was taking place. Immi-
llgration offices had been established in the British Isles as in 
'I 
l1 most of the European capitals. But that policy was instituted 
I 
I 
1 only after the trek into the Northwest had already begun. There 
I 
I 
ilhad been some prejudice against Canada on account of its north-
1 erly climate, and because the country had not yet been "proven. 11 
II 11 In Great Britain, especially, Canada had not had a good name. 
II 
!!Suddenly the tide turned. Here were millions of acres of good 
!!lands unoccupied and owned by the government, the Canadian Pac-
jific Railway, which had received them in lieu of its expenditure 
I 
1
and by the Hudson's Bay Company, which also had received them in 
~~consideration of their former rights. 1 erlcan farmers began 
~selling their holdings at home, and started to move into the 
llnew country. These were men of modest capital, and what is more, 
li 
1) they had been schooled in the rigors of the West. II ie,r.q.ting by 
jlthe tens of thousands they carried with them considerable sums 
II of money to invest in the new land. merican immigrants were 
II 
Jl soon followed by increasing numbers from the British Isles. At 
i! last Canada began to travel the road to progress. 
II 
j 
! II 
II 
I! 
.I 
I 
I 
~======*====================-~-- ==============================~F======== 
8 
Whatever hopes were held previous to the outbreak of the 
j 'lorld ~far the critical years since 1914 have changP.d materially . 
1The remaininG years of the century may bring yet other changes , 
I 
1
land 
I• 
once more set in motion the forces necessary for the f ul f il-
!ment of the earlier hooes . However that may be , the fact to be 
I 
!remembered is , that a new era had davmed in Canada toward the 
I 
lclose of the nineteenth century . The recognition its leader s h8d 
I 
I 
.i long sought for at the will of the Im erial Parliament had come , 
!!but from an entirely different direction . ''lith an unbelievably 
jlarge area of rich, tillable soil , and an inexhaustible supply 
l,of mineral resources , the role of Canada had suddenly shifted ~ 
~~n the~~~· of its own leaders as ln those of the Emp~A ' s 
[:s:.atesnen, from one of de endent reliance upon , to that of cle-
lli-'endable supporter of , the Em ire . A new nation had been bor·n 
I' 
!within t:Le rapidly enlarging British family , and it was not slow 
I 
I 
!to become conscious of its own importance and independent 
lidestiny . 
J; 
li 
PATT.t.RNS OF GRO',{TH 
Striking contrasts can be found often in the most compact li 
J!or ne :1 ghborhoods . The North American community of nations offers 
li 
ilno exception . Living near the so - called american scene , En ·lish 
\\s eaking Canadiens have retained in a unique way their kinship 
l!wi th the tradi t.ions and institutions of Lhe Motherland . They 
\are as loyal as any of her sons, and have a real res ect for the 
'!" cro m" vVhich 1 s the symbol of her authority and rule . ~nomalous 
,. 
:I 
I; 
II 
l 
as it may seem, in many respects they are inclined to be " more 
British than the British themselves."l On the other hand, it 
would be strange, indeed, if these people, occupying as they do 
about half the continent of North America., were not influenced 
by the thought patterns and practical necessities rising out of 
9 
that pa.rti9ula.r environment. Sharing the continent geogra.phica.ll 
they also share in its idealism, and assume their proportionate 
share of responsibility for its development. 
1. Separate Influences become Interrelated. 
Strong as the British tradition a.nd the American ideal 
have been in their separate influences upon the development of 
the new country, nevertheless, to a. remarkable degree, these two 
strains have become amalgamated and have given to Canadian life 
and institutions a. unique · cha.ra.cter. The resulting independence 
is what close observers very frequently describe as "the Canadi-
an genius". Facts peculiar to the environment, and a national 
pride which, as stated above, began to assert itself with the 
establishment of the Dominion, in 1867, are the reasons most 
frequently given for the origin of that particular quality. What 
it involves in a general way is shown in a statement by Silcox 
where he cites the main contrasts between Canada and the United 
States. He says: 
" First, Canada has no significant Negro problem, while the 
United States has nothing quite similar to Canada's French-
1. SCU, p. 14 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
10 
Canadian bloc ; secondly, Canada was conceived in tradition an 
the United States in 1deali8m ; thirdly, the settQenent of 
Canada is accompani ed on the whol e with far greater difficult 
than was that of the United States , for many reasons, notably 
its more northerly location and its climate; fourthly, Canada 
had at the outset an almost solid Roman Catholic population , 
and Protestantism grew by immigration, while the United State 
had at the outset an almost 5olid Protestant population, and 
Roman Catholicism grew by immigration . 11 l 
uch facts as those indicated demonstrate pretty clearly what is 
beant by the pattern of Canadian life . Hemmed in on one side by 
lan almost solid French-Catholic culture , and on the other by an 
Jagressive Republic, with an essentially different outlook and 
I 
jspringing from a different source ideologically , the principal 
I 
1 ope of its survival and development lay in the discovery and 
j tilization of a design which would take account of the natural 
I 
aptitudes and characteristic capacities of the people , ~:tnd make 
allowances for their freest and fullest expression . That , briefl 
j!is what is meant by the term , Canadian genius , and the interrela 
I jtion of separate strains of influence 
I 
l2. The French- Catholic Influence . 
I 
l 
! Of the conditions n.:ttural to the Canadian consti tuepcy ; 
I 
!•those imposed by the Roman Catholic Church in the province of 
!Quebec have always been the most outstanding. From the earliest 
!settlement of Ontario and the Maritime Provinces by English- spea -
., 
!ling Protestants, it had been the common belief among them , that 
1:if their own faith was to be maintained on an equal footing with 
,, 
!1'------
l . Ibid..!_ D. 23 
. I 
1! 11 
jj that of their Roman Cathol ic ne i ghbors, it could only be done 
I! 
l
lj through some form of concerted action . I n the ear l ier years, a 
strong effort had been made to have an established church sim-
I 
!1 ilar to that in England . Toward that end in the year ~ 1791 , by 
!i Act of Parliament , grants of land , called " Clergy Reserves, " 
II were set aside for the exclusive use of the Church of :;!;neland in 
I 1 I Canada . However , the movement never gained much headway . In~eed 
I 
I 
~the opposition against it was so pronounced that •ithin eixty 
years after the Act had been passed to thus endow these favored 
churches , all of the lands had been secularized and the proceeds 
turned over to the use of publ ic education . 2 Nevertheless , the 
renunciation of the plan f or an established church in no way 
I lessened the fear of Roman Catholic influence and domination . 
Such a fear has always been present , and today , is a large and 
powerful factor for the determination of many of the policies of 
1 
the Protestant denominations . 
jl The Quebec Act passed by the Imperial Parliament, in 1774 
I 
1 in order to hold the loyalty of the French- speaking population 
I 
~ on the eve of the American Revolution , gave special concessions 
lj to the people of that province . By its terms extra privileges 
li were granted the Roman Catholic religion , and the French law an 
I! customs were recognized as was the French language . That Act re 
1
\ mains i n force, with only slight modification , to the Jresent . 
The British North American Act, of 1867, confirmed most of the 
'I 1 . For an exhaustive ace unt see SHSC . 
------ I 
,! 
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II !;provisions of the ruebec Act , and in no instance did the later 
I· ~~legislation set aside or nullify any of its specifications to 
12 
Jwhich no part i cular reference was made . That the English people 
i jof Canada have never fully understood the French customs, or 
,, 
jsystem of jurisprudence , goes without saying . French communities 
!have stood apart , and the customs of these people have been c n -
lsidered odd, to say the least , but it has been fully appreciated 
llthat those customs have had a peculiar significance for the Rom-
jlan Catholic· Church and the influence it has been able to exert 
!over this people . As there could be no redress from the discrim-
inations _nd inequalities entailed by the enforcement of the 
1French law , and as these were being extended into the new prov-
linces wherever there had been settlements of French-speakin~ 
j. 
l
lpeo le , the greatest security appeared to be in the various al-
1liances and cooperative enterprises into which the Protestant 
l 
~~groups could embark . Thus , while maintaining their separate iden 
1
tities , they did , in different ways , present a somewhat common 
Jop osition to the French - Catholic ower . Canadian Protestantism 
lhas always been more or less tinctured by this defensive uality 
land natural to the environment in which it was situated . In othe 
!!words, adaptations had to be made , olicies instituted , and r·e-
1' 
llsponsiblllties assumed, because of the aggressive character of a 
ilarge and powerful church over which it could exercise no con-
trol , and from which it could expect no cooperation . Nowhere , 
~perhaps , has it been more fully demonstrated , that in unity ther 
I 
iis strength , than among the Protestants of Canada. 
I 
i! 
II 
J! 
II 
li 
I 
j 
q 
II 
I 
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A series of disturbing incidents were encountered so~n 
after Confederation as a result of the extension of the prin-
ciples of the ~uebec Act with reference to the rights of minor-
ities within the newer provinces . These chiefl y were related to 
!questions of public education , control of public tax monies by 
'l !religious bodies, laws on marriage and divorce , and similar 
I 
~matters of a controversial nature . Most of these issues were 
.raised by Roman Catholics and ·were bitterly contested by Protes-
ltant leaders. However , it must be stated , that no concessions 
,, 
jjwere granted to either party i n the se several disputes which 
!were of a character to serious l y handicap, or disturb t he inter-
! 
I 
ests of the other . A particular result of far - reaching conoe -
1 
lquences came of the educational policy adopted by Lhe government 
jnamely , to give state aid to various types of social and settle-
' lment work conducted by religious groups within the Dominion . In 
I 
'canada , therefore , there has been much less of a tendency to 
divorce the administration of purely social work f r om religious 
! . 
:!organizations . Education of the I ndians , settlement work among 
I' 
J! i mrnigrants , schools for delinquents , and special kinds of hos -
,' 11pi talization, 9rovision for which has been made in public taxes , 
lihave been brought under the administration of the churches That 
\policy has rendered the churches ' program more effective, and 
\has given it more prest i ge . In this social service to the under-
jprivileged Protestant churches have assumed notable leadership , 
I 
~and it has been made possible largely by the insistence of 
Roman Catholics, that the rights of minorities in each of the 
II 
II 
,, 
r' ,, 
II 
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rovinces be safeguarded with appropriate legi slation . !lnew 
,, 
j3 · How America ' s Growth I nfluenced Canada 
I 
I 
The American and Canadian people are not merely neighbors 
l
but they are good neighbors . To be sure there have been petty 
1
1disputes , rival ries , jealousies , and piques the like of which 
l!may be found in any community . Americans •R.Y believe that Canada 
I 
!belongs to the backwoods , and Canadians may believe that Ameri -
1 
Jeans are go- getters and watch all of them out of the corner of 
I 
l lithe eye . That there has been some distrust of a Republican in-
1' fluence by Canadians and Bri tishers is freely <"tdmi tted . Any at -~tempt at reciprocity between the two countries is as closely 
,, . 
II scrutinized by Canadians as by Americans . More than one govern-
Jiment haG been defeated at the Canadian olls on such an issue . 
I• p II Nevertheless , there is a real bond of friendship between the two 
1l countries , and more than Canadians like to admit , their customs 
11 and institutions have been influenced to a very creat extent by 
II 
~those beyond the border . I t is only natural that the people of 
~the one country should have learned much from those of the other 
II ~and when the conservatism of Canadians is spoken of , as lt often 
I' 
.I Ills , qs t1ou6h it were an innate characteristic, it mi ht be well 
/j to consider the possibil i ty that it carne about from an obser-
!,vation of pages of United States history . Th s implies that the 
II development of Canada foll0wing close u on that of the United 
" 
~ ~tates, while its de~10n was not slavishly copied from that of 
lj the latter , bore many close resemblances . 
' 
il 
'I 
I 
I 
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That there was a deliberate attempt to understand the 1 
jchief characteristics of the deve l opment in the United States is 
ljsuge;ested by A. G. Bradley, who wrote on the Federation oi' the 
h !Canadian Provinces as follows: 
li 
I. 
" 
,, 
II 
I! 
! 
! 
I 
" The articles of FederC~tion were drawn with skill and care . 
They were partially modelled on those of the United 3attes, 
but avoided the blemishes due to the reluctance of the old 
colonies to give up their individuality to the central Govern 
ment. In their case every right not definitely conceded by a 
Province remained with it as a st ~ te •.. .. in the new Feder-
ation every power not specifically delegated to the Provinces 
which retained each their autonomy and separate Legislature 
under a Lieutenant Governor, usuafly from henceforth a local 
man , lay with the central power. " 
' ~.· ~ study of the two systems of central goverrunent shows an impos-!ing list of powers belonging to the Government in Ottawa which , I 
lin this country , had been retained by the several states . 
Also that the Protestant church leaders profited from a 
study of conditions in America i s attested by n paragraph fr0m a 
J
1
letter to .rr . Louis Brunet, Secretaire - Tr6'sorler, L ' Union Nation 
I / / 
1ale des Eglises Reformees , Paris , France, written by the Secre -
1 
1
jtary and Director of Publicity of t he United Church of Canada, 
!keverend Gordon A. Sisco, under date of February sixteenth, 
'I ~~r . ~i sco said in part: 
19381 
I 
,, 
II 
II 
II 
li 
jl 
r! 
II 
I 
11 You will realize that we in Canada have had the adve.ntage 
of watching the development of Protestantism in the United 
utates . n~tion similarly situated to our own, far ahead of 
us in economic development, has, during the amazing strides, 
produced a type of Protestanti sm that oresonts one of t~e mos 
profound and baffling proble 1s in the relit;;ious world . 11 
1. BNT , p. 112 
t.h e l ett.er to 
I 
I 
I 
I' ,. 
I 
I 
' 
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jCont nuing he out lined the growth and diversification of the 
I 
1::1.11 erican churches, a.ncl closed the para.gra h with the following 
!!statement' 
I! " Should we in Canada duplicate a development like that or 
'
'! should we make a venture before it was too late? My convictio 
is that had we drifted along vith the exam)lE of the United 
I
I States Dfore us we should h&ve been blind to the lessons of 
,, histor • 11 
li 
'I ljThese statements may e considered r.ueag1:·e proof of any conten-
11 ~tion by Canadians that they did not follow Any particular deal n 
il 
1lin rns,pping the pr( gress of their own institutions, but trust eel 
I 
' ~their own ingenuity to work out those best suited to their own 
l 
1
necessi ties. Such statements as those quoted above may be though 
!of littlP consequence. However, a fact seems to be pretty well 
I 
!!established , namely , that Canadian insti tutlons , in their found-
1 
·ing and development , have followed a somewhat middle course be 
tween those of Great Britain on the one hand, and those of the 
~United States on the other. This fact is seen in the development! 
II 
11 of the idea of the orcanic union of the churches, where the plan 
J 
;!went further than The Federal Council of the Churches of Christ 
1\ 
llin America, and stopped short of the Established State Church in 
!!England and Scotland. 
:i 
Ill RELIGI OUS DEVELOPMENT IN THS DOMINION ,, 
!I ProtestPntism is peculiar in that it seems to encourage 
I, 
j!divisions. The freedom it en enders often appears to be license-
~~ to do as one pleases. Within the Protestant tradition , however , 
I 
It 
I 
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there may be found more of the spirit of unity than appears on 
the surface. A careful reading of the history of the denomin-
ations in Canada brings clearly to mind the common heritage of 
their faith, or at least, of that held by the Evangelical chur-
ches. Each of them had maintained its traditional differences, 
but at the same time possessed the genius to compose them, as 
several of the denominations eloquently could bear testimony. It 
is to some of these consolidations, and their effect upon the 
Protestant mind, that the discussion now leads. 
1. Churches Gain their Independence. 
Canadian Protestantism, for the most part, has been impor -
ed from other countries. All of the major denominations came, 
either from the United States, or the British Isles. In a few in 
stances they were of both American and British parentage. No Pro 
testant group of any size may be considered indigenous to the 
soil of the Dominion. Hence, in the earlier years of their exis-
tence, they were manned and maintained to a large extent by the 
Missionary Societies of the mothering churches. With the excep-
tion of the French settlements and the older English communities 
of Ontario and the Maritime Provinces, the settlement and de-
velopment of the Dominion has been much later than that of the 
United States. Much of its territory has been virgin soil up to 
a comparatively recent date. Because of that fact the churches 
were slow to become autonomous. Policies were outlined and di-
rected from without the country. Ministers were sent from the 
!!home churches and received the larger share of their su crt 
I 
18 
!from their ~issionary treasuries . Within the larger denomination I . 
~~these connections were mainly with churches in the British Isles 
In a few instances that relationshi continued well on into the 
I 
!nineteenth century . Silcox1 s eaks of the severance from the pa-
lrent bodies as follows: 
I 
I 
'i 11 Slo~ ly, but surely the Canadian mind sought freedom from 
!,j entanglin controls in religion , whether they emanatedfrom th 
motherl~nd or from tee United States . Canada has sou~ht to a 
l,j her own w .y , 3row her own leadersh ) , produce her own liter-
ature . Only the Church of England in Canada receives today 
II 
considerable subsidies from England for her work , and these 
subsidies are being steadily reduced to the vanishing oint ." 
the .. ethodist and Presbyter ian churches in particular , beginning 
I 
jtheir independent careers , immediately started to consolidate 
1 
I !their work within specific territories . 
12 . Denominational Unions . 
,, 
I 
I I In 1885 , when the English ·,·esleyan assionary Committee 
llwi thdrew from the .ar1time Provinces , the .ethodist Church for 
~that area was organized . A short time before the conference of 
~ esleyan Churches in Ontario had been fonned . From the year, 187 , 
l!these churches had been self supporting with the exception of 
ljNewfoundland and Bermuda which, coming under the head of British ~North Americ~ , continued to receive g~ nts from the English 7es-
' i 2 llAyan Society . In that same year the first Methodist union was 
I ·j ________ _ 
,, 
G 1 Op . cit . p. 21 
~ 2. SM, p. 480 f . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Jl consummated, when on September sixteenth, the ·,vesleyan 1\t~ethodi st 
I 
iconference, Canada and Eastern British America, and the New Con-1 
I 
nexion Methodist Church in Canada joined forces. The political 
union of 1867, coupled with changed modes of living because of 
territorial and industrial expansion, had a direct influence on 
I 
ljthe character of the people and their institutions. 'tlhere there 
!had been separation, now there was unity and solidarity. Nation-
Jal politics had quickly overshadowed rovincial politics in im-
lportance. The whole effect was a broadened outlook, a new sense 
l1of opportunity, and an · increased feeling of responsibility in 
jl the minds of leaders of both the state and the church . 
! Impressed by this new spirit of nationalism, and smitten 
I 
!by a sense of reproach because of their own dis-united condition 
lichurch leaders soon began the task of remedying such a state of 
1!affairs. As already shown, the principal denominations hg,d taken 
I 
jroot ln Canada. And up to the last quarter of the nineteenth cen 
ltury, had shared within their own governing bodies similar sep-
jarations to Lhat of the country itself. For example, there had 
jbeen four different branches of the ~ethodist denomination; the 
liesleyans, the Primitive .Methodists, the Bible Christians, and 
jthe Methodist Episcopal Church. Each of them ~ad had tleir 0wn 
·!Be arate conferences which, in turn, had been divided along pro-
'vincial lines, and occasionally had been restricted in their 
operations to even more limited territories. The other denomin-
!atione were no better off, for they, too, had been divided and 
I 
~~ub-divided. Between the years 1861, when the Presbyterians had 
,, 2 0 
~~ormed their first merger , and 1906 , the year of the last of the 
II ipong:Pegatlonal unions , all of the separate groups with !1 these 
three denominations had consolid~ted to form the Congregational 
p 1urches in Canada; the 1wiethod st Church , CanadA.; and the Pres -
;t~yterian '"'hurch in Canada Al l of these unions had been prompted 
1
1
1 
o a large degree by chPnges within the social and political 
structure of the Dominion Churchmen were being deeply moved by 
~~he e chan es of a general character , a. d viewing the challenge ~~I hlch they presented , felt t at national leadership for the chur 
lches was a real necessity lf it was to prove itself effecient or 
I 
Ires onsible leadership. That these men were not merely thinkin 
~~1 ~ 1enominational lines may be athered from a fact mentioned 
I 
1 y Silcox , namely , that a Dominion branch of the Evangelical 1 -
1 
~lance had been for~ned in ontreal in 1874 , which numbered among 
1~ts objectives "the holding of conferences on Cl ~iaUan unity an4 
lpooperation . "1A union of the Christian forces of the entire com-
ljnunity was considered one of the principal needs of the new day 
,. 
I' 
I ~hat had so suddenly dawned. 
I 
vVhen the unions which had been consummated within the de- I 
ominations themselves failed to yield the desired resources 
I 
~hich to meet the added demands , and with the spirit of coo 
' I 
wit~ 
er- I 
:jtion everywhere manifesting itself , and disturbing visions of 
j~uty resenting themselves , the conviction arose tl..at somethin 
'I I, 
1 f an adventurous character must be done forthright to give more 
~~reedom of action to the churches , and greater resourcefulness 
I 
i 
I 
I' I 
____ _L 8_6 _____ _ 
I 
I 
!I 
'I li 
-II 
,, 
jlwith 
1!turn 
2l 
which to carry forward an enlarged program . Thus, at the 
of the century , a body of responsible opinion began to ex-
!press itself in favor of some effective type of cooperati~n from 
I 
which those results could be expected. 
I 
I SUhThiARY 
I ~ No attem t has been made in the foregoing discussi n to 
:present a complete account of the many and diversified paths 
!along which the social and political development of Canada pro -
~ceeded during the nineteenth century . Rather , the principal ~~objective has been to discover , if possible , those larger design 
!I which , accentuated above all others, acted as a sort of backdrop 
!against which were acted out those parts of the drama which were 
climaxed by the movement toward the organic union of three of 
ithe major Protestant denominat i ons . 
I II Outstanding among the changes that took place in Canada i 
I, 
i1the century just passed was the broadened outlook which accompan 
1: 
Jjied the birth of the Dominion , in 1867. Out of the separate 
;Eastern rovinces , and the far flung territories of tJ. ... e lest , 
I 
!was forged one nation with a single political bond , a central 
!!government , and a federal constitution . Thus, there began the 
li 
!!growth of a national consciousness profoundly affecting the 
If 
!\social mindedness of the people , their customs , and institutions 
,, 
liThe Protestant churches shared in tr at awakening . To Canadians 
lihad come the realization that their country was destined to be -
:jcome one of the chief stars in the British constellation. 
·I 
II 
I, 
II 
ll 
I' 
ij 
II 
!I 
=t 
'I ~ Having become conscious of their independent destiny 22 
'!Canadian officials soon adopted olic les intended to offset the 
!prejudices which had hitherto been felt against the country , be-
1cause of its rigorous climate , and its rough frontier character . 
!rhe tides of immigration began to flow quickly, first from the 
junited States , next from the British Isles, as did the capital 
~investments from both countries . At the close of the century it 
!iwas clear to all that here was the last great frontier of the 
I! 
1: Vest. Expectations were more than fulfilled , and the twentieth 
jjcentury dawned full of hope and promise . 
j A strong British tradition and an equally strong American 
I 
ideal have been influential factors in the shaping of Canada ' s 
icourse of progress . Any conservatism, or particular genius, the 
1
1
peo le have displayed resulted from a study of both cultures. 
lhith the two patterns of growth ever at hand , Canadians were 
liable to adapt to their own uses whatever principles or methods 
\that were best suited to their particular needs. In me.ny instan-
,1 
~ces they have shown a typical independence, and have constituted 
lla distinct pattern for themselves, along which a go'Jd deal of 
!!canada ' s prot;.ress can be traced. 
nllke anything in the En lish speakin world is the )rob 
1
!1 
l; lem of Roman Catholic uebec, with its tendency to influence 
I. 
\lsocial behavior, and dominate the poll tical scene . Through a 
'I 
lbatient handling of this problem compromises have been reached 
land adjustments affected which have had a profound effect upon 
i 
~educational methods, soci~l legislation, and the general relig-
23 
Lastly, the spirit of unity had pervaded the political 
and religious atmospheres toward the close of the century. The 
formation of the Dominion in 1867, which opened the doors of the 
l1 Northwest, was the chief inspiration for all others. Churches 
lwere awakened to find themselves incom etent to deal effectively 
l 
II with many of the new situations. Because of sectarian limitation 
ljand orscnizational peculiarities they were not fitted for action 
II 
I on the larger national stage. Unions and consolidations within 
I the denominations followed each other in quick succession. At 
'the beginnin of the present century al of the larger churches, 
1 ~xcept the Baptist, had effected organization on a nation wide 
scale. These mergers opened the door for pro~rams of cooperatio~ 
1
1 and provided those psychologic-'ll f .:;t -..1 r which gave to the move-
llment for organic union one of its r·e~J.t.est mo 1 VD tlons 
~ In conclusion, Canada cay be likened in this era to a 
;I child who grows so rapidly that its clothing has to be discarded 
II I· In such a situation ew gari.'lents are usable. Seams mo.. be let 
il 
ljouL, and other adjustments made , hut the most satisfactor plan 
li is to provide new garments. None reco nlzed this more fully tr~an 
II those who guided the destini e s of the churches. The old secular 
~~arrrents were not ade uate to the necessltles•of t~e ~rowing 
I 
jcountry. It was dictated by thr Gospel they preachPd, ~nd by the 
I 
I 
~events which were crowding upon them, that the idea nf Christian 
!unity be carried to its lo lcnl conclusirn. 
I 
I 
I 
' 
I 
II 
II ,, 
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CHURCH UNION IS PROPOSED 
Churches generally depend more upon the ministry for lead 
ership than upon the laity. There are different reasons why that 
is true. And although most Protestant churches give almost equal 
representation to ministers and laymen in their general courts, 
oftentimes the lay voice is indistinct or feeble as compared witt 
that of the clergy. In the debates that arose over the question 
of Church Union this matter was often raised. The suggestion 
that the idea originated as a pet scheme of a few outstanding 
clergymen was vigorously denied. Church unionists declared that 
the state of mind which gave birth to the proposition came about 
from witnessing an intolerable set of conditions caused by rival 
programs instituted by the denominations in a great many areas 
of the country, as well as from an awareness that soon there 
would not be sufficient resources to provide for all the needs of 
a rapidly expanding constituency. It is an attested fact that 
little persuasion was necessary, particularly in the West, to 
' 
convince the rank and file of the churches' membership of the 
wisdom of the plan, wherever it originated, and of the values 
that would accrue from the venture. Furthermore, many of the lo-
cal churches were showing an impatience over the policies of the 
denominational boards, and were making all possible local adjust-
~ents to solve their particular problems. 
25 
It would be interesting to know to what extent the idea 
I. 
li 
I! of union appealed to others than ministers and church officials , 
~and to what extent conditions of a purely local character act-
!' 
'lually were strong enough to force the issue with those who might 
!otherwise be reluctant to acc·ept it , but on many of these points 
I 
1
1 tL;::e records are silent . Of the part played by some of the fore -
) most leaders there is considerable account . It is also known 
l 
1
1 that in the i'lest protests were often raised by local congrega 
i1 tiona at what appeared to them the wastefulness of the various 
I jBoards in the expenditure of church money. However , there is 
\little to indicate what the average church member thought or fel 
!with regard to the general policies of the churches, or of the 
I 
!specific proposals for cooperation and organic union when they 
were finally made. This is so because, first, most of those of 
whom such information could be obtained long since have passed 
11 on; secondly , through various local unions and readjustments , 
j1during the years of negotiations, and since the United Church 
lhas come into being, the outlook has been so altered and earlier 
I 
II imperatives so submerged that any reconstruction of facts would I I 
I 1now be impossible; thirdly, while official action and policy was 
!generally recorded with fair accuracy and thoroughness, unoffici 
I 
II 11 al action and opinion, although often significant, found no rest 
jjing place in the records. 
II 
I'll How the idea of organic union gained official sanction; 
II the general character of the negotiations ; the steps taken in 
\!tl e formation of the Basis of Unlun; the first reactions of the 
I 
I 
I 
t 
ll 
li 
'I j: 
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p 
jldenominations to that formula have all been preserved in a more 
J!lor less complete fashlon . Much of that material in pamphlet form 
I 0 
lrray be obtained even now . A consideration of such facts as are 
!necessary to visualize the origins and progress of the movement 
1toward organic unity is both interesting and rewarding . A good 
Ideal is being said and done throughout the civilized world on 
I 
jbehalf of Christian unity . Therefore , the Ganadian union which 
\ ·ras one of the first to be effected may be looked upon as a so1t 
lo~ starting point from which to measure the general progress in 
the direction of Christian unity . 
EFFECTS OF GENERAL EXP NSION ON THE CHURCHES 
Church assemblies often allow more than a proportionate 
!share of time to be given for the hearing of reports from sta-
lj li tistical scribes and administrative s ecretaries , while other 
!!matters of equal or greater importance are either taohled, ·or 
10 
ijgiven scanty consideration . If, therefore , one were to judge 
,, 
llonly on the basis of the relative time given to those reports , 
II and to space they occupy in the minutes of such gatherings, it 
1 o 
~is possible that some ingenious mind could prove that problems 
lo r church finance and administration are weighty enough to effec 
I 
1changes of an description within the churches . 
I 
I Reports of the Protestant churches of Canada appearing 
II 
jlperiodlcally at the close of the last century and the beginning 
I; of the present one , laid particular emphasis on the economic 
1: 
1
condition of those churches , and the problems having to do with 
I 
I! 
,I 
I 
l! 
i! 
II 
,; 27 
!:their ever enlarging fields of administration. uestions of a 
!!theological nature were seldom, if ever raised. Therefore, what 
I 
:appeared to some as an unconcern for doctrinal and theological 
I 
1
formulas, particularly when negotiations for organic union were 
!taking place , is but an indication of a greater concern about 
batters of a more practical and utilitarian character . 
I 
I ~~· The State of Denominational Finances . 
I I "Americanization, " the term used in this country to de-
l 
I 
!note the attempt by private organizations and public institution 
I 
jjto foster and 
rmigrants of a 
I appropriately 
develop an American outlook and ideology among im-
different racial and cultural background, cannot 
be used in Canada . In fact, there is no synonym 
that ls used, but a similar work has been carried on by the chur 
l 
lches and other institutions among Canada ' s foreign speaking pop-
' lulation. 
!; That population increased speedily at the turn of the cen 
/!tctry , and dctring the decade and a half that followed , Silcox 
,, 
11has reference to the Dillingham Report to the Sixty-first Con-
ll 
J!gress, on the " Immigration Situation in Canada, 11 and quotes fie 
[lures from that document showing: 
I
I " that during the years 1900 - 1909 , Canada's immigrati0n was 
1 
so large as to increase the ~opulation by 26.1 per cent . of lj the Dominion ' s population in 1901, while the number entering 
1 
the United States during the fiscal years 1900 1909 equalled 
11 10 . 2 er cent . of the population of the latter country in ll 1900 . 11- . 
ll- - -
1 22 
'l ,, 
r 
I 
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comparison of the next decade shows that the increase had been 
I !almost as neavy . In 1911 the population , according to census 
Jjreports, was 7 , 204,527 , while in 1921, it had grown to 8 , 769,488 
I!Thus , the ten year period from 1911 - 1921, revealed an increase 
li 
•of 21 . 7 per cent . when compared with the 26.1 per cent. of the 
I 
:earlier nine year period . 
I 
I ~~hat effect this growth had upon the churches can be s ~en 
ifrom the succeeding statements. In 1911, the Presbyterian Church 
I 
jclaimed 15.48 per cent . of the entire populatlon of the Dominion 
~or the same year the Methodist Church had 14 . 98 per cent . of th 
II 
!whole . Congregationalists had never had a strong foothold in Can 
lada, and from 1901 onwards, showed less than one half o'f: 1 per 
1
cent. of the entire population 1 It can readily be seen what ef-
lrect the general growth of the country ' s population would h~ve 
I 
Jrpon the two major denominations which, taken together, had the 
~~responsibility of caring for the spiritual needs of approximate-
~~ly one third of the people of the Dominion. 
I The figures representing the relative strength of the 
I 
!!denominations remained pretty nearly constant during the years. 
l~wo facts were responsible for this, namely, the large numbers2 
lrhat had migrated from the United States and Great Britain with 
lvangelical backgrounds , were readily assimilable, also, the ex-
~ensive strides made by Home Mission Boards to do similar work 
1: 
11 1. Figures quoted from Silcox, Ibid. Appendix F, .477 
I 2 . Not~. In the years 1900 - 1909, 62 per cent. of all 
I 
I 
\immigrants to anada came from these combined sources. 
i 
II 
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li 1iamong foreign s eakine; groups had produced, in each case, about 
1lthe same general result.s. The expansion of the Presbyterian ~Church from the year of their first intern~l consolidation to 
I 
1912 is graphically shown by Dr. Charles ·I . Gordon in the follow 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ing t'3.ble. 1 
TABLE I 
FIGUREu TO SHO'l THE GENERAL EXPANSION IN 
THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH FROW. THE DATE 
OF ITS FIRST UNION, IN l875,TO THE 
YE11.R, 1912. 
1875 1912 Gain 
Synods .•...•..• ~ --8 
Presbyteries •.• 33 70 
11:ini s ters ••.... 611 1,769 
Con3regations •• 570 1,766 
HomP 1 iss ions •• 136 2,583 
Cowmunicants ••• 88,288 295,935 
Colle e s • •••.•• 4 8 
Qer "'ent . 
100 
112 
189~ 
209-i 
1,800 
235t 
100 I 
II ~ The Methodists re orted fewer gains in membershi for the 
l eca.de beginning in 1901 . 7fuereas for the previous ten year per-
,iod their church claimed 17.07 per cent. of the country ' s ~opulR 
' ,. 
1ltion during the latter the fi ure was only 14-.98 per cent. But 
jl ' -
'
Ieven thou·h there was some cause for ala1~ , in 1911, there were 
)680 mission fields in Saskatche ¥an and lbertA alone,. and in the 
~revious year Rome ~issinnary funds totallln- : 2G4, 2:~ had bee 
jrai8..,.d for t'1, Hl d{ of the chureh ln t1Je entire DutLJinion. All of 
l!thl.s goes to ... n-·ove wl. th wll~ t vall am.tt effort the churcher had en-
:~eavored to measure up to the obligations devolving upon them 
I! 1. " The l·esbyLerl.an Church and its ui sslonr , " in SCP, 
I' 
II 
11 
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from the general growth of the country. Dr. Gordon wrote1 of his 
own denomination at the time when statistics relating to its 
growth showed the largest increases, that: 
11 The demands upon t he resources of the church by the advan-
ced movement abroad, and especially by t h e extraordinary de-
velopment of the missions in Western Canada, became increas-
ingly heavy, and from year to year the committees, both for-
eign and home, were forced to report deficits in their funds.' 
The Methodist Church had to carry on its work under similarly 
di f ficult handicaps. Added to the hardship of extending the 
frontiers of the churches when their financial resources were 
rapidly becoming inadequate, was the ominous and disheartening 
sight of their working side by side in a kind of rivalry which 
was declared both unwise and unbecoming. 
2. Waste by the Denominations. 
11 A free church in a free state 11 is the description ofter 
given of the genius of Protestantism within certain areas. Can-
ada has held pretty closely to t hat tradition. But any church 
t hat is free to do as it wills, and does not . have a minimum, at 
least of central authority, but views such control as the por-
tent of evil, is very liable to create for itself those situa-
tions which may seriously hamper its progress. No one can doubt 
that Protestantism in the United States with its two hundred 
odd varieties, does not prove as efficient as though it operated 
with more unity. Canada, the younger country with regard to 
1. Ibid. p. 291 
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I 1to develo ment, and robabl dis layin more conservatism, never 
'i lhas had such extreme diversity of sects and denominations. Such 
Ia tendency me.y yet arise, but it would seem that it had suffered 
!ja direct set back through the adventure of union . That event has 
j:been received with general f=tvor , and indications are that it is 
'I igaining in this respect . Probably that is because of the world 
!wide interest in church unity expressed in the recent Ecumenical 
I 
!councils , and t!:le soon to be formed 7orld Council of Churches . 
I 
All of this will be treated in greater detail in a later chapter 
1
It has been mentioned only to point out . what diversification 
1\there was in the Dominion was considered a serious handicap to 
~the cause of Christianity , particular ly i n view of a steadily 
il 
ligrowing population, and the involved necessity of increased ex-
llpenditures . Several churches with limited resources and often 
ithe same objectives , or very similar ones, could not act so 
I! swiftly , steadily , or efficiently , as could one strong organi- \ 
il I l1zation with a single goal . Viewing the 6eneral situation, church 
i! 
II 
:leaders re arded it as presentln6 an unpre9edented op)ortunity 
for the display of a spirit of independence, and a virile brand 
~of Christianity . 
I No general survey of the churches had been made at any 
time when negotiations for union were in progress, or before the 
lhad begun . However, since a large number of churches were aided 
iin one way and another, and were therefore required to make an-
lnual reports on conditions within the local parish, or circujt , 
lit was possible to obtain in any year , or for a succession of 
II 
I ' 
I 
I 
11 
,, 
I, 
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·lrhere there were four con regations of Christians all independen~ 
I' I 11of each other. Commenting on that p'3.rticular situation he says, 1 
!i" The condition of this certain town can be duplicated in every 
ljcity, town and rural community around the globe •..• It is a 
,, 
11world-wide plague. 111 The conditions in Canada were no worse, but 
certainly they were no better than elsewhere. From two an les 
a challen e to the churches. First, there was the they presented 
llpossibility of avoiding such a state of affairs in the newer 
I 
communities of the ¥est. Every year saw a great m~ny new towns 
and municipalities springing up in the younger provinces, and if 
a definite policy could e establ1ehed soon enJuGh, the wastes 
I 
lof overlapping could be avoided. econdly, no good reason could 
l~e iven why there should not be a com· lete recidjustment of the 
j
1
work in the ast, whereby a considerable savin~:.;. of vlissionary 
j1and ~ustenation funds could be effected. Rural, and sern.i.-rural 
'!parishes throughout the older constituencies had, for the most 
~art, remained dependent upon one or another of the church Boar1 
I 
1
:and heavily drained their resources. The p0pulation of the 1.1ie • .rl-
lltlme Provinces for several decqdes either had teen constant, or 
~~1.ad shown a decline, and unless some 1·ea.djustments were made 
lithroughouL the area, the churches conti uous to it would c~ntinu 
ito require at least the same amount of support which had been 
I 
·~~iven them. Therefore, the problem had two main aspects, namely, 
1,ths evolving of a plan for the conservation of ,naterial resource I! 
!land the formulation of a more intensive, more inclusive program 
I! 1. AUC, p.l6 
II 
,, 
il 
II 
1\ 
I 
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I 
lor Christian service for the whole of the Dominion. 
il 
I Too much attention cannot be given to those facts rel ted/ 
'to the material expansion and economic condition of the churches 
I 
!because they were discussed most frequently, and hav~ been re-
lgarded by most observers as one of the principal causes for the 
!policy of coo~eration which was later adopted, also for the in-
ilitiation of the movement for organic union. Similar sets of fact 
1 
~~are responsible for present discussions on the advisability of 
l1consolidating the various and manifold provincial and municipal 
I 
!governments within the Dominion . This is aside from the main lin 
lor our investigation, however , it is pertinent in that it lends 
jclarity to a visualization of the tremendous difficulties encoun 
!ltered in the administration of reli "ion and politics within so 
~,,large a country with so sparse a popul~tion . 1 Seeing that the 
~whole future of the Protestant churches depended upon the wisdom! 
,, 
jand faith with which difficulties were faced, and policies were 
!instituted, the authorities , aware of their responsibility, pr~-
1 
jlceeded with the development of plans by which that future would 1 
tl ~not be imperilled . 
II 
I' 
I! 
II 
/i No organizatiot with aims similar to those of the Federal 
!jcouncil of Churches had ever been formed among the Canadian chur 
PROG t'l OF COOPERATION 
II 
rhea . Vhile a branch of 
/in the Dominion, it had 
I 
I 
the Evangelical Alliance had been forme~ I 
never gained very much prominence. Inter~ 
1. See Christendom, I (~inter, 1936.) p . 350 f. I 
I 
/: 
lldenominational organizations have not succeeded as well as one 
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jwould feel they rnight considering the circumstances . The churche 
lre:arded each other with varying degrees of antipathy. bnd wher-
ever these feelings were accentuated any type of lnterdenomin-
lational activity was fore - doomed to failure. Sunday School As-
' jsociations in the different provinces afforded many examples of 
lthe difficulty attached to that kind of cooperation . However, ~the denominations often met in representative sessions with each 
jjother, at which times common problems and special grieviances 
!1were di s cussed.. Each of t he churches had committees on corres -
!l 
llpondence with other churches, to which all matters of common 
!concern were referred, and out of which were reported those hav-
L1g to do with common needs and enterprises. In such a fashion, 
1the General Assembly a preached the plan of cooperati0n with the 
IMethodiPt Church . 
111 . Committee on Cooperation is Formed . 
I In a previous paragraph reference was made to the action 
of the General r~.ssembly in recommending the formation of a joint 
I 
I 
\committee for the purpose of studying and rearranging, if pos-
lsible, the work on Home Mission Fields . 1 That was in 1899, and, 
,,in 1902, the General Conference of the Methodist Church appointe 
lji ts cornwi tt~e to confer with that of the Presbyterian Church . 
·This body met immediately, and with very practical results. Four 
I 
!!resolutions were passed, 
_____ 'I 
two of which were to have far reaching 
' 
I 
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!benefits. It was resolved as follows: 1 
I' 
! 
il 
\I 
II 
ll 
II 
il 
I 
11 2. That the Superintendents of both Chur::;hes be strongly 
ur ed to keep the principle of comity and cooperation steadil 
in view, and to a ply the same wherever practicable in the 
arrangement of their work. To this end we recomrr.end that the 
Superintendents whose jurisdictions cover substantially the 
same field, meet together at interv~ls for consultati0n in th 
spirit of mutual helpfulness and ready concession, respecting 
the opening of new fields, or the possible readjustment of 
fields already occupied " 
11 3. That where a field has been occupied for at least one 
yr.ar by one of the churches, the Superintendents be recommen-
ded to act as far as possi le on the principle of non-intru-
sion, having due regard to the promotion of the Yingdom of 
Christ, and the interests of' the two churches." 
These resolutions, widely publicized, set off an immedi~te charg 
! 
lor interest and activity which continued to reverberate through-
! 
lout the next twenty ye~rs. Charg8s were made on different occas-
lions that the terms of these agreements had been violated, but 
I 
I 
~~he indications are that they were kept as well, if not better, 
rhan most voluntary bargains. 
i The program of cooperation instituted in 1902 should not 
I 
I [be confused with the movement for union, which began in the same 
li 
~y~ar. As negotiations for union progresced certain modifications 
I 
~n the program of cooperation ~ere made. For ex&m)le, after the 
l
rvote on union, in 1910, more l0C'"'l uni n churches came into bein9 
because of the implications of that b~llot. ~nd with each succec~ 
,: l 
!~n~ step in the direction of union, vork within certain local 
II 
control. In 1923, ll'"lreas became mor·e nde endent of denominational 
,, 
~~wo years before t~e consummation of union, there were 1,245 
I 
'I II 
' ;j 
'I II 
II 
I 
I! 
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!,local union 
!situated in 
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churches in all Canada . For the most part they were 
the Prairie Provinces , although quite a num er hs.r1 
I jsprung up in the East, pD.rticu 1-rly L 1 }\Tei o .. t r•io, wlth a few 
I .ccttering ones in the ~aritime Provinces . The outbtqndi~g one 
in the latter territory was the Union ~ernorial Church Jn Halifax 
!Nova Scotia , which combined former ~ethodist and Pr\)sbytE-"rlan 
lc~ urches, each of which h'l..d been dest:royc:d in the rea.t explosio 
I 
ion DecembP.r sixth , 1916 . Throu1:5h these local adju8trJ.enl.s most 
II Jlof the ovArla.Jping , and otheY· grievances were beln~ attended tc . 
I
StarLed by the concurring action of ~issionary 3u)erintendents, 
1 the movEment was soon carried alon ...... by the inde_Jendent. chc_,ice of 
tue people themselves . 
i 
jl The Jrinciple fact t~ be orne in mind in connection with 
I ~\these different steps in coo.Jera.tion is , t.:at they originated 
!!with the resolutions of tl'lP joint comm ttee on cooperation , whic1 
!lmust not be confused with a sirnJlar x·epresentatlve committee on 
j1union . ~1'1j le there can be no doubt th£:tt negoti.tttions for union 
I 
lv.rer·e aided materially by the illustrations which thef e n·>.ctical 
I 
ilexperiment s offered the arguutents for organic unity , only one co -
lfmittment had ' een made by the churches , namely , 11 to keep the 
I' 
brinciple of comity and coo 1eration steadily in view, 11 and 11 to 
I 1act as far as possible on the principle of non-intrusion . 11 me -
! 
ither the churches ever 9roceeded to organic union or not , the; 
'
had definitely pledged themselves to cooperate in making whateve 
~djustments necessary, or desirable, in the interests of economy , 
~nd of the Kingdom of Christ. They were keeping that pledge . 
I . 
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PROPOS L FOR CHURCH UNION 
,, 
'lithout any apparent warning the organic uni on of the 
ijchurches was reposed c.vents ha.d been e;radually l eadin'-' in that 
l!gener:1l direction, but the si tu:1ti0n had not been canvassed pre -
ilviously, neither had any large body of public opinion ever ex-
~ressed itself in favor of such a proposal . The birthplace of 
fjthe idea was the city of ii1nn1peg, and the occasion the quadren-
!nial meeting of the General Conference of the Methodist Chureh , 
in 1902 . The subject h·d been discussed before local societl;s , 
1 and papers had been read on Church Unity . Also some of the 1 ad-
ling newspapers had carried editorials and contributed articles 
on odd occasions . Nothing , however, had really been accomplished 
jto advance the cause of union, except to lay a groundwork of 
!thinking on the subject within definitely prescribed territory . 
I 
!There is no way of discovering the extent o which the clergy or 
1laity had become aroused to think critically about the condition 
of religion within the Dominion . One fact may throw sorr..e light 
on that question . Both the Methodist and Presbyteriar ~hurches 
1lwere beginning to feel the pinch of restricted givin "' · Silcox1 
I 
~elates that as early as 1894, the Presbyterian Board of Home 
rissions reported to the Nineteenth General ssembly that the 
jgivings for the previous year had suffered considerable shrink-
! !age. In 1902, the General Superintendent of the 1'ethodist Church 
! jjthe Reverend Albert Carmen , in his address to the General Confer 
I 
II 
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i1ence expressed alarm over the decline which that church was be-
'1 
!ginning to experience . There are some indications that these 
' I 
I !shrinkages were linked in some direct fashion with a feeling a-
l·mong those who supported the churches, that the funds to which 
I 
j!they made contribution were not wisely administered , and that th 
rexpansion about which there was a go0d deal of publicity , in man 
leases , could be halted without serious loss to the Kingdom of 
!Christ , and probably at considerable saving8 to the churches . In 
'other words, it appears not at all unlikely, tJ.1at church members 
' jg3nerally, in a most practical way were expressing their dis-
lpleasure over those phases of a rival program which they felt 
I 
~~could, and ought to be changed or entirely erased. 
I Adherin to a long established custom the Presbyterian 
!General ssembly had appointed fraternal deleg~tes to the ~eth­
lodist General Conference at ~innipeg . Those delegates, the 
lReverends George Bryce, Charles 7 . Gordon, and Principal Patrick 
' 
!
presented the~selves to extend the greetings of their church. 
I Principal Patrick , the second of the speakers, in what r~.~orrow1 jl 
1ldescribes as 11 a sudden and fortuitous manner., 11 suggested that 
I 
!the time for a bold adventure had arrived . This distinguished 
~~Scotch educator , who only recently had come to Canada , during 
lithat short time had become so impressed with the needs and oppor 
\\tunities of the land of his adoption, that he expressed the con-
, 
1victlon, that the religious forces of the country would have to 
I 
!be greatly simplified and extended in their operations if they 
I 
II 
II 
'I I! 
p 
!I 
ll 
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!aimed to serve those needs and measure up to the opportunity, 
and that this could be accomplished best through thelr complete 
!unification. His dream of a great "national church" gripped the 
I imaginations of his hearers, and to this d y the term is often 
,, . 
'· ~employed by Unite4 Churchmen, to describe th~ scope of the move-
llment for church unification within the Dominion of Canada . They 
II . jlstlll dream, as did Principal Patrick , of a completely united 
I 
I 
II II 
!I 
Protestantism. 
The immediate effect of the suggestion offered by Dr . 
" that the time is opoortune for a definite practical move -
ment concentr1.tinL attention on, and aiming a.t the p.,...11.ctical 
org::mic 1.mi t ... 0f , those deno.ninations already led by Provi-
dence into such close fraternal relations; 11 
'I ~ 1 ~ it reco~mended: 
,, 
II 
II 
jl 
li 
11 That a re,.?resentative committee , to be composed of the Gen-
eral Superintendent , seven tninisters and seven lllymen, be 
appointed to receive cu:nmunlcatlono on the su')jP....:t of the 
f regoing resolutions from the Churches named , ( Congregation-
al and Presbyterian ) confer with committees that may be 
ap ointed b 1 such Churches, and report to the next Gener~l Conference . 1 
1: ~~In thelr opinion this sort of friendly dis-:;ussion would help 
fi !educate the peo)le interested, and hel to deepen the Sfirlt Jf 
I junity and mut.ual concession 11 on which the successful consummati,..,. 
,, __ 
I 
II 
I 
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such movements ultimately so largel y depends ." 
1'he complete set of resolutions wa:J submitted to the two 
1
churches named in them. It had been a stated policy1 of the Con-
1 
gregational Church , since 1887 , to encourage any rnove.uent toward 
lithe unlon of churches established on 9ound evanselic~l ~rinciple 
~Accordingly, they appointed a committee to act in conjunction 
I ~=~t:_thos: :f the,~~~~~ ~wo~d~nomi=~~~~~s~ The Presbyterians 
,, 
1' of such movements ultimately so largel y depends ." 
1 
The complete set of resolutions was submitted to the two 
churches named in t'hem . It had been a stated policy1 of the Con-
jgregational Church , since 1887, t o encourage any movement toward 
~the union of churches established. on sound evancielical 9rinciple 
11- ccordingly, they apyointed a comrr:ittee to act in conjunction 
~with those of the other two denominations . The Presbyterians 
I 
jreferred the resolution to its Committee on Corresp0ndence with 
I 
!other churches . Extraordinary powers had been granted that body , 
land ln April , 1904, it met with those of the other two churches 
jj to review the situation , and to take whatever action they may 
'!deem fitting . Thus , a resolution was a dopted , unanimously , ln 
which it was stated, " that organic union is both desirabl~ and 
1 practicable , 11 and commending " the whole subject to the sympathet 
j ic and favorable consideration of the churches concerned for sue 
~~~action as t:1ey may deem wise and expedient . 11 
l . 
jl Further action was taken by the denomination in the sum-
~mer of 1904, and the first meeting of the re ularly c pointed 
11 Joint Committee on Church Union was held in Knox Presb~ terian 
I I Church , Toronto , on the twenty- first of December , 1904 . rhus 
I 
! negoti~tions were begun , which were to continue for upw rds of 
twenty years , and which were to end in one of the bitterest 
~~religious controversi es in Canadian hi story , The character of 
~~those negotiations, and their consequences will be treated in 
I! the next chapter. 
li 
I 1 . 'iJUC, p . 16 
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The Protestant Churches in Canada endeavoring to keep in 
with the rapid developments which were taking place with-
the social and political structure of the country were confront-
ed with serious difficulties arising over shrunken financ~s, I 
Jrival promotional probrams, population increases, building enter 
I 
!prises, Foreign Mission expansion and others of a similar nature 
I 
I 
,!Impressed by what had taken place within the denominations with 
1regard to sreater unification, and realizing that by working 
under such serious handicaps they could not meet all the demands 
I 
jof a rapidly changing constituency, the churches, prompted by a 
I !suggestion coming from workers on the Home Mission Fields, enter 
11ed upon a program of cooperation in 1902 . 
l i Scarcely had that program been launched when a group of 
;~rominent Presbyterian clergymen bringing fraternal greetings 
I! fraiL thelr church to the wiethodi st General Conference, in 1902 , 
I 
!suggested that the time had come when the churches should cease 
lito thinli: merely of cooperation, but should plan an adventure in 
jlorganic union. 
II 
Thereupon the General Conference invited representatives 
,I jlfrom the Congregational and Presbyterian Churches to meet with 
!\those of their own to consider such a proposal . Action was taken 
I !'almost immediately, and the movement for union started upon its 
1: course. 
li 
I These two movements went along separate and independent 
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courses for a number of years. One sought through cooperative 
~lanning and action to avoid unseemly rivalries and unnecessary 
expenditures, and generally to promote more genial relationships. 
The other was endeavoring to discover a set of principles upon 
~hich the amalgamation of the Protestant forces of the Dominion 
could be accomplished. While these two may have appeared to merge 
their interests at several points, it must be remembered that 
until a vote had been taken which showed a favorable disposition 
to union, the only committment of the churches had been to the 
~rinciple of cooperation. During the years of negotiations when 
a Basis of Union was being drafted, a large number of parishes 
~ad undergone different types of readjustment, and an equally 
large number of union charges had been established. Most of this 
kind of effort had taken place in the West, where opinion was 
predominately in favor of all types of unifying activity. 
Economically union was desirable, spiritually it was both 
desirable and necessary. The Protestant denominations, in view 
of their increased responsibility, could not afford to waste any 
of their material resources, or dissipate any of their spiritual 
energies. That was the viewpoint from which the vision of unity 
emerged. And believing that they had been inspired by a divine 
Spirit to think and see as they did, the churches started on the 
long arduous task of negotiation. 
11 
li 
'I li 
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I CHAPTER III 
I 
I 
THE PROPOSED BASIS OF UNION 
_ fter the rep r esentat ives of the three churches h~d ffiet II 
!,in 1904, and had declared their conviction that or.::;,"'nic unirm 
j! was both a desirable and practicable end to be sought, the next 
I! 
ji step was for the general courts of the churches to appoint rep-
11 resentati ves to act in conjuncti n with each other for the pur-
~~ 'JSe of forr.~ul"'tin:,., a basis upon which union could be achieved . 
I• I! ., we t1tt re seen, tna t step was tal{en in the Slll1lmer of the same 
j; year, an,.. n gotiatirms begsn in a short time after the a oint -
ji 
I' men t s were nade . 
i 
I 
i 
II 
II 
I 
THE JOIN'r COt ITTEE ON CHL ~ ,H UNI tT 
E~ch church elected a number of ministers and layr.en t 
j its :: omrr..i t tee on Church Union . These three cornrni t tees, whn~1. they 
11 met in a single session, and perfected their organization, ;rnre 
ll t'"' 1:-s known henceforth as, The Joint "' orn'Tii ttee en :::hurcr Uni0:1, 
I · s .it T s .:no ':: ":: ,.:....,rl clesignate , the Joitd:, Committe 
il I .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
! 
I 
1i Ee..ch c enominationu:!.. C01nmi ttee had its own convener, or 
1/ ~~ ch·::~.irma.n , e:trld a. e.ecr>et :ir.t. 1v.ee tine; se_.JarCJ.te l at ir t , t:1&y 
I 
~prep~red ·n agenda of business to be considared in tne _eneral 
II; oessi'Jn, ·ivin~ sdec1.al attention to tho:.:;8 rn.s."vt;ers of a denom-,1 - '-' ~ 
=-----+~-tl0n l ch racter· upon ~~~~:~r 1.n a-:::_ill~~~~~~~ 
·I 
I 
11 
l 
tl 
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~ex ected, or ~n insisLRnce 1ould have to be placed . Too much im-
~,oorLance cann t be at~ached to the.e sena t en ~inati~nal ,_ ~ coml 
em_;,bases of I !fm.:..tte, meetings , for it vVas from these that the main 
I 
t 1e churcheb were learr"ed, and heir first reactions r.:.ceived . 
!.Very little could be expected f 1•om the first j Jint sessi n other 
:!than an att.Jention to those routine matters having to dn with :n -
~~aniz.tion . That the Joint Committee , from the beginnin , was 
,, . 
1aware of the · nmensity of its task, and t~at it set about its 
i~ccom~lishffient in a serious and responsible fashi~n , is revealed 
i 
by an excerpt from the records of the first session . In the 
I f Historlcal Statement 11 it is re_Jorted that : 
II 
li II II 
11 
_ t t:r_e first conference the Joint Comrnitte.e was subdivided 
lrtto fiV8 e.ub- committees, charged, res actively , with the '"'0n 
siderction of all questions bearing u~on the f ollowing sub 
j ects :1 Doctr1ne, Polity , Lhe .inistry , _ dminiatrat i on , and Law . 11 
II ~he findings of these five sub- commi ttees , when it ~ad been re -
,, 
!jiewed ~nd revised by the Joint Committee , constituted the pro-
lltJOSed Basis of Union . ') f the method employed for the drafting of 
~~ agreeable set of proposals it is f urther stated , that : 
il 
!I 
I' 
I 
I, 
II 
'I 1, 
r 
" t each conf erence the results of the deliberations of the J 
sub- committees were submitted to and revised by t~J.e Joint "'o'n 
mittee . They were then cons i dered by the denominational sec - I 
ti0ns meet i ng separately, and again considered by t he Joint 
Committee in the l ight of any suggesti~ns offered by the den-
ominational sections . s thus amended they were ubl i shed eac 
year for the information of t he negotiating Churches, a l ong 
with the0 offici~l report of the ~roceedln s of the Joi~t Com-
mittee ."-
l . BU , p . 6 
2 • :..o c • cit • 
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Fron. this it may be gathered tl:at it was the intention of the 
committee to face all of the issues squarely, and to allow a 
good deal of deliberation over them. 
At eMch of the sessions of the Joint Committee a chair-
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Jan was chosen, in rotation, fr·om the C')nveners of the denomin-
ational com~ittees. Three secretaries; a Congregationalist, a 
.rv~ethodist, and a Presbyterian, recorded tlle proceedings. An ex-
Pcutive, made up of the above officers, togetrer with the chair-
men of tne various sub-committees, dealt with all important mat-
ters in the interin between regular meetings. 
·All of the sessions were held in the city of Toronto. Thi 
was because of its central location, also because the head of-
fices of tne denominations were situated there. Naturally a larg 
number of representatives would be chosen from that area, as the 
churches of Toronto and its environs were on the denominational 
firing lines. Facts and counsel easily could be obtalned from 
the general secretaries and superintendents of departments. If 
this seemed to give more preference to one locality, it was bal-
anced by the benefits derived from the particular choice. r.'urthe1-
more, ~ost of the sub- corunittees were divided into sections. • r 
example, the sub- committee on doctrine was divided into four 
lJarts meeting ln Halifax, ,\A:ontreal, Toronto, and linni Jeg, re-
spectively. Others were divided similarly as occasion demanded. 
In that way the representation was quite evenly distributed, and 
the labor facilitated. 
Concerning the personnel of the Joint Committee, it may 
-=-~-~-=-=-~=-~-~======~-=-===--=-=-=-=~=-========~=-=-==-==========================#========= 
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be s~ated that, in general, it represented the best in the chur-
ches leadership. Among the ministerial members of the committee 
in 1908, fifty-two held degrees of Doctor, eight were Presidents 
of Universities, or heads of departments , and quite a number 
held professorships . Among the laymen were those who had gained 
prominence in the professions , in business, and in public life 
Three were Justices of the Canadian Supreme Court. At the fi~th 
session, in the above year , seventy-four ministers and twenty-
seven laymen were in attendance, in the following denominational 
proportion : ongregationalists, sixteen ministers and four lay-
men; Methodists, thirty - seven ministerc and seventeen l~ymen ; 
Presbyterians , thirty-one ministers and ~ix laymen. Silcox has 
worked out the averages for t he five meetings, which shows some 
interestin comparisons . This t able is worth studying in view of 
t~e criticisms heard later regarding denominational policies and 
influences. 
TABLE II 
FIGURES SHO"iiNG THE AVERAGE ATTEND NCE BY 
DENO !INATION FOR TH J,:. FIVE •,E:t,TING ~F 
THE JOINT CO .ITTEE, 1904 - 1908 . 1 
Denomination Total verage attendance 
Ministers Laymen 
Congre ationalists •....• 
Methodists ..........•..• 
Presbyterians ..........• 
1. Op . cit . p . 127 
16 . 6 
53 . 0 
42 . 4 
13.0 
35 . 4 
33 . 6 
3 . 6 
17 . 6 
8 . 8 
-=-==~--=- . -----= ===== 
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The personnel of the committee ch~nged considerably-in 
the five years . Some of its members resigned. Others were re-
moved by death . In each case vlicancies had to be filled . 11an; of 
those who worked hardest for t .e consummatiJn of union did not 
live to witne s that event . It has been computed that the aver-
age a ·e of all the ministerial representatives at the first join 
session was 55 . 33 years. Commenting on that fact, Silcox say , 
II 
study of the ersonnel present at the first joint meeting 
proves clearly that the movement was no ' youth movement '" l I· 
one wished to be equally facetious and say that it was not a 
meet..i.ng of an 11 old m3.n' club, " tat fact could also be proven 
by a study of the personnel . 1~ost of them were prominent men . 
Here was not only an aggregation of years, but a composiLe of 
rich experience and tried leadership . That they were not the 
misinformed, undiscerning , partisan minded , group their severest 
2 
critics would have .nade it appe8. , and. t:1.at Silcox re~arded hls 
own remark as having been wade in a playful mood , ls attested by 
the following : 
" J:'he1·e can be little doubt but that the .nen selected r£. re -
sented the real leadership of the church at the time , but for 
the most part they were men whose mentality was , to say the 
least, fully ma.turei, c.nd from whom no radical departure woul< 
probably be expected ." ) 
Therefore, it may be best concluded that tle leadershl o the 
1. Ibid . p. 127 
2. 1 ·c. 2 6 
3 . Loc . ~it 
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church union movement was sincere , conservative and able . vrore -
over, an erroneous impression may be athered fror.1 reading the 
criticisms of O) onents to the movement . Their blanket denun-
ciations of the proposed union , which did not leave the drafting 
committee unscathed, would lead one to suspect that most, if not 
all , of the representatives had definite union )rejudices . This 
ls allen to the facts, for quite a nwnber were anti - union, a.nd 
a majority llad open minds on the sub ect. They professed a read-
iness, h~wevGr, to be led in the direction toward which the fact 
pointed. The Joint Committee, like most , had its limitations . 
• s we shall see, they failed to take cognizance of some facts, 
but despite those limitations and failures, the work of those 
men for the oreparation of a Basis of Union was done both expe-
ditiously and well. 
DIFFICULTIEB ENCOUNTERED BY TEE J INT COM •. ITT~E 
Historians sometimes have a way of handling tints and 
shades a s to make a more perfect p icture than the facts warrant. 
Some speak of this trait with resentment, and make a demand that 
they be given facts alone with none of the artificialities, and 
they will ntake their own unprejudiced judgments . Church unionist 
leaders in Canada have invariably treated with comparative light 
ness most of the difficulties which, from the beginnin~::;,, haras-
sed the movement. Man of them are unavoidably present in the 
pathway of any similar endeavor. Literature coming from the pens 
of United Churcrunen 1 maintains, or ncioally, a discreet silence 
===-~~=~-~-~=--============================================i======= 
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on what occurred on the road to union. No doubt some of those ex 
periences are best forgotten. And if the United Church is to sue 
ceed, it must be viewed ideally, and not have its record be-
smirched by all that is related to its beginnings. Nevertheless, 
some of those facts have to be recounted if an accurate picture · 
is to be presented. It is with some of those difficulties encoun-
tered by the Joint Committee in preparing the proposed Basis of 
Union that we shall now have to deal. 
1. The Search for a Common Denominator of Belief. 
Congregationalism, Presbyterianism and Methodism, in the 
simplest sense, are denominational appelations, but in a pro-
founder sense they represent distinct religious systems. Each 
had been founded as a means of combatting something that had be-
come intolerable in the political or religious condition of the 
times, or because of a degeneration in the life of religion with 
its consequent moral decline. And each had erected its own spe-
cific system of doctrine and polity with emphasis upon those el-
ements which, it was believed, would insure greater freedom for 
religious development, or provide the method for a regenerated 
society. Each of these systems was a development along signif-
icant lines, and left its own growth deposit in the main body of 
frotestantism. 
The contribution of Congregationalism was a clear reaffir-
~ation of the doctrine of individual worth, particularly in re-
lation to the freedom of conscience; an insistence upon the main-
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tenance of the principle of the independence of church and state; 
and an emphatic belief that the condition upon which Christian 
fellowship depends is not a declaration of faith, but a u con-
fession of the faith wrought in them by the power of God."1 
Presbyterianism, likewise, had left its mark in religious 
history. Of the three churches considering organic unity none hac 
maintained with more complete accuracy the Calvinistic tradition. 
As Calvin had taught that the Christian faith was grounded in a 
belief in God, so Presbyterianism laid an emphasis upon the God-
centred experience, and proclaimed the Christian's duty to think 
and live according to the will of God. The principal concern of 
its ministers has been, therefore, to present the Christian Goa-
pel as an intelligent philosophy of life. 
Methodism entered the stage of history when the spiritual 
and moral life of England was decadent. Emphas1z1ng c,aa- it ~ di~ the 
need for personal salvation and the regenerated man through faitt 
and by charting a somewhat new course for Protestant piety, it 
not only had a profound effect upon the lives of those who em-
braced its particular tenets, but upon the future course of the 
whole of Protestantism. Fitchett speaking of that influence says 
that "Methodism, first and last, is the re-affirmation of the 
spiritual element in Christianity. It is the re-emergence in his-
tory, and in human consciousness, of the great spiritual forces 
which are the vital and essential characteristics of Christian-
ity."2 Thus, the three denominations, left their special marks. 
1. CCC, p.SO 
2. FWC, p.527 
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The Joint Committee was fully aware of these contributions 
and made every effort to give them their due measures of respect 
and veneration. Denominational representatives were proud of 
their respective traditions, and were not disposed to renounce 
them. But there was a common element to all which they very read-
ily admitted. They were Protestant Christians, and the union the~ 
were endeavoring to achieve, in principle at least, was grounded 
in the Gospels which all of them professed to follow. Calvinism 
and Arminianism both had arisen under particular circumstances, 
and each had occupied a special place in the development of Pro-
testant thought and culture. Those differences of opinion which, 
in the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had caused 
division, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries were less 
meaningful. The committee, therefore, in dealing with the matter 
of differences, became convinced that the things which united 
them were far greater than those which made for division. 
Preaching had become less denominational in tone. There 
~ad been appreciable signs of more uniformity in beliefs, in the 
~odes of worship, and in the practical administration of the chur 
ches. The works of Protestant scholars, of whatever denomination, 
~ere read by Protestant ministers of every denomination. Orders 
of worship had become broadly inclusive. Boards, committees and 
officials of the churches had been given certain discretionary 
powers which, when used by them, had changed many aspects of the 
churches' government. Of greater significance, and, in part, the 
consequence of the above trends, members within one church were 
I 
I' 
,, 
" 
I 
!l ~-=~li='-=-~-========~-=-~-=-==-~=-==================~5~3F====9 
I. 
;;finding it easier to Lr:mefer their memllershlp to that of anothe 
~~denomination , and in the Vestern provinces increabing numbers 
I' 1ad taken advant' !'/ of tha ~ f -.c t • T a!<: en t o,_e the r, these s ever·a.l 
i(ac ts indicated that there had been consider· ble ra~Jpr·oachment 
~of the denomin~tions. 
1 It is one thin to have rules of faith and order, and a 
I 
1set of principles for the direction of the life and work of the 
but it is an entirely different thing to have strict conJ ,' I: church, 
tformity to those rules and principles . Each of the churches had 
I 
llto confess to a considerable de ree of deviation . The rules l9.id 
lfdown in the ~vestminster Confession, the Articles of i11ethodism , 
rand the Congregational Rule of Experience, together with their 
!distinct forms of ecclesiastical olity , were no lon~er the hard 
!land fast rules they once had been, and in some cases they were 
jdisa ~earlng altogether . Facts such as these guided the committe 
I 
their expressed conviction, trat union I ~and were responsible for 
tshould be sought without great delay . 
~2 . Le-al and Constitutional Barriers to nion . II 
II 
II 
;! I'heological differences , however sliJlt, in an earlier 
!!period had driven the churches apart , but in modern times they 
ll i;were not sufficiently adh rrJd t J :: r thew to become reasons for 
:l ooo.ti.Jttuing the divisions they had originally produced . In an im 
'I 
jlportant respect , ho~ever , 1 t was necessary to take special cc:-3-. 
/lnizance of the creeds.l formulas and theological definitions of a 
libygone period . Upon those foundations the denominational institu 
-=-~-==L -- -- - -- - =-==---== 
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tiona had been erected. Furthermore, their inviolability had beer. 
guaranteed either by legislative enactment, or by definite con-
stitutional provisions. The Joint Committee reviewing the various 
documents outlining denominational principles and procedures dis-
covered that there were definite limitations within which they 
would have to operate. These were the declarations found in the 
Congregational principle of independence, the Binding Clauses of 
the Methodist Basis of Union of 1884, and the Barrier Act of the 
Presbyterian Church, an Act passed by the General Assembly of 
the Scottish Presbyterian Church in 1697, which requires that 
" any Acts which are to be binding rules and constitutions of the 
church •••• shall be proposed as overtures to the Assembly, and, 
being passed by them as such, shall be remitted to the Presby-
teries, and their opinion and consent reported to the next Assem-
bly, who may then pass the same in Acts, if the more general 
opinion of the church, thus had, agree thereunto. "1 This Bri t~sh 
Act was adopted by the Canadian Presbyterians in 1877, two years 
after the consummation of their union. It was a difficult thing 
for the committee to decide what was involved in all these rules, 
and because of a desire to circumvent any difficulties they migh1 
present held to a traditional theology in the Basis of Union at 
t he risk of being criticized as reactionists. 
3. The Rights of a Minority Opposing Union. 
Considering all the questions that had to be weighed by 
1. Quoted in MUC, p. 270 f. 
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the committee before a constitution could be drafted, the one 
having to do with the rights of a minority opposed to union was 
the most aggravating. About the same time the movement for union 
got under way in Canada the case of the "Wee Frees" in Scotland 
was commanding a good deal of attention. On October 31, 1900, the 
union of the Free Church of Scotland and the United Presbyterian 
Church had taken place. A small group of ministers and congre-
gations within the Free Church opposed this union and carried 
their case to the Scottish Court, where they contended that the 
action of the General Assembly "was unconstitutional and against 
the fundamental principles of the church; that they alone were 
the true spiritual successors of the Free Church and consequentl~ 
sole inheritors of the church's name and property."1 The Scottisl: 
Court of Sessions ruled against them and they appealed to the 
House of Lords which body, in 1904, reversed the decision of the 
lower court and gave to the "Wee Frees" all of the property of 
the former Free Church. Thereupon the Assembly appealed to the 
Imperial Parliament for redress. An Imperial Act was passed in 
1905, "enabling a distribution of the property on the basis of 
need and usability."2 The seriousness of this event effected the 
Canadians as they began their negotiations. The House of Lords 
is the last Court of Appeal within the British Empire, and shoulc 
a minority attack the proposed union in Canada on similar grounde 
as did the "Wee Frees", and carry their appeal to that body, in 
view of the precedent already established, there could be little 
1. sue, p. 200 
2 On cit n 201 
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doubt concerning what the outcome would be. It had taken five 
years of legal battling in Scotland to settle the question of 
their union. In Canada it would certainly take as long, if not 
longer, because it would have to go through the courts of the 
various provinces, the Canadian Supreme Court, and thence, to 
the House of Lords. As time passed it became evident that there 
could not be unanimous action on the part of the Presbyterians. 
Moreover, the opposition was beginning to use the argument that 
the General Assembly did not possess the right to legislate in 
matters effecting the distribution or conveyance of Presbyterian 
Church properties. If that opposition continued to grow stronger 
and more stubborn, and the powers of the general courts of the 
church to act on behalf of the denomination as a whole was chal-
lenged as in the case of the Free Church, it could only end in 
costly and bitter litigation. 
After legal advice had been sought, and a thoroughgoing 
study had been. made of the proceedings in both situations, it wae 
thought advisable to reverse the order in the case of their own 
union. Therefore, after 1905, Canadian unionists spoke in terms 
of "Legislation first, then litigation." In that same year the 
sub-committee on Law advised the Joint Committee in the following 
way: that "When a Basis of Union of Union has been agreed upon, 
the union should be consummated and the United Church incorpor-
ated by a Special Act of Parliament." It was becoming clear that 
the most legally sound procedures were necessary to guarantee 
the successful issue of the movement in Canada. 
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THE PROPOSED BASIS OF UNION 
Five sessions of the Joint Committee had been required 
before the draft of the proposed Basis of Union was completed in 
1908. Skeleton drafts, with a report of all the proceedings had 
been circulated among the three denominations following each of 
the sessions. In that way the people in the churches had been 
able to keep informed on the general progress and all matters of 
interest. Morrow gives an exhaustive analysis of those successive 
reports, showing the step by step progress, and the changes and 
modifications in each successive draft of the Basis. 1 The most 
interesting observation he makes is, that while there were ad-
ditions as time went on, very few changes or modifications of an~ 
importance were made in any of the statements when once they were 
included. He stresses this fact as though it presents the only 
proof necessary of the contention that the committee was not ame-
nable to suggestions. Many were critical of the committee in that 
respect, and they were called by none too flattering names on 
that account. The bulk of these adverse judgments were levelled 
against the sections on Doctrine and Administration. These will 
be dealt with in turn. It is only fair to state here, however, 
that all of the criticism was not of an adverse character. As it 
is impossible to give a point by point analysis of the Basis of 
Union, only those around which there was a good deal of interest, 
and those outlining the administrative features of the United 
Church will be touched upon. 
1. Ibid. p. 153_ ff. 
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Before the dawning of the twentieth century there were in 
jdicat i ons of what purported to be a general transition in Prot-
!estant theolo-y. This was due to the terrific impact of the nat -
1 
I 
iural and social sciences u on religious beliefs . Those processes 
I began earlier, ~nd .a de more speedy progress within certain ar&s.' 
,l 
;j than in others. It was shown above that Canada was relatively 
~late to feel the effects of scientific development, in the open-
~~ ing up of her vast territories, and the exploring of her materia 
land economic resources. What effect factR like these may have ha 
!on the intellectual habits , or religious convictions of her peo -
jple is impoqsible to say. Of the natural conservatism of Cana-
l 
, dians and of their orthodoxy in religion S ilcox gives an en-
! lightening account. 1 Considering the above facts , and that the 
!j Basis of Union itself had been drawn up, ractically in its fina 
l!form, in 1908, there is litt e to wonder at that it has been as -
1 ~ 
lj sailed during the intervening years on the t::rounds of its reac-
11 
II tionary and unprogressive character . I The Doctrinal Basis consisted of twenty articles which , 
1 for the exception of two, 2 11 are a composite of the Brief State-
li ment of the Reformed Faith, prepared by the Presbyterian Church, I 
~U. S. A., in 1905, and the rticles of the Faith of the Presby-
11 terian Church in England, ,t:Jrepared in 1890. u3 For the most part 
II 
1-----------------i 
II 
'I 1. 
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'I 
li 
.I 
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lithe proposed octrinc ·was acceptable to the churches. The Pr•e b.,.r 
l!terians recognizin in it the doctrine f their ovm church in a 
,I 
,, 
tlight y m0difi,.,d form, saw no good reason to o ject, although 
,;they did offer s me au ef='tions f or its amendment. . Th eth0dis .. 
~evidently lo ked up0n it as cont"ining in su st nee the t ;enty-
llfive Articles of •ethodism , and the Con~re__.o. ion"ll sts fin _ns 
~~that it contalnA no creedal subscription, . ~ave their re d • ap-
,:oroval . 
II 
,I n read ng he several art cles, one fe~ls an inner wish, 
·: 
'1that the co!!1m1t ee ha ~~ able to ~ r duce sot eth'n~ aS vltal lr 
I, 
"char·acter and as liberal in tone o s, for in tance, the sectional 
I 
ij il eport on Doc t.rine at the Edinbur ""h Conference on al th and Or-
il der , in 1:37 , or L''lat th whole Basis of U io r ad been pr f ced 
'I I y 
II 
llten Con~regational ministers of the city o Chic 0 0, ln 938. 
jj :instead, t .. ere are the twent; .rtlcles wh.ich , thoue:h 11 LhAJ r. -
s trench£-.nt a statement 2 as that made the ten ~-lul c n _nd 
11 I! li lve a certain desirable liberati n from Lhe old e ~ u:oiv, do""-
1 
:: n ..... t lc ~ osition ".,.~ J..1.' , 1evertheless, a v ry near ap)roxl a ti Jn to 
II ~the traditional Avan ellcal doctPines. 
ll 
l! 
lj 
I 
/, 
I! 
i' 
j! 
tl 
i! ,, 
il 
In th8 .)re9..ID.1le to the Doctrinal Basi it i stated: 
11 
.. e , the represent. .... tives o-P the Presbyterian , the ethodist, 
Jnd the Congre ati)nal branches of tne burch 0f Christ in 
Canada, do hereby set fo1:·th ~he substance of tr.e hristian 
fqith, ~s cournonly h~ld among us . In doing so, 'e build u:on 
tl e ro~nd'ltions la.id by Lhe ap stles and ~>ro)hets, J sus 
Christ himeelf being tl e chief corner stone . 1e afflr. our 
belief in th Scri~ urea of the Old and New Testruuents as the 
il ---------
li 1 . ·c , Jp. 126 - 139 
ii 2. E::'F, SL: ter I 
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primary source and ultimate standard of Christian faith and 
life. We acknowledge the teaching of the great creeds of the 
ancient Church. We further maintain our allegiance to the 
evangelical doctrines of the Reformation, as set forth in com-
mon in the doctrinal standards adopted by the Presbyterian 
Church in Canada, by the Congregational Union of Ontario and 
Quebec, and by the Methodist Church."l 
Thus began the Basis and, in the opinion of Dr. Richard Roberts, 
there it should have ended. Morrow quotes him as saying, 11 It 
should be enough to state generally, that the basis of union is 
the Catholic faith, as handed down in the great documents and 
understood in the light of a spirit, which is continually reveal-
ing the mind of God to mankind." 2 Certainly if nothing more had 
been stated than what was implied in the preamble, it would have 
saved considerable printer's ink, and avoided much meaningless 
discussion. 
At the beginning the Joint Committee intended that any 
statement on doctrine which they might make should reveal that 
the three denominations were in substantial agreement " upon 
essentials". However, as the discussion advanced, the statement 
became more inclusive, and continued to draw more heavily from 
the two documents3 which had been accepted as the norms upon 
which the United Church's doctrine was to be based. Therefore, 
what had started out to be a simple outline of the beliefs 
" commonly held " by the different churches became, eventually, 
the Presbyterian Articles of Faith, abridged and modified, so as 
shield the ears of the Methodist brethren against the sterner 
1. BU, p. 15 
2. Quoted in Ibid. p. 153 
3. See above. p. 57 
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and more positive of the Calvinistic tenets. 
An interesting incident is reported of the first meeting 
of the Joint Committee. One of the members from the Methodist 
section stated very pointedly that " there never could be any 
reconciliation between Calvinism and Arminianism." After a long 
address in which he stated his reasons for that conviction, a 
Presbyterian arose, and in a few well chosen sentences, appealed 
for a consideration of the more fundamental teachings of the 
New Testament, and not to attempt any reconciliation of Calvin 
and Arminius. He ended his speech by saying that if there was to 
be a theological battle 11 the Methodist brethren could sit aside 
until we Presbyterians settled the contest among our own theo-
logians as both Calvin and Arminius were Presbyterians."1 That 
appeal made in a jocose manner evidently bore rich fruit, for 
there never was a denominational division on any of the twenty 
articles in the doctrinal section of the Basis of Union.2 As the 
work of the committee advanced the Presbyterians showed a real 
willingness to substitute other terms and phrases than those of 
the Presbyterian norms which were most likely to cause friction. 
It would be difficult, indeed, to make a complete list of 
all such substitutions with the reasons for them in all of the 
articles on doctrine. Morrow gives a partial list only, but as 
complete probably as is possible. A few citations will be all 
that is necessary to show the conciliatory nature of the BaSis. 
1. MUC, p. 115 
2. See Ibid. p. 118 
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Any inclusion of the doctrine of election would necessar-
ily have to be carefully phrased. Two separate articles in the 
Brief Statement of the Reformed Faith, U. s. A., treated of this 
doctrine. In the Basis of Union the title is entirely altered to 
read Of the Grace of God. Furthermore, some of the original lan-
guage is toned down in order to avoid any controversy. The last 
part of the article reads that 11 We believe also that God, in His 
own good pleasure, gave to His Son a people, an innumerable mul-
titude, chosen in Christ unto holiness, service and salvation."l 
This wording was adopted in preference to the English statement 
which contained the phrase, "the unchangeable number of the 
elect." Although the same idea, practically, is concealed in the 
adopted wording, the Methodists were apparently satisfied when 
the Presbyterians relented far enough to drop the terms, "elect" 
and "election". 
The only article that caused considerable discussion and 
over which a division seemed at all likely was the sixteenth, 
Of the Sacraments. There was a strong inclination on the part of 
the Methodists to want to baptize any child regardless of the 
parents' connection with the church or character qualifications. 
The Presbyterians objected to such a policy. Complete records 
are noy available so that the arguments on both sides cannot be 
followed. Morrow gives the most information on the doctrinal 
Basis, its sources, and the methods by which it was formulated.2 
However, after reading his analysis, little more is known than 
1. BU, p. 16 
2 Ibid OhR.nt.e'Y' 1 11 
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before, inasmuch as he indicates the points of friction onl~ and 
leaves to the reader's imagination to fill in the rest. To what 
extent did the Calvinism of the Presbyterians show itself when 
they "vigorously opposed" the baptism of infants of unbelieving 
parents? We should like an answer to that and other questions, 
but it is not found in the records. All we know is that all the 
discussion ended with the suggestion by Dr. Carman, Superinten-
dent of the Methodist Church, of a clause that was satisfactory 
to his own colleagues as well as to the Presbyterians. 
The statement has been made repeatedly that the Basis of 
Union is Presbyterian in doctrine and Methodist in polity. As a 
general statement it is, perhaps, the best that can be offered. 
As a basis for discussion the Methodists had nothing to offer 
but their twenty-five Articles. These would not be acceptable to 
the Presbyterians who were bound by a long tradition .on the one 
hand, and constitutional provisions on the other, to their own 
distinctive theology. When, therefore, the statement on doctrine 
was expanded into a definite creed instead of an outline of be-
liefs held in common, it was imperative that it contain an em-
phasis outstandingly Presbyterian. The Methodists recognized 
that fact, but of more significance to the representatives on 
the Joint Committee than a traditional theology, or the binding 
clauses of constitutions, from whatever sources they arose, were 
the practical necessities which, throughout the discussions, had 
the effect to bring into alignment many opposite viewpoints. The 
churches, for the sake of demonstrating their own vitality, as 
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for the purpose of rendering a more perfect service to the King-
dom of God in the Dominion and elsewhere, needed to forget those 
smaller matters which accentuated their differences, and to em-
ark upon the adventure in unity. 
If at times there were differences of opinion with the 
representatives of one denomination arraying themselves against 
those of another, at no time did the discussions lead to an im-
asse. Either a compromise was reached, or one party or another 
ithdrew any objections. The Methodist Church, it may be argued, 
oat most of its distinctive theology on entering the United 
hurch and subscribing to the Basis of Union. On the other hand, 
hey lost nothing, for as the preamble shows, each denomination 
aintained its allegiance to its own particular tenets, and the 
nited Church was to maintain the identities of each. The ne-
otiating committee was not attempting to establish a new denom-
nation, rather, they were seeking to unite three denominations 
f long standing. It is somewhat of a mystery how such a thing 
ould be accomplished. Nevertheless, that was the purpose with 
hich the Joint Committee started its work, and any retreat from 
t was not intentional. 
Some dissatisfaction was expressed over the proposed Basis 
y members of the committee and others. Younger churchmen spoke 
f its almost complete silence on the social implications of the 
ospels. In Article XIV - Of the Law of God - there is an attempt 
o bridge that gap. The prophecy of Micah1is cited and the state-
1. Micah 
6!5 
ment is added that " only through this harmony with the will of 
God shall be fulfilled that brotherhood of man wherein the king-
dom of God is to be made manifest. nl In another place, Article 
XX - Of Christian Service and the Final Triumph - the following 
account is given: 
" We believe that it is our duty as followers and disciples of 
Christ, to further the extension of His kingdom, to do good 
unto all men, to maintain the public and private worship of 
God, to hallow the Lord's Day, to preserve the inviolability 
of marriage and the sanctity of the family, to uphold the just 
authority of the State, and so to live in all honesty and pur-
ity that our lives shall testify of Christ." 2 
~ogether these seem very weak statements indeed, but had the com-
~ittee yielded to the demand, and included a more comprehensive 
definition on this particular phase of Christian teaching, it 
would be interesting to review it after more than thirty years, 
with reference to its present modernity . In view of the tran-
sitions which have been taking place, and are still in progress, 
it was better, probably, that they adhered to the more tradition-
al modes of thinking and speaking. The time for any radical re-
~ision had not then arrived. It is doubtful if it has come yet, 
and when it does, the United Church may be able to make a better 
~ontribution out of its experience with a working faith. 
Three main reasons may be offered for the committee's ad-
perence to a purely orthodox standard of faith. First, there was 
t h e conservative tendency of mind of the average Canadian from 
1. BU, p. 17 
2. Ibid, p. 18 
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whom no radical departures would be expected. In that respect 
they were not unlike the Cambridge University Medical Faculty, 
who when urged to make some changes in curricula by a younger 
member of the staff, a Yale graduate, put him off by telling him 
to wait about ten years, and then if he still believed the chan-
gee were necessary, to come back and they would see what could be 
done about them. That "wait-and-see-what-happens" policy is quite 
characteristic of Englishmen, and Canadians, close as they have 
been to a great deal that is the antithesis of British ideologies 
have seen enough value in a moderate conservatism1 to give it 
front rank in their own ideological system. Secondly, a certain 
amount of conformity to the older patterns of belief was neces-
sary because of those constitutional provisions which, while al-
lowing for changes, made it compulsory for the committee to ab-
stain from any serious digressions from the standards which had 
been set by the churches. And, · thirdly, artd perhaps most impor-
tant of all, there was the anxiety over the probable outcome 
should it be contended, and successfully proven, that the pro-
posed Doctrinal Basis did not maintain the essential doctrines 
of the negotiating churches. Such proof would definitely lessen 
the possibility of an early consummation of union and, ultimate-
ly, even might remove it altogether. 
In spite of all the limitations inherent in the committee, 
or imposed upon it, the feeling persists in one that the Joint 
Committee on Church Union could have done a much more creditable 
1. One of the two major political parties in Canada is 
designated the Liberal-Conservative party. 
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piece of work in preparing a doctrinal formula had its members 
felt a keener sense of compulsion. On the committee were men wh 
commanded a wide respect for their vision, intel ligence and lead 
ership. Why was it that their views were not reflected more in 
the completed work? The answer may be given that they were out-
numbered, but that seems scarcely probable. The most likely one, 
however, is that they became conciliatory in view of the larger 
objectives which were being sought. If church union only could 
be achieved, then the United Church, as it saw fit, could change 
or modify its doctrines to suit whatever necessities might arise 
Such a contingency was provided for, and there the matter rested 
After all, Union was being sought because there were grave prac-
tical necessities which had been demanding the fullest measure 
of cooperation, and not because of a unanimity of belief such as 
would make denominational divisions unnatural or unnecessary. Th 
principal task, therefore, was to arrive at those fundamental 
conclusions, and evolve those plans upon which organic union moe 
likely could be achieved. If those conditions could be satisfied 
then all else was purely incidental. No real achievement could 
have been accomplished had it not been for the influence and 
guidance of men who were willing to give as well as take and, 
who, in the spirit of true fellowship, took fresh, firm hold on 
the tools of constructive effort. That fine spirit of fellowship 
was to be the forerunner of that larger spirit of fraternity 
which has laid hold upon the United Church since its inception. 
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68 ! ~2 . The S~~tement on Polity. 
I' ,. 
,, 
j! Each o the three negotiating churches had been establish 
ll Jed in ...,anada along similar lines to those of .1ethodie t, Congre-
lgati~nal, and Presbyterian Churches in general ~ Therefore, the 
I ~units of authority were the General Conference, with a delegatio 
', jor powers to the .nnual Conference, the District, and the local 
I 
Iipari sh; the locB-1 congregation; and the Presbytery which h9.d 
~chosen to be represented ~y ~he General Assembly in matters of 
'i 
. conce:r·n to the whole church . 
I 
11 Tlw Methodist Church had been incorporated at the time of 
ilu lion, in 1884, and had always been a stron ....... connexionql church . 
!/.All property, bot)h local and denominational , had been h2ld in th 
llname, and f01· the use, of the whole chtlrch . Congregationalism in 
I t.he Dominion, as elsewhere , had retaine the princi le of local 
~~autonomy for its churches .. ':'heir Asso~ia.tion and Generc..l Council 
.I I' existed princ pall for Che puroose of: fe_lo lB'lip, and to provid 
I
ii means for common action and the expression of -;, common viewpo nt 
,I llc Pres yter· '1n Chu •::;:-. v· wh.:1 t 1· be tb'rmecl loosely connexlon 
II al in fnrm, an' ~· ve an •· most ~o,rpLto auConon:.y to t •. e local 
~church . The General Asseml, )OBses s · certain legiAlative pow-
11 erR with re ard to the denomination eta a wh Jle, but final auth r 
II 
!! 1) i ty resided in tr.e Prt: 3l jt Jr accord in to the tRr11s of the ar -
! 
lrier Act . Eacb 
,I of the otLers, 
Ill to lncor orate I A 
-=-=--=~=.:.-·· --
1' 
,; 
!; 
I 
system had features to recnrn 1end i. t above ei th r 
and it became the alley of the Joint ~o nlt~ee 
within the ~,roposed voli ty of the Unl tt. d Church 
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't ~those distin ulshln~ cb~racteristics of the v~ ious SJStems to 
II ~~which the denominations owed their de elopment and ro~resP . It 
!!is in this section of the asis of Union that the ....... reatest com-
l'lpromise m::ty be found. nd it has beLn in the kindred fields of 
/.church gov6rrllnt>nt and church administration t:.Lat the c..reatest 
I 
laifflcult"es have been encountered by the nited ~hurch since t 
I 
Jior~·nization, in 1925 
! _ ct.ing on t.he assum tion that there was 11 a substantial 
I 
idegree of similarity in the duties and funct:.iono 11 cf the '' offl-
1 
J
1
cers and courLs " of the negotiating churc::hes the committee on 
jl 1 ilnee;otiations roceeded to outline a form of olity fn· the Unite 
:I 
r hurch under the following heads : 
! 
J 1 . Membership . Members of the neuot.iating churches at the 
!
!. t.lme of union to be come members of th~ United Church, and others 
'iwho may join with it afterward . 
I 2 ~ Unit of Organizc-tion The P~storal Charge , which tr~; be .more than one local church , is to )e considered ~he unit 0f r -
,l ge.nizations for the United Church. 
!! 3 . Courts of the Church. The governing bodies higher than 
~the local church are to be: 
i! a The Presbytery . 
I
I b . The nnual Conference . 
1 c . The General Council . 
~~It will be noticed how denominational names were ~o be reloaiaed 
I 
ji in the United Church . _. s this part of the pro os.ed Basis of Unim 
II !was adopted without any alteration, it will be in order to exam-
' I 
:lne the lan with some care . 
I! 
I 
li ,,-
j, 1. Note .. Th~ c utlin( i ven a ave is condensed from .Sec . I I 
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! 
Of the section dealln with membership nothln~ need ue I 
I 
isaid except t .at the Con re aLionalists would note a difference 
II in the roposal to wh~t had been their customary p r actice . Their 
~was a fellowshiJ o f churches , and rembe r ship was in some local 
'I 
ll1church , wh ch may or ay not be an incorporated od ThertJ was 
/.no corporate union to wh ch all mem ers belon ed such as that 
~which was elng proposed for the United Church . 
•i 
'I 
l! !·The Pastoral C'- ~:-ge . 
/. 
!I 
:: " astoral charge 11 is defined as a circui 1.. , >r congre -
·! 
"gation . The na.rne along with its de f in t i on suggests tv:o strains 
·I 
l!o f influence, namel , the Nethodi s t and Presbyterian , and con-
d ,, 
1
j forms to the usage of a l l three churches part from that it isJ 
!I interest in to dis cover a distinct Con regational inf luence in 
I 
11 the roposed government of the local church In - rtlcle II , Sec-
!ition A, Sub - sections 4 , 5 , 7 , nd 8 , 
II previous to the Unlrn , 11 
'I 
!J 
1: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
'I 
I· 
" I! ,, 
I, 
II ,, 
are the following specifications : 
11 4 . In the man<>'""ement o f their local affa rs the v .... rious 
churche , chargP c. , circui te or congre .... ;,.,-ttlons of the negotiat -
ing chu1 ches shr-::.1 ')e entitled to cor~tinue the organization 
and ractice~ ( inclu · ng t1ose practices relating to mem er-
ship, church ordinances , Sunday schools n~ Young People ' s 
Societies ) enjoyed by them at the time of union , subject in 
generbl affairs to the legislation , princi~les and disci l ' ne 
of The United Church . Their representat i ves in tne next :.1 •h-
er court or governing body shall be chosen as at resen+ ." 
11 5. The plan of organization pr e&cribed f or pastoral charges 
to be formed su1 sequP.nt to the union may at any time be ado t 
ed by any churcl1 , chtrgP , circuit or congre atlon exiAtin_ at 
tne time of union . 11 
II I' 11 7. n pro er·ty or funds owned by a church , ch9.r0 e , circult 
=-=-==------~=-- ----- -- --==- -,-=- "-=-:c -
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or congre ation at the time of the union Bolely for its own 
benefit , or vested in trustees for the sol e benefit of such 
church , charge , circuit or congregation , and not for the de-
nomination nf vVhich the said church , charge , circuit or con-
regat i on formed a part , sh'i.ll not be affected by any legis-
latic·n of the United Church without tre consent of the church 
ch~rge , circuit or congregat i on f or which such property is 
held in trust .'' 
" 8 . Churches , charges , circuits or congregations received, 
subse uent to the union , into the United Church , with 
proval of Presbyteries , shall be entitled, if thAY so 
to the privileges Df' sections 4 , 5 , and 7 . 11 1 
the a) -
1 desire, 1 
il 
:!From the above quotations it can be seen how the Methodist and 
,, 
rPreslyterian systems were greatly modified to suit the wishes of 
~the Congregational brethren . The local charge was to be governed 
d 
llby the Session, a Committee of Stewards , and an Official Board , 
~the latter body to consist of the former of ficers together with 
'frepresent!::1tives from the various departments of the church . It 
I, 
!!was the purpose of the pro osed plan to give the widest ossible 
I• 
,, 
:,autonomy to the pastoral charge, compatible with those ewers 
lj jivested in the higher courts and governing bodies of the church . 
ll:rw:ethodists , particularly , agreed to these proposals, with an ap-
jb;arent unconcern as to what it may mean ultimately by way of un~ 
•I 
11 derminin~ the salient features of their own sy~ tern which had 
~given such a large degree of securltJ to their ministers ~nd 
il )I churches alike . 
il 
II 
liThe Presbttery . 
!l 
This court of the church was to preserve in close detail 
I 
____ __, 
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i!mos t of the features of the former Presbyterian body whose name 
II 
j1 it appropriated . An inl ortant one was the section by which this 
!! court was to maintain those rights which had been held b' the 
! former Presb tery under the Barrier ct . It may be worth while 
I 
j to comp~re the two provisions . Morrow describes the process br 
J ·;hich chan es only could be made in the Presbyterian Church . He 
" Ho prepared law or rule relativ(" to ;:natters of doctrine, 
discipline , government or worship shall become a perm~nent 
en~~tmen ... t'1.tll the
1
sawe has been submitted to Presbyterles 
for consider·ation. 11 
nlted Church Nar, that the General 
Tl ---~~~--~~-------~----~-
; 
li 
I 
I 
a 
II ,. 
------l 
I!Ths • nnual Conference . 
II 
~ As the name of the lowest court was selected from the 
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I' !!Presbyterian Church, tLat of the ntermedlate one was chosen fro. 
II 
1
1 the lv.ethodist •• Very little more _than the name, however , was re -
tained, as any one who . as been pri vlle ·ed to attend sessions of 
l!both t'lose bodies can testify . To a 1-rge degree it was to be a 
~revlewln body . Its ~embership was to consist of all ministers 
~in active service on the rolls of the Presb terles, together wit 
I' ~~~m equal nurnber of la.y delegates chosen by the Presbyteries . In 
!I one particular it re 8 emble d the :<e thodi 8 t Conference , namely , it 
hwqs the body that ordained all candidates for the ministry withi 
I! it 8 bounds . . fter a com prom is ln.; f as hi on 1 t sought also to do 
liwhat Methodism had always done to insure uninterrupted _Jastorate . 
•I 
i10ne of t1.1e duties outlined for the Conference was : 
II I~ 
,: 
I' 
!I 
11 To see that , as far as possible, every 'Jastoral charge with 
in its boW1ds sr1all have a p3.storate without interruption , an 
that every.effective minister shall have a pastoral charge , 
and to effect this through a Settlement Committee which it 
shall appoint annually ." 1 
~] ethodism had never failed to care for its churches or its minle ,I j 
liters in that res eat. To seek to do so " as far as possible " wa 1 
lito allow for a considerable amount of niscarriage of the princi -
1 
i!ple upon vvhich the 1i1Iethodist Church had relied for its most ef-
~fective work. That this has proven itself to be one of the most 
u . 
iiserlous compromises , we shall discover when we come to a revlew 
,\-------
!1 
il 
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I 
1 . Ibid . p . 22 
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ll 
~~the adrninlstrati 
j1lement Committee 
II 
was given the right to appoint ministers even 
jlthou~h a church had extended a call to its minister, but another 
'I revision was included which was to complicate the situation , 
jnamel , " that it shall com ly as far as possible with t 1e ex -
pressed wishes of ministers and pastoral charges . "1 W'ithout anti -
I 
I 
1 ipating too much concerning those matters which will be treate 
~in a later chapter, it may be stated that the powers of the Set -
11 !I tlement 
!I tJ.lcse of 
I 
ommittee were to be rendered 1 uch less effective than j 
t~e Stationing Committee of the former . ethodist Churcl 
jl both by the ambiguous wording of the sections which outlin d its 
!I duties, and the strong influence of tl e ministers who entered 
,, 
~the United Church who had not been accustomed to such a system. 
;I I! It was a radical depa.rture from the system under which t e Con -
I! li rega.tional and Presbyteria..."l hurches had operated . How the bal-
I 1ance has swung we shall discover when we come to review the oper 
I 
i at ens of tl~e ni ted Church . 
. 
. 
1/ The General Council . 
" li Here the name was chosen from Cong~egationalism , ul w th 
I' ~ .hat misgivings a Congregat onalist would th nk of those terms 
!I used most frequently to describe tbe duties of that bod • The 
i1 idea o a grou , meeting for fel o·vship, or at most, for t e 
~~ purpoRe of counselling or handing do;1n advisory ooini-ms w uld 
!1 be issi a ted by the repeated use of such terms as '' to enact, 11 
r 
,I 
-,r 
,. 
II ,, 
) 
I 
,, 
1 . Ibid 
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li,, II 11 11 
;1 to legislate, to determine, and simils..r phrases. The Gen-
' ileral Council was to be composed of an e ual number of ministers !~and la men, chosen by the Conferences , and was to be presided lover b a 'oder:.> tor vv-ho, durint, hj s term of office, was to be 
r !executive officer of t.;.e church . ··bile provisions were ma e whic 
;jwould li::ni t rt~1terially t, e authority of this body, l t rem 'lined , 
!nevertheless, the high court of tlle church, with legislative and 
I jtdlcial !JOwers and rero__:atives . ga.:.n, ·•;e shal l.~.ave to await 
the ::;enera.l review of tA:e United Church to ascertain the trends 
·I 
1
1Pit.hin this governj'1e, ody of t' e church, and to se'"' in wl at wa 
,I 
IIi..:' t all, it differs frorn those of each of tl1e ne'-'ot ating chur 
ilches, and now aut.Lority behaves wt.en it hab been _.J1a~;ed in t.~e 
I I h2.""lU:2 of r I ore .~owerful or.._:anization. 
I 
CTHER 'N •• TT~Ro IN TLE E..ui"' F UNIOH I I 
I 
I' 
\1 . The 1inlstrv. 
II 
,, 
·lithou.t any consideration of tlle validity of t e orders 
I, 
11 the United Church shall confer upon cdnrlida ... es for tl1e r · ~istry, 
l1 or any word of enli~lltenment a.s to who Bhall be the duly cons ti -
l 
iltuted ministers of t e United Church on t.he arriv.9.1 of u.'Ylion , 
li t1 e Basi of Union be.....,ine witl: a discussion of the Past.oral Of-
il 
jl f ice, and the term of service for the pastorate. This was a lat· 
'I· 1 1ng defect, for only in a brief article in the section on doc-
jl . ~trlne had anything ap eared that a9 roached a statement on the 
!'validity of the orders of its ministry . Cone:reg~tionalists had 
====il-==,=--=:.=====- ~-===--===-=-=-=-~-===--==·===-~-===---==-:--==-=== -==±:::===-=- -
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l!been able to influence the Joint Committee against the inclusion 
•I 
lin the section on the ministry anything that would savor of a 
;~reedal subscripti n, as they had been able to keep anythlr:6 11k 
1IA statement on creed out of the previous sect ion on doctrine. In 
ilthat way there had been .naintained throughout the Basis of Unicn 
Ia co t!plete freedom of belief ,. both for the churcn 1 s membershi , 
land its ministry. 
,, 
II 1!2 ~ dministr1-1tion . 
li 
I! The Basis of Union contained general provisions for the 
,, 
~direction and a&Iinistration of the various connexional enter-
1: 
lj rises of t~:e church under the following heads: Education; For-
1eign ~lssions; Home l.issions; Pensions; Religious Education; 
I 
liSocial Service aDd Evant,elism; Publications; and the Vomc n I 9 r is 
,sionary Society . Practically all that the committee ~ttempted 
jwa.s, to designate the oards in the United Church under which th 
jvarious enter rises and t.r;eir allied agencif7S within the negotia 
I . 
,;tl!l 
1: 
churches would be grouped , and to offer recommendations for 
jithe action of the General Council upon 1 ts constitution . It was 
•I 
" 
illeft entirel 
I 
to t~e Council to work out in detail the plans far 
!their amalgamation, and for their procedure thereafter. There wa 
I 
1considerable o position to this method, for it left the adminis-
i!trative aspects of the church in a much too nebulous state . The 
icritics believed it would be better to deal more specifically 
lwith each of the departments, setting forth in ~eater detail 
iJpersonnel of each of t' e Boards, ,~ith their specific fU.nctions 
==-=-===-"=--=-t 
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recise treatment may have ·satisfied the critic !land duties . Such 
II 
rut it is extre~ely doubtful if it could have been done adequ~te 
1lly. That doubt becomes all the more osi ti ve in view of tr.e pro-
j\longed difficulties encountered by ~he General Council in its at 
litem t to solve the lilany administrative problems of the church . 
!!Exact blue prints are necessary for some types of constructive 
II 
!
1
leffort, but in this instance, the whole program was in far too 
I . 
;jexperimen tal a s t3.ge for such exactitude . 
!3 . The Apoendi~ on La# . 
I 
i· ,I 
a I n 1908 , when the Basis of Union first appearPd , ~r in 
I· 
I 
'
1
1914 , the date when it was finally arnende·'l , it was im ossi ble to 
I 
lforsee all the legal technicalities whlcl1 would have to be over-
11 
!lcome before union could be consummated Some of them were note"! , I 
to acquaint the Joint Jland the sub- committee on law endeavored 
jl 
1lGommittee with some of t. e most apparent of them . The cornr1ittee 
II 
lh3.d been forced into the awkward position of declaring the right 
'of any con regation to hold any property it may possess for its 
1 
sole use . Also , in 1914 , the Presbyterian section of the c~mmit- 1 
I I 
!tee had the Basis amended to include the statement, that 11 it isJ 
:I ~ex?ected that in the proposed lA3islation proper provision will 
i' 
\lbe made to 0 uard the rig...'lts or privileges of any minority which 
,I 
r may be Op£YOSed tO union . nl I t was pointed out that something 
;, very definite would have to be done as a safeguard against the 
I' 
'!United Church losing considerable through the enforcement 
78 j; 
1'0f those pro:vi s i on s contained within the Basis of Union •1 The sul 
I . 
' " !committee on law suggested that to avoid any uncertaiuty 3..8 to 
I 
!title , all churches ~ char es , c i rcui ts or congre ations " de ir-
1 jin to avail themselves of those rovisi ns be nB.med in a spec.i.aJ 
~sche~le ~- ended to the . ct of Inco~oration, when it was pre -
isented to the Dominion Parliament and the Legislatures or the 
~rovlnces . It was also a~ised that, to ~old ~y complications , 
l tL.e same pro·edure be followed outside the Dominion, in whatever 
" . 
:!countries the churcl:es may have an property ri._:hts . Further , it 
llwas recom>ende<l that a "odel frus Deed be app~nded to these 
'!various Acts .2 
/ Innumerable rifficulties stood in the way o.c· su.C!h a ~:n~o -
11 ce dure , but, apart from it , there ·would be as many , perhaps more 
I, 
::Therefore, ... her1 the negotiatin churches had made their commit -
,: 
!jment.s throu....,h their ge.1era 
I 
1 ed with the i"Y'R.P-1- · • o ~ ' '3 
courts , the Jo nt Comnittee ?~oceed-
nect> sar, le~lslatLm , and to la.y 
I 
I the reh~ini~u foundations fo~ thA nited Church . 
I 
II 
I 
SUMMARY 
• comwit..t.ee o:' approxiJlatel one hundred mem ers chosen 
I 
1 
"'ros t}-;.e hree 18f.:SOtiatln churches , and known as the oint Cou-
1ittee on Church Union , in five j-int sessions and man· more 
I I subsidiary meetings durin~ t .e yearJ 1904 to 1908, drew up the 
11 document known as the ar:is o ·nion . ..,h se Ilr">_,osal', exce)tlng 
II 
1 for A. feH mi":~ r chan....,es rna e in 19lh. , became tl''e lYla.l '2.. is 
tl li 
II l. · I "' . See above pp . 69 , 70 
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11 
1jU£)On which the churc.1es ~Jroceeded to unite . fv:ost of their dellb-
~~rations were carried out in a forthrl~ht and frlcndl ~nn.r , 
I 1and whatever difficulties 9resented t'hern~;celv"'s were dealt with 
I j1n a manner to convince one thRt, considering time and circum-
11 !stance~ , their work was as good as could be expected . 
1
1 The princi le difficulties in the path to union wer d:s-
llcov~red :!.n t'he fields of doctrine and polity . ''lhilP eacl::: nf t:.he 
I' ~~ denomlnetl~ns 1a.d arisen to co))e with s ,ecl3l neoesBities of a 
~~~ olitic'":l.l and relibi;us nature, most of those necessit.:.eo h ... " 
'I 
:1 disa peareC., a...'ld in a practical wo. there had been a continual 
I 
11 rappr chement of the churches. Many enterprises had been carried 
't ~on by the denom nati ns workin in close cooperation, and in 
I! wo:r-ship ::1nd administration there were enouc.h sirLilari ties to 
II 
11 warr.:mt tr.€ belief that church union was both " de f>irable and 
I I practicable . 11 
j In twenty Articles on Doctrine tte committee presented a 
jl I! composi tP of the leading beliefs of the evan'""'elical churchc , to 
jl 1hich was · dded a staternent professing adherence to tr e d0ctrln-
t: al standards of the negotiating churches , t: e latter believed 
I' !i necessa.ry to encircle any lee;al complications whlch may ariue if 
II t1.e v~ lidit.y of the Basis were challenbed . The principal crl ti -l oism aimed •t the doctrinal basis was lt was too conserv~ive • . 
~Provision was made for its l~ter amend ent, if o~casion required 
li . + d !j 1.., , an thus it remained the affirmation of the faith of the 
~~ United Church . 
I, 
I! ,. The section on polity contained some of the features of 
I' 
----==---=---·- *=- ---
il 
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I 
!\the tLree denominational systems. Owing to constl tutional oro 
II 
80 
!I 
;
1 
visit'.:; it was 1m ossible to make very radical changes either ln 
~doctrine or polity . rherefore , compromises were inevitable. This 
ilra~t is seen very clearly in the section on church government, 
!I 
j! where arts of tue various s sterns were transferred in almost 
:I 
lithe ir origit al ch::tracter . The outstanding example of such a tran -
l:fer was in the case of the Presbytery where , in the United Churc , 
]lit was to t:ave almost identical powers with that body in the for 
1! mer resbyterian Church . The preponderant in luence came from 
1! Con re ationalism and Presbyter aniB .. l , vhereby t. e autonomy of 
lthe local c~rch was to be prese~ed, and ~atever connexional 
~ties were to be imposed were after the fashion of t~e latter 
I! church. ~h"' characteristic 1 ethodist idea of " al for one and 
'I li one for all '' upon which t .• e security of its ministry depended 
il a d vhich guaranteed an unbroken pastorate for the churches was 
!I 
1lnot sufficlentl 0 uaranteed against encroachment from those in-
1 
.fluences comin nto the proposed basis from the more independ-
1 II ent churches. 
il Other matters 1 avin....., to do with the administration of 
i! the church were left to the General Council, t() be worked out 
'I 
l1 after the consummation f union. Proposals of a gener.:il chara.cte 
~~were made, and the proper procedu:r·e was outlined by the sub - com-
' \mittee on law for the achievement of a satisfA..ctor and perman-
1ent union . Having completed the assignment given to tl::em tLe 
II Joint Com .ltteo on Union awaited the further action of t• e gen-
Ii 
'i eral courts of t. e churches 
I, 
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CHAPTER IV 
I 
i 
t 
DEVELOP1-ENTS FROivi 1908 TO 1921 
This period may be divided uite pro er1y into two ~arts I! 
il 
!lone may be considered to include the years u to 1914 , and the 
•I ~other to extend from 1915 to 1921 . During the years of the iorld 
il,, ar there was little act 1 vit y with regard to church union . The 
ilchief interests and efforts of church folk, as of persons in all 
,, 
!I walks of life , were concentrated on " the cause " for which the 
:I 
I! Em ire had taken u arms . Had this break not occurred it 1 s quit 
1
'
1 orobable tl e time af uni'~n would hRve t--een set ahead c'insiderabl ,. 
!jand, perchance, :N.:..th an avoidance of some af the itte.rness ~nd 
j'l strong pposition e n countered aL a later date. Reg' rdlesc of the 
jerfects of the almost four year interruission ln union actlvitiec 
!lor the turn which the opposition took at its close, there had 
li 
il been eo much general progress in the movement, and the ga i ns 
I/ had been so well consolidated, that 1 t was not necessary to re-
,, 
~~~Lrace any of the steps already taken . A review of those gains 
1
11 s now 1.n order. 
j! 
II 
BASIS OF UNICN I GIVEN TO THE CHUR s 
II 
!; of the B:::: :;e ~:::~ ::m::::~e t::: ::::~:::~ :::.::::1 w:::f: 
1: 
rfull record of th~ oroceedings of the fifth session, in printed 
~~form, was circulated among the negotiatin,_, churches. The next 
II 
!:necessary action was an acceptance or rejection of this proposed 
-tk==.-. ..::=::.-==--=---==o-:---=-.:==~-=--====-="---=-=---::-~-=--·-
1' 
:I I, ,, 
II I• 
I 
I 
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!formula for union . The committee recommended that such action be 
!. taken simultaneously in the three denominations. 
II 
II 
I' 
II 
THERE CTI N OF T"E DENOMI1 TIO S 
The General Assembly o f the Presbyterian Church w.q,s to 
'I ~~meet next in June, 1909, as was the C0n....,r8 ation1l Union. The 
ji .ethodist General Conference would not meet at.:s.in before Se tem-
Jib('r 1910 . Therefore, when the ssembly met in 1909, after havin 
jjreceived the report from its own Co!illilittee on Union , and :l.n ac -
J:cord with the v:i:::hes o~ the Joint Committee, passed the follow-
Jiing resolution : 
I 
I 
I' 
j! 
II 
I! 
II 
I' 
1: 
I 
I 
I 
11 Inasmuch as the Joint 'Jommi ttee l1ave exprAssed their con-
vintion that the voting on the question of Union should take 
place ~ imul taneously in tue three nee:.,otiat ilL~ Chu1•cl.es, and 
inasmuch as the General Con er•ence of the i1ethodist 'Jhurch 
will not meet till the month f 3epte~ er , 1910, the Assembly 
agree that t 1e udg.n nt of the hurch at lar ....;e c 1 this imp'n'-
ta1t subject e not sou~ht until after that da~e ••• They di -
rect, however, that copies of the report be sent down to 
Presbyter_es, Sessions an Congra ations, f0r their use, in 
order that they m~y be fully informc~ as to the ~hole ~uczti 
and be orepBred to deal with it ~en it ~om~s t h~m for 
their di"posal. 11 1 
IITllu.s the matter rem?1ned in the resbyt "i'i~ Church until the 
I' 
rvote was ·~ten in the followin year . 
,! 
~ The Con~re ational Uninn not havtn~ either le~i:::l~tive, n 
'!Judicial po"Tcrs, cnul onl ~ g Ya an opinion . It h"'d do· ... ; . ~ ... 
I 
I ).:t 'L nu l :::aLl e11 n 1!1 1904 , when it sub:.1crlbed unctn.i.n )USl 
I 
I 
0 
-lt'1 rir:.u· _Jle ')-~" cr~ nie union . Now it was nece""aary to cbt.i'lill 
I 1---
.~ l. "'uoted ~~·orH the _ ~sem1J.y rim tes , _t__,. _____ tJ , ___ a_ ______ --------· 
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~~~n e,c _,re. ' ion r rom .he chu rche e tne se 1 ve s . The refo " , it 1 • de -
ilcided tCl cu.ll for R etr·a.w voLe Ll:.rou hout t:1e Con~rec.. ~ion 1 d -
1
r'1or11· .. tion , the result fr which would .. ct as · uide f 'Y' t'. ir 
jaeliberatlons in 191 • 
I 
L t:.he 11eet.ing of the general courts of Lhe Preab te :an 
l:s.nd >et o'lct Churches held in JunE'> and JJ8.1tGmber, L'lO , res_ect 
llivelJ, t>~tel: declA.red its approv:tl of the Batils of Unlon, · ~d di-
jlre.:tAd that t:, be transrritted to the prc._Jer b.~di s for Lllelr cr.m 
!Is 1 ~ cration an, j u J.g 11ent . There was ~on..-olderable si::r.ilari ty in th1 
Ji. rotJedure of the two chu.rches . Under t'.e terms of the Barrier 
IIAc t, th<' .s embly must refer tl e questlcn to t': Pre"byteries "·'· 
I !!was bm .... nd by tLeir dec.i..,ion . There waL no nee;es 1 t.y for a vote 1 
l!sessi0nB or congre~ati ,ns ... owever , in a resolution out lin· ns t' f 
1! et.hod by which t'1e voLe \'VaS to beta en , i::. \Y s stated V1at , 
Jl '' ln t:1.e event of the rPturns from Prt=osbyteries warrantin'-' fur-
l' 
lither r.tep' t'J be taken in t, e directi0n of unlon, the .. ssembly 
h 
!tof 1911 will procefld t0 consult :essions and Conare;zat.:.ons re r3.r I ~ ~ ~ 
!lin~ t~1e whole matter . "1 The Methodl.::t General Conference directe 
'!its Specirl Co.niiiittee on Union to send the BaRi • md 1:!.. relate 
I 
ldocu1ents, to the various Districts for their " con;;;;iderAtion " 
[
;and to the n:n.tal Cor.ferences for their "consideration a!ld ado -
1
[tion or reject.ion . 11 To this ms added an alu10st identlc<:tl stute-
1 
!Jmen t to t at of the Gener:1l ssembly, referrin tl:"_e whole matter 
I' 
'I jito the ()ffic iRl Roards , and t. e .embership of the churches, in 
li r ________ _ 
il 
'I 
/i 1 • n) i a . P • 7 
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~the event th~t the union ~roposals were acceptRble to ~he inter-
~ .r, e di ate courts of tLe chunh .1 
il 
II Th~ VOTE BY CH RCHES 1910 TO 1912 
II 
_,.e the clerks of tlte reLbyteries were not required to 
II 
I make any returns before :tta , 1 911 , no report of the decision 
~~reached in tbe Pr-esbyterian Church was available until the meet -
~ in~ of the General Assembly , ln June, of that year. :hen t~e re -
ljsult ¥aE 0 iven out, it ~as found that out of a tot~l of seventy ); 
11 Presbyteries, 50 were in f.:1vor of un on , and 20 disap )roved . Of 
lithe indiv1 u~l votes cast, 793 were or union , and 476 disapprov 
jl ed . 't11ile there was this substantial majority in favor nf uni -,n 
I 
j 0n tr e proposed Basis, the Assembly thought it wise to see:{ an 
I 
I 
expression of opinion from the church as a whole . It t:~erefore 
directed that a vote be taken in the sessions and con re,::ation3¥ 
1! 1. 
,, 
II 
II 
I of I 
The Con~re~ational Straw Vote of 1910 ~ 
Out of one hundred and fifteen churches with a membershi_t) 
10 , 689, only 77 voted on the uestion. Of the entire nu.rnber 
I of recorded members 3,746 voted on the following questions: 2 
I 
l 
I 
I 
1 . ALre you in favor of the Canadian Con regational Churchen 
enterlng into the proposed Union on tr.e Ba~is of Gnion draf-
ted by t',e Jolnt Committee? 
II 
.1 2. If the 'Jro1Josed ""' ·sis " is not sati2f1.ctory, wh'lt changes II· d t ? 
11 
___ n_ y_o_t._l_ s_u_g_e:_e_s . 
II 1 • Ibid . D • 8 1 2. :rote. Theae quest inns not enclosPd 1n qu~tatlnns are 
+
'[given by 2ilc(-..- , ""·.cit. p . 1,..6 
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; :hen the final tabulation was made it was discovered that 2,933 
I 
:lh:1d voted for Union, and 813 against . uilcox states that "there 
!:is good reason for believin~ that in tl::e churches which actually 1 
II II 
lito:)k a vote, the really active members recorded their judgment. 11 
,, 
!JOn the basis of that vote it was resolved: 
,, 
li 
II 
,, 
:I 
I! 
II 
11 Tt.a.t this Union considers the action it has already taken 
as suff'icient an will nov1 \7ait until the other ne'-'0tiatin 
bodies have had an opportunity of testino- to2a corresoonding clegree the feelin~ of their constituencie~ ." 
I
1
•Tney voted to continue their com ni ttee on church uniC'n, 
I, ,, 
1.nd that 1 
I! that cor:.mi tte ~ appoint a special sub-com.ni t tee 11 to invest i~atc 
,, 
!(al1 legal and admini.::trati ve interests involved in t .. e '}roposed 
llunion both a'"' to the indi vidu 1l churche .s and soc iet ie s. "3 rnhus ~the Congre~ational Union di~posed of the question for the time I ~ ~ -
1!being. ,, 
,, 
:I 
~2. Results of the ~ethodist Vote. 
I As 3.lready shovm, the General C onfPrence, in 1910, dec lar 
jled 1t" ap rev a 1 of the work of t~e oint C orn'"it teo , and directed 
l)i ts 
lj 
I 
ec1~1 "'ommit:.e on Union to arr n~e for ~ vote in the Dis-
jtric·c and finnual Cnnferences. In 1911, only one of t _e Confe~-
' ;ence s, -· ewfoundland , ha recorded it>elf asainat Union . The tota 
I 
~~vote ln f vor of t:_e proposal was l, c:79, ~nd ,...,70 against. .1-
lithoug}'l t\.ere was thi::. -:ubsta.nti::>l 
1: 
j rri t~ in favor, the Ge~Jra 
1'--- --·---
1: 
i :i.. I'1ld. '"J. 1)( ( Italics by Sileo~ 
I 2. ~uotcd in BU , v.7 
I 3. Loc. cit. 
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llco.1ference ,.;,.._Jeclal Jnnrr::i.ttee decided to asswue the aut'"lor.:.ty ,e-
~stowe u_on lt L e .reviou~ ear, and to take a vote throughout 
)lthe enti!'·e church. Th"'reforc, a bA.llot was 9rn.Jared which vvas 
lld i tr l but od in t .o cl.urche s, and whi cr. :. ~d the one brief quest lo , 
lin rr ely, " . re ou in favor of the union of tl e t .ree Churche" on 
'jthe Basis _9re ared by tLe Joint Commit Lee? 11 Tu that L uestim1 ~her- ~ an over el .Lnsly favorable response. Ther• ••• no o~ 
II ortunlty for recording any oJinion on t>·c Booio of Union 
l!a~d a~y who rr.i ht · LI-J.V~ v;i chad to see some other formula than tha 
I 
!contained in the pro 
I 
sed ~~81s felt constrainc~ from voicing 
j any object i ons lest they be interpreted the wrong way. The fol-
l low1ng table shows the full result of the vote. 
I 
I 
i 
I! 
II 
II 
T BL..-. III 
~HO.ING T:E ~S ULT OF T-E V TE 
,.,!. U H".~ r:- rnE .:ET ·-Df ~T 
JH~RCI , 1911 10 1912. 
f';~ici&ls ........... * .. .. _ ... 
( rotal, 29 , 280 1 
II 
,, ·&ember_ "'ver 16 y~ar·8 
I· Tot 1 , 2SJ, J'>7 ) 
150 , 841 
ll 
I' 
II 
i: 
1embcrs un e~ 18 )ears .. •. 
r T t l ?'"' ...,..., .. o a,-'"'·---~~ . 
... dt ~rents . . . " . . . . . . . . . . . . 
17 . 198 
42 , 115 
24 , -;..,7 
7,234 
II 
:~he committee decla.1·c;d its oatlsfaction wit! t: e vote, and look"' 
~~u-" en t 'e result 3.6 a c 1 eac mandate from the •' eo. '..A to "_ roc e _ d 
,I 
II I 
1. Fl~t.o.ret:~ com
4 
lled from those .....,iven in I id. p. 8 
~ ~ .=."'.~"'-- ==-=t-:.-==--::::":.:0 ~--"'=--=.=..-:::: ,.==~=--===.:cc-==7.-
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I ~~oward the Union of the three negotiating Churches on the Baals 
~)f 'nion . "1 At no other time was a vote taken b the 1r.efhodist 
bhurch on the question of UnlDn . 
,, 
,3 . The Flrst Presbyterian Vote on Union. 
'I i l:ethodi st nor the Presbyterian Churches were Neither the 
I 
l~equired by law to obtain the consent of their church members on ~nion . 11 that was necessary was to take a vote by Conferences 
iknd Presbyteries , respectively . In each case , however , it was 
~eemed advisable to have an expression from their entire constit-
1 
rencies . The Presbyterian ballot contained two questions very 
~imil"'r to those on the Congreg<>,tional questionnaire . The results 
I 
' 
are shown in T ble IV on the following page. The vote, although 
I 1 · · f 1t~t showed ~ substantia ly strong 1ajorlty ln avor, was not con-
I 
idered conclusive enoug1 to warrant the Assembly taking any fur -
her steps in the direction of consummation. Therefore , it was 
resolved, that : 
I 
" In view of the ex tent of the minori .y, which iu not yet con -
vinced tha.t organic union is the best JJethod of exprese ng the 
I unity sincerely desired by all, the Assembly deems it unwise 
I immediately to proceed to consumr.<tte the union, but believes 
! that by further conference and discussion practi~ally unanimou 
I action can be secured within a rea sc nable time. " 
I 
ft was also recommended that all sug6estions regarding changes in 
I 
~he proposed Basis of Union coming from any source: 
! 
l. Ibid . p. 
• 2 . ILid . u . 9 I -
r- - ~ ~ -- - ====- -==--- --
i 
I 
I 
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11 be referred to the UniC'Yl Cormr.lttee for their consid=!r"tion 
in the hnpe of removinB ob j ections and wlth a view to fu r ther 
confere~ces1with the Commit t ees of the other negotlatin· churcheP. ." 
.ihatever any f uture action by the General ssehtbly might be take 
with a view to calming or stayin the opposition , at that time • L 
wes unwilling to regard either its ovvn judgll1ent in the matter , or 
t e majority opinion of the church ' s membership as final 
TABLE IV 
SHOWI NG RESULTS r~ THE PR~SBYrERIAN 
VOTE 01 ORGAl:-IC UNION AND T·;E PRO-
POSED BAui.. .. OF UIHnN DU~ING 
1911 Te 1912 
Question 1. Are you in favor of or~anic union with the 
r ~ ... J1odist and Congre . ~ational Chur ches? 
El J e rs . ................ . 
( 'l'otal , 9 , 675 ) 
Communi~ants •......•..• 
( Total , 287 , 944 ) 
adherentP .............. . 
Approval 
6 , 245 
106 , 745 
37 ' 175 
Non- approval 
2, 475 
48 , 278 
14 , 174 
...,uestion 2 . De you ap ,) rove of the proposed Basis cf Union? 
Elders ••••.•...•..•••• 
Corrurunicants ....•••..•. 
dherents ••...........• 
5. 104 
77 , 193 
?7 ' 756 
2, 192 
27 ' 197 
1 0 , 316 
U to the year 1912 , the ~etho ist Church alone had offic 
ially declared it1elf ready to proceed with the conswnmation of 
nion . The Congregationalists had gone as far as they thought it 
1 . Ibid . p . 9 
l-----~_: _ _:__ "t..e . These figure_s_!~om the !~~~-~~~a~~J~-~-~_I_I 
I 
89 
advisable for the .._Jresent , and the P:t'esbyt ri9l1S soughL more time 
in which to conclllate the op ... osin'""' factions in their church . 
~evertht;less , the latter church too1t a significant ste in 1912, 
for the l ur ... ose, no d u L , of reassur_ng th otr er .... e~r tiating 
churches o! their ~oQd faith , alsr , er}~ s, to offset the cr:t -
icism often made by o1:>ponents to Union , na.mely , that t.he Assembly 
"blindly followln a fC!w leaders who were obsessed with the 
cure - all, or....,anic unior ."1 I n a series of resolutions the 
sse1.1bly invited the other deno!llinations to consider waJs 
whic'1 a lar __:er mea ure of coo ... eration could e practise • 
- ecific mention was made of tbe work on Home Mission Fields , the 
Pdministration of theological schoolf , the oversi ht of uni0n C0(1 
· regatlons , and the various ubl ications of the churches. 0 this 
ype of cooperation which was bein urged y unionists and o po-
E>nts to union , alike , Rometbing more was to bt.; heard when the 
op)osition becrune more belligerent 
THE YEARS 1 913 TO 1917 
ll Anv division of the years of negotiations into particular )eriods i: liabl e to be arbitrary . The one we are to consider in -ludes three iir. ortant events in the history of the Union nove-l 
1Rrlt • 
• Amendments to the Prooosed Basis of Union 
Both tile Congregational and Presbyterian ballots had a 
.r-- 86 
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question re3ardin the Basis of Union , Enough importance had 
attached to the replies which came bach to t.e Presbyterian ues 
tlon to warrant the General Assembly, i n 1913 , issuing a call to 
its Special Committee on Union to meet and review them . In the 
winter of 1914 , a mee~in of the Joint Committee was c~lled to 
consider some amendments which had been su ... gested . As a result 
rticle XII - Cf Pr~yer - was added to the sectio on Doctrine , 
a~d a slight changA was made in another section on the 1.inistr • 
Both these changes were of little consequence , dnd as time passe 
it became a parent that tlLe opposition to Union h~d 1Tiore under-
lying reasons than a mere objection to the pro)osed Basis of 
Union . As the opposition bec3Jile more articulate ~he whole scheme 
v s attacked on several different grounds . 
2 The Presbyterians Con uct a Second Vote . 
lthough no meeting of the J oint Committee was held after 
1914 for the d'.lrat.ion of ti e "orld · ar, the courts of t e churc' t -
es took whatever action they considered a propriate . The Pr~sby -
terian General _ ssembly , in 1915, to which the amended Basis wac 
reporte& by its oun Union Committee, declared its a )roval and 
directed , that : 
'' ..•. the said Basis be transmitted to Presbyteries for their 
jud :.nent under ~he Barrier Act , and that the A pendlx on Law 
be also transmitted to Pr·esbyt ries for 4-;rLe r judgment , and 
that this resolution be sent therewlth ."l 
l . From the Assembly Minutes , 1915 , in BU , p . ll 
---- -------- =====-=-=-=-==-========~-=-=-==----=-=·--~F=======~ 
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the same time it was also resolved : 
" That the question of Union be submitted to Sessions, and 
also to the Communicants and Adherents of the Church, in th~ 
following form: ' Are you in favor of U ion with the Uethod-
ist and Con6 re ational Churche> in Canada on the Basis of 
Union a::-proved by the General .h.Ssembly of 1915? Yes. No . 
N. B. The oeoole are reminded that the decision on this ues -
tion ll.Uot be reached On the baSiS Of VOteS CaSt , I II 1 
jThe voting was to be carried on durin 1915, and 1916, ,·mt in 
I 
1i time for the returns to be tabulated and reported to the General 
~ ssembly meetin~ in June . llien all the returns ad come in, it 
!was found that out of t:_e seventy- six Presbyteries~ 71 had made 1 
1jreturns, and that the result was 53 ~ n approval, ~nd 13 against. 
ll jiThe returns from two of the Presbyteries v;ere considered irrel -
11 
levant, and .Prom one they were rejecten The ballots of 1915 anc 
I 
11911 were not identicBl , and an exact comparison of the tv,o set I v s I 
lof figures cannot be made for that reason . The total vol:.e and 
llitf' distribution is shown in t 1e foll win table . 
II I, 
:· 
'I 
\: 
,, 
jl 
,, 
TABLE V 
SHO~ING RESULTS OF THE SECOrD 
PRESBYT JRIAN VOTE N U1·rnr 
TAiCSN DURING 1915- 1916.3 
Voters 
.embers .•...........• 
Eldel·s .. .............. . 
Communicants ••.. • •.• 
dherents ••........•• 
TotFa.l .•.........• 
Cl~ ro~es ....•..•• 
Ye 
113 , COO 
7,061') 
Ofi.:J34 
36,J42 
150 . 542 
1 , 331 
Nwnber 
I 
73,::35 
3,922 
69 , 813 
20 , 004 
93 , '539 
lf04 
Votln 
Tots.1 
187,225 
10 , 0 38 
176 , 447 
::"",946 
244 ~181 
1 , 825 
~ n 1::'11 . 
j 
I 
I 
II 
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~he Gener81 Arse~~lJ of 1916 r vic~ the results of this 
I 1second vote and passed the followJng resolution: 
I! 
I 
! 
'I 
" That in a.cc:ordance r1i th the recorr.nendations of thiD G ,nerc..1 
.Asrembly of the Presbyteri'in Church in 0a..'1.e,d::t, do acw resolvt:: 
to unite wi t'1 the "et>: dis ... ,..,. •"'-r:h f ::: n d , A.nd ':,h Con...-rb -
gational Chur·~heb of Car1'"' lH, to contJtl tute ' I'he United Chur~:;h 
of CanR.da • on I he as iF Jf Union, a _ rov8d by tr.e Gen ... r' 1 
semblr ~ 91~ , and bJ ~.e ~ajor:Lr of Presb terles s:nce 
connu ted un::t'1: tLe 'hr."ier ct . "1 
~Other resolutions had to o with tlie for llal a nouncement of tl.e 
I 
I 
lecision to the other ne 'Otiating bodies ; the form~tior. o a 
Specl~l Com~,ittee on Law; the con ervatlon of the _.;ro crty ri_)~t 
I 
1
1 
of mlnori ties; the dat:.e of the CO!lStLTII:H:l.tirm ""' Union; and a nu -
I, bt-!r reu:...rdin 0 the .su_ .:;rvi s lon of those local U1"1i 0n churche for -
" 
11 ~· ~nder tl e previ0us ?Olic of coo~erati-n. The Com ittee on 
Law 'Has instructe 11 to re1)ort to the first Assembly following 
I the ftrst year after the close of the war" at w ich 'T.euti"l~ .J1.::..: 
!were to be made for the a~plication t0 the Do~ nion ~nd Provin-
1 cial le i;:;latures for ennabllru legislation for The United Churc 
~of ana~a to become incorporated 
I The anti - unionists at successive meetings of the ssembls 
,Jhad·tried unsu.cc·ssful,y to block the aovement for Union within ~~their denomination, by bringing in different pro: osals whereby 
I 
spirit of Christirm unity could bf! accomplis:1ed in some man- ~ 
sh:::>rt of organic union In 1912 , the Presbyterian .. ssociatlolf !
the 
1,ner 
II 
ij for the 
\lposals, 
io 
•ederation 0f Churches had been forMed . One of their pr, 
es t' e name implies, was a ederation of V1e Frotestant 
'-----------------1 
1. t~UC , D 2 
I 
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!Churches 
I 
within the Dominion . Another was for a further extE.ns~o 
cause . One was that during the years , 1914 to 191° , 
jthe Assembly, in 1916 . This was not due to any forti1rigct chane.,e 
1
of opinion with reg~rd to the desirability of the proposed Union, 
I ut becauae ttey felt ~at t~e action of tie Assembly had been 
I' 
li 

I' 
fi 
I! 
II 
I 
\' 
;! The General Superintendent of the Methodist Church, Dr. S. D. 
I 
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,! Chown, at the meeting of the General Conference of· 1918, ex-
:1 : 
pressed disappointment at the long delay, and at the opportunity ! 
,l which would be lost at t he close of the War " to march with cer- 1 
r I 
1 tain tread into the great future." 1 Nevertheless, the Methodist 
j1Church awaited patiently the next move of the Presbyterian Gen-
l
leral Assembly, 
,I That next move could have been made in 1920, but seeing 
,, 
\
,that the ~ethodists would not meet for two years,_ it withheld 
.!action until 1921, when by a vote of almost four to one, the fol 1 
:: 
i
1
lowing resolution was passed: 
I 
" That whereas, during the time when by general agreement, 
the matter of Union was not discussed, nothing has occurred 
to change the mind of the church, but rather to confirm and 
s trengthen its previous decision - Therefore, be it resolved 
l
l that this General Assembly take such step s as m.tty be deemed 
l best to consummate organic union with the Methodist ~nd j n-1 .gregationa.l 'Jhurches as expeditious ly as poss ible." 
1! 
~everal other resolutions were passed at t he same time with a 
l~iew to extending the principle of cooperation between the three 
,I 
'I 
''churches, also with the aim of bringing about a better under-
Is tanding between the negotiating churches, and the Union Affil-
'' lliated Congregations and t he Independent Union Churches, that no 
~ ifficulty stand in t he way of their entering the Union. There 
I~ i~ere upwards of twelve hundred 
I 
of these two types of churches, II 
jformed 
lbittee 
I! 
under the previous plan of cooperation, and a special com! 
If 
I 
was appointed to act with similar committees to be appoin~ 
1. Quoted by Silcox, from Dr. Chown's Address, Ibid. p.l7 
2. From th~ As~emb Mi~s, in B 
96 
ii ed by the Methodist an:i Congregational Churches, and to make wha -
'I ~ever adjustments were necessary, particularly with reference to ~~those ministers who had been serving those congregations, that 
!!all their rights be maintained. Thus t he machinery was being 
Ji set up by which The United Church was to be set in motion. 
I' 
I' h. The Sixth Session of the Joint Committee on Union. 
I• 
li 
!l 
This meeting was held in October, 1921, and there was in 
j!attendance three representat ves from the General Council of 
!!union Churches in addition to those from the other three denom-
1 
rinations. The most important action taken by the Joint Committee i 
jwas the decision 11 That a standing Committee on Law and Legis-
!! 
i'lation be appointed to consider and report on the Legislation 
,! 
1pecessary to give effect to the Union of t h e negotiating Church-
!! 
':es. nl The committee backed the resolutions of t he General Assem-,, 
~ ly regarding an extended cooperation, and the working out of a 
I! 
I 
~ etter understanding with the Union Churches, and closed its 
!~ession, leaving further action to the Committee on Law and Legi~ 
l~ation. j 
,, 
)i 
,e. The Anglican Church and Union. 
,j 
li 
., The proposal for organic union which the Methodist Gener-
li 
:~1 Conference made in 1902 bore reference only to the Congrega-
,1 
1~ional, Presbyterian, and Methodist Churches. The General Assem-
r ly, in 1906, asked that communications be sent to the Archbish-
1: 1. BU _ _Q_. 13 
i 
I 
I 
I 
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i! op s and Bishops of the Church of England in Canada, and to the 
)! Presidents of the various Baptist Conventions, inviting them to 
' 
send delegates to participate in the discussions. The Baptist 
Convention of Ontario and Quebec replied that because of the 
!distinctive principles of their denom i nation they could not par-
lticipate in the discussions. The Anglicans replied in such a 
j cordial way that it was felt that negotiations with that church 
!might be possible. In 1921, when the Joint Committee was in 
11 session it was believed that some action might be taken which 
,, would open the way for negotiations, but nothing happened in 
lj that direction, although the exchanges were of the most fri endly 
li 1 il character. 
li ,, 
I 
REASONS FOR PRESBYTERIAN OPPOSITION 
Of the three churches to enter The United Church of Can-
Jl ada, the Presbyterian alone suffered a wide rift in its member-
l, ship because of the union issue. It is hard to know why they, 
i! any more than t he Congregationalists or Methodists, should have 
Jl 
!: encountered such vigorous opposition within their constituency. 
I 
I 
In particular instances, it is understandable how a congregation 
I 
!would be lukewarm, or perhaps cool, to the suggestion, but the 
li jlanti-union feeling was not confined to any well defined areas . 
:!The greatest strength of the Presbyterian Church was in the East 
!)and the strongest opposition to Union was in the East, but non-
!lconcurring groups might be found scattered throughout t he countr • 
l:r---------
1 
,, 
l! 
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,,And if a financially independent congregation might register 
I, 
!itself in opposition to the plan, so also might an "augmented" 
I 
!parish in some isolated place in the West, where the need for a 
~ erger was most keenly felt, 
~1. Two types of Opposition. 
li Generally, the opposition to Union may be classed under 
I !two heads. There were those who saw no good reasons for Union, 
!land those who had strong feelings against Union. Both groups ar-
ilgued for the continuance of their own church, but the logic they 
I 
~ sed was not the same. In fact, it is sometimes hard to follow 
!·the reasoning of the latter group at all. They wanted their own 
I 
!church, and whatever else they may have said, it could always be 
ilboiled down to t hat. There were others, however, who were not 
I' 
\!convinced that organic union was t he best plan for the churches 
lito adopt. This they were able to demonstrate by carefully chosen 
I, . 
1
1
arguments. Together these groups presented a strong front and 
I. 
1~ttacked Union at every available opportunity. 
I, ,, 
.2. The Opposition Organizes. 
1! 
I 
I From 1908, to 1912, t he opposition was content with what 
I 
1
opportunities they could find in the General Assembly and the 
II 
lpther courts of the church to express itself. During those years 
I• 
lho definite program was followed, and the arguments were more or 
!I 
~ ess of a sporadic nature. After t l e ftrst vote had been taken, 
in 1912, an organization was formed with a definite purpose and 
·i 
II 
II 
II 
oJ 
H 
I~ 
I' 
,; 
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'I 991 ~ rogram. This one was succeeded by another with a more comprehen 
i1sive objective, in 1916. In the eight years which elapsed betwee I 
li the first ballot, and the formation of the Presbyterian Church ~ssociation, the plan of attack shifted considerably. This is to 
~ e expected of any movement. It was true of t he Church Union 
ir ovement itself. But in the former case it had a particular sig-
lfificance, for it brought into the open some of the principal 
I l~ualities of the opposition. 
ll lp. Reasons For Opposition. 
II ~~ It is clearly shown, that the opposition, beginning in a 
11sort of obscurity, as time passed, became more articulate as its 
I 
~ eaders were able to seize upon the weaknesses, the faults, and 
~he limitations in t he unionist proposals and the methods employ 
i 
~d for their adoption. Starting, therefore, as a sort of mild pr 
I 
I 
~ est over t he Articles of Doctrine in the proposed Basis of Unio 
1~t moved on to an attack on those relating to the inistry, to 
~ olity, to Administration, and finally, to the legal questions 
l1nvolved by the whole question of Union. Underlying all of the 
:I 
~rguments, and lending them conviction, was the indomitable will 
o resist to the last ditch any attempt to change the name, or 
he fundamental character, of the Presbyterian Church. 
~~ By far the larger number who were counted as Presbyter-
,! 
~ans were of Scottish and Irish ancestry. In a table showing the 
~umber of Presbyterians, compared with the population of Scottie 
ljand Irish ancestry, in 1921, Silcox gives the interesting infer- . 
I' 
,: 
II 
il <-========~=========================================-=-=-==-~==================~~~====~--~=-=-~ 
I ~00 
llmation, that while there were only 1,409,407 communicant members 
l in the Presbyterian Church, there were 2,280,454 of Scottish and 
1Irish origins within the Dominion. The Roman Catholic Church, 
I 
!while not numbering as many Scotchmen in its membership as did 
" lj the Presbyterian Church, nevertheless, drew quite heavily from 
!I these combined racial stocks. 1 A casual glance at any community 
h 
il in Cape Breton Island alone will reveal how these two churches 
!:have bid successfully for the allegiance of the Scots. What is 
more important, wherever they have settled there a evidences on 
1l every hand of what the " brain and the brawn 11 of the Scottish 
I' 
!people has meant to the development of the country. Silcox says, 
i I" The achievement of the Scots in Canada is an epic and a rom-
lance. n2 The old remark, that the Highlander was reared on " oat-
1 
lmeal and the Westminster Catechism 11 is not aimed at mere face-
1 
ltiousness. It finds a very real response in the hearts of all of 
lthem. Scotland, with its rugged forbidding soil, and the " spiri 
I 
1of the Covenanter 11 are inseparables. Canada had done nothing to ! 
I 
1change the character of these people. Therefore, any suggestion I 
I 
jthat his Church, that Presbyterianism, could not be counted on t 
I 
ijmeet any emergency was tantamount to a suggestion, that a blight 
!· had laid hold upon his faith, and consequently upon his characte 
,, 
ijClergy and laity alike saw no reason why the church that had 
!jwrought so magnificently among their fathers should bow to any n -
l1cessity, however forceful its imperatives. The argument that or-
l! ganic union was an economic necessity set off a quick barrage of 1 
r-----
.1 1. Op. cit. Table IX, p. 199 
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II ~ rotest from those for whom a Presbyterian tradition was 
las sacred as the Gospels themselves. 
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Furthermore, it was stated by the anti-unionists, if the 
I 
:question of Church Union was not dropped, and some other plan de 
I 
;vised by which the Presbyterian Church could maintain its own in 
II 
t!dividuality, then a large number of its members would withdraw 
'I ll from the church and join the Anglican Church, rather than be for 
I 
Iced into a merger against their wills. But why the Anglican, and ! 
1lnot some other denomination, one may ask. Because there was a I 
!!closer affinity between these two churches. They were older than 
,, 
!!most of the other churches for one thing, and if one listened, 
'i !lat times, it might be heard that they were churches and not sect • 
~ In the British Isles both had equal claims to being a State 
I I!Church, and that fact alone, gave a special social and psycholog 
I 
'ical significance to the denomination. These arguments, except 
for rare instances, were not openly employed, but there is evi-
jdence that they were often used in private to help build a stron -
,I 
:1 er body of opinion against organic union. 
jl Strong as these factors were in arousing a certain amount 
II of prejudice against a United Church, they were not sufficient 
jj to guarantee any preponderance of strength to the anti-union 
;!cause. What gave real force to the movement, and delivered all 
jother arguments from the calumny of being mere prejudices, was 
l, the case of the" lflee Frees 11 in Scotland. As already shown, the 
II dbasis of the decision by the House of Lords was that the General 
IIAssembly of the Free Church of Scotland had no power either to 
il--
II 
I! 
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!alter or amend its original doctrines or polity. This gave point 
I li to the arguments of the Canadian anti-unionists, for they con ten -
l
ied that their own General Assembly was deprived likewise of such 
!
!authority. They believed that the presence of a sizeable minori t 
would act as a check on unionist enthusiasm, and that ultimately 
!' they could block enabling legislation, and should this happen it 
' I
!would give them enough strength to cripple the union cause. This 
I 
!Scottish case complicated the whole Canadian situation. The Priv 
!council was the highest court in the Empire, and with that pre-
j,cedent already established, it could not be doubted how any case 
I' 1lof similar import, which may be appealed to them, would end. It 
JFas because both sides recognized that success or failure for 
!!either party depended upon the legal soundness of whatever moves 
·~~were made, that both sides became equally determined to explore 
1
1
every legal avenue. 
II 
,1 There were many other questions that were raised by those 
!\ 
'I ~~op posed to Union. They worked early and late, and carried on a 
!!systematic program of propaganda which, at times, was unbecoming 
a church and more what one would expect of a political party. 
bhey ne ver gave up the struggle, and the size of the non-concur-
' 
!rant vote, when t h e Enabling Act had been passed, was due in ver 
lilarge measure to the strongly organized Presbyterian Church As-
! 
1
sociation. The steps taken to secure the passage of the above 
I 
~ct will occupy our next chapter. 
,J 
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SUMMARY 
When the Basis of Union had been completed in 1908, and 
had been presented to the denominations through their own Union 
Committees, it may be said that the first real step toward Union 
had been taken. The next would have to be taken by the churches 
themselves. Almost simultaneously, upon the resolution of their 
higher courts, the denominations conducted the vote whether or 
not to proceed with the movement, and whether or not on the pro-
posed Basis of Union. It is important to remember the latter con 
dition, for it was through the hesitancy of many Presbyterians t 
accept the propositions laid down in the proposed Basis, that th 
later delay in negotiations came about. 
When the returns were gathered it was discovered that all 
three churches had voted in favor of organic Union. Among the 
Presbyterians there was a sizeable discontent which, at first, 
seemed to register a protest over some of the doctrinal state-
ments. Therefore, the General Assembly resolved to call another 
eeting of the Joint Committee to consider their amendment. This 
was accomplished in 1914, and in 1915, that church conducted a 
second vote, which again, was favorable to the proposal. There-
pen, the General Assembly, in 1916, resolved to unite with the 
two other negotiating churches, on the approved Basis of Union, 
as amended two years before. 
That resolution was a signal to the minority opposed to 
the principle of Union to organize themselves to combat the move 
104 
ment, and at a rally in Toronto, in 1916, the Presbyterian Churct 
Association was formed. Seeing so great disagreement had arisen 
over the whole question, the General Assembly, meeting in 1917, 
asked that all organized propaganda be discontinued by both side~ 
until a year after the close of the World War. 
Nothing more is heard on the Union issue in Presbyterian 
Church circles until 1921, when the Assembly voted to move towarc 
the consummation of Union without any further delays. A Special 
Committee was appointed to confer with those from the other two 
churches, at which Joint Committee meeting, representatives from 
the General Council of Local Union Churches were asked to attend 
Immediately a Committee on Law and Legislation was formed, and 
assigned the task of framing suitable legislation to be presen-
ted to the various legislatures, upon which the incorporation of 
The United Church of Canada should depend. \~ile the Joint Com-
mittee was in session representations were made by the Anglican 
Church, but no constructive action was taken. 
Presbyterians who were opposed to Union fought desperate-
ly at every turn to wreck the whole movement. While the chief 
objection at the beginning seemed to be the Proposed Basis of 
Union, at last it resolved itself into a forthright unwillingnes 
to be party to any movement which would remove the name from, or 
change the fundamental character of, the denomination. The Gen-
eral Assembly did not possess the power to legislate on the mat-
ter was the contention of the anti-unionists, and they trusted 
that the legislatures would not grant their petitions. 
105 
Most of the Presbyterians in Canada were either of Scot-
tish or Irish ancestry. In many instances race and religion were 
inseparable qualities in the minds of the people. A considerable 
amount of emphasis was placed upon these points ny those who ar-
rayed themselves against t he Assembly. Nevertheless, the strong-
est weapon they used, and one which caused the unionists not a 
little alarm, was the argument from the decision of the House of 
~ords, in 1904, against the General Assembly of the Free Church 
of Scotland. That decision was based on the premise that the 
general court of the church could not legally alter or change itE 
fundamental character, as it had done when it chose to merge witt 
the United Church of Scotland to form the United Free Church. The 
anti-unionists made a great deal out of that precedent, arguing 
that it was binding on the Presbyterian Church in Canada. The 
Union party vigorously denied their assumption, and proceeded to 
clear the ground for the presentation of their petitions to the 
various legislatures which would, if granted, allow the incorpor-
ation of The United Church on t he proposed Basis of Union. 
I! 
!1 
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I' I CHAPTER V 
UNION IS ACHIEVED 
II 
II With all of those matters having to do with the formation I, 
jlof The United Church with which the Joint Committee on Union and 
'ithe general courts of the churches were competent to deal receiv 
.ing their proper shares of attention by 1921, the next steps wer 
!I Jto draft the necessary legislation, secure its passage if poss-
\ible, and proceed to the act of formal union. Not anyone who ha 
l~ecome acquainted with the situation believed ~or an instant tha~ 
lit would be a simple matter to have an Act passed, which would 
.be satisfactory to both parties - the union and the minority. 
llrt was forseen that, at best, it would be a complicated procedur,. 
II 
'fhere were so many unpredictible factors which, at any step in 
~ he proceedings, could seriously impede their progress, or threaJ 
II 
I' 
'en the outcome. Silcox calls the procedure by the somewhat omin-
11 
lbus title, 11 The Struggle to Secure Enabling Legislation " And 
1: 
~  struggle it was, with the result in doubt to the very end, and 
I 
lthen showing a result which, in many respects, was a draw. The 
r hnionists would have preferred not to have had all the intimate 
ratters related to the Union discussed and debated before the 
I 
public, but it was imperative that the churches obtain legal 
~anction for the step they were determined to take. Only with 
I 
I 
1
euch a legal guarantee, and with the rights of either party def-
.1 
l!nitely established by Special Act of Parliament, would The Unite ,, 
~ ~=======r,. ==================================================================~======== 
I' I' 
,I 
~ l 
!I 
I 
'i 
!church 
ii 
of Canada have a fixed entity at the start, and be free 
!!from the fear of continual litigation which would not only hampe 
~~its progress, but which, if ~arried sufficiently far, ultimately 
i! 
,
1
might deprive it of its major resources . 
lo 
After the Presbyterian General Assembly had formally de-'I 
!I j'clared its intention to unite with the other negotiating bodies, 
,j 
'land the Joint Committee on Union had held its sixth session, in 
:~ 921, the Special Committee on Law and Legislation started im-, 
~ediately with the drafting of the necessary legislation. The 
,, 
'I 
lf ommit tee obtained the services of two attorneys, one a corpor- . 
lation lawyer and the other acquainted with constitutional law. I 
~ hese two men, aided by the Special Committee, drafted a bill, t 
.I 
~ hich t hey added a letter of interpretation • . This was in readi-
. ess for the meeting of the General Assembly, in 1923, together 
,. 
,I 
ith certain modifications which the committee thought best to 
ake. Thereupon, the Assembly voted to proceed to the consumma -
:Fion of Union upon the 
,, 
irhich they agreed upon 
I 
I 
terms laid do~ in the proposed bills, J 
in principle. Immediately the anti-union 
'~sts filed a dissent motion which, among other things, claimed 
ji • Tha t the prevailing party in this General Assembly, by reason 
I 
rbf their illegal action as aforesaid, have subverted th1's Assem-
' ~ly and have thereby in effect seceded from the Presbyterian 
'I 
I, 2 
phurch in Canada." To these dissents the Assembly issued a vig-
f rous denial and cited the legal opinion offered the previous 
I 
I, 
II 
it 
;i 
I 
' ,, 
I 
r ( 
'I 
II 
1. See Silcox, "The Drafting of the Bills" Op.cit. p.254 f 
2. uoted in Ibid. p_!_ g.s§_ _____ _ 
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I~ 1; year which stated in part, " that whatever is decided upon as a 
i! basis of union can be effectively consummated by legislation of 
! the Parliament of Canada, and of the Legislatures of the Provin-
l. ces, and with the necessary enabling enactments there will be no 
ll room for a judicial enquiry as to loss of identity, "1According 
1 j to that opinion, they were not only free to legislate for the 
I 
jchurch, but if, and when, the action of the Assembly in voting 
I 
Ito enter The United Church of Canada received Parliamentary ap-
Jproval, then the latter church became the direct successor of th 
J: former Presbyterian Church in Canada, and that church ceased to I 
II I I; exist. It was over this comparatively technical point. that the i 
~controversy finally was raised, 
ll A COMPLICATED SITUATION 
l! Of the many factors which involved the gravest problems 
li those having to do with the various ways and relationships in 
;I 
11which the denominations held their respective properties, and 
I 
1the different methods of Canadian legal procedure, were the out-
'l I, 
;1standing ones. 
I' 
II I !jl. The Ownership of Denominational Property. 
!i eve j 
'I Only one of the three churches to enter the Union had 
!
1
been incorporated on a Dominion wide scale. The Methodist Church 
I 
1
canada, had been incorporated by Dominion Statute at the time of \ 
lithe merger of the separate branches of Methodism, in 1884. All 
II 
jl 
I 
=====::l'====l=·= Quot._e~!._ i~ _EUC p. 253 
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.. 
II ~ ocal church property was held by a local Board of Trustees in 
1
;the name of The Methodist Church and in accordance with the term 
\lor the Model Deed, which had been appended to the original Act 
liof Incorporation. Denominational property was held and managed II 
~ y subsidiary Boards, authorized and constituted by the General 
II 
!Ponference. Seven such Boards, or subsidiary corporations, were 
!lin exis tence at the time of Union, and were t he trustees of all 
!f he denomination's property. In the case of the Methodist Church 
~t was a relatively simple matter to effect the transfer of her 
I !properties to The United Church. 
!l With the Congregational and Presbyterian Churches it was 
I, ntirely different. Within each of t hese denominations there had 
I 
' 
been several organizations and Boards of a semi-private nature 
r hich had been formed for the purpose of managing the various 
educational and benevolent funds and enterprises of the church. 
IFome of them had been incorporated either under Dominion or Pro-
!rincial charters, and were the custodians of property held in th 
~ arne of the denomination as a whole, or in the name and for the 
ilse of churches of the denomi nation within a specified area. In 
II 
l! he Pre sbyterian Church some of the Synods and a considerable 
1rumber of the Presbyteries had been thus chartered. Most of the 
r ~ocal church property in that church was held by local Boards of 
I 
f rustees according to terms of a odel Deed of Trust, which gave 
f o t he denomination reversionary rights to such properties. And 
l
lr few of the churches had been locally incorporated. Most of the 
local Congregational churches were thus incorporated. Thus, while 
' II 
' 
" 
!I !I II 
I' I' 
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1\he Congregational and Presbyterian Churches were not legal en-
[tities in that same s ense that the Methodist Church was, each of 
I !them as ~he sponsor of numerous holding corporations which, 
l1 though private in character, were t he trustees of denominational 
I 
funds to be held and administered according to the laws and us-
ages of their particular denomination. There were a large number 
jof these subsidiary organizations, having a sort of dual relatio -
ship within those two churches. All of these corporations had to 
be classified, their charters studied, and the method ascertain-
led by which the custody of their properties could be transferred 
li to The United Church. In many instances, as can be expected, a j 
1i humber of s t ep·s :were i nvolved before t he f inal one could be tak,e J 
II 
I' ,, 
jl 2. Canadian and Provincial Jurisdiction over Property. 
I 
~~ Had there been no overlapping of functions with reference 
11to the Dominion Parliament and the separate Provincial Legisla-
li 
' tures, it would have been a comparatively easy matter to have 
ll 
!
'drafted a bill for the incorporation of The United Church, but 
the terms of the Quebec Act, and those of the Act of Confedera-
J 
ltion, stated explicitely that control over ~ property and civil 
~ rights in the provinces was left exclusively to the provinces, 
!together with t~e power of incorporating companies with provin-
,1 1 
:j cial objects." Because there had been numerous provincial 
:! Boards with considerable endowments, largely in connection with 
11the educa tional institutions, it was found necessary to seek 
I 
ij 
uoted in_IbLd..._ • 246 
J, 
I 
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~ charters from each of the provinces as well as from the Dominion 
'!government. 
I 
I Of course the Dominion Act would serve as a sort of pat-
1 
1
;tern _for the others. It was desirable from the church's stand-
;Jipoint to have the legislation as uniform as possible. In several 
I 
of the provinces, the only requirement would be to have the legi -
I 
il latures ratify the Dominion statute. It was forseen that in Que-
irec, where provincial ordinances held complete sovereignity, som 
lldifficul ty may be encountered, but whatever the outcome, it was 
!the course that had to be pursued. 
CHARACTER OF PROPOSED LEGISLATION 
I The Basis of Union when it was presented to the churches, 
I 
,~n 1908, contained an Appendix on Law, in which the opinion was 
~iven that legislation should be sought, '' empowering the United 
fhurch to acquire and hold property." That statement was ampli-
Jfied further, in 1914, to include the following: 
I 
" That all the estate, real and personal, belonging to or hel 
in trust for and to the use of the negotiating churches, or 
belonging to or held in trust for and to the use of any cor-
poration under the government or control of, or in connection 
1
1 with, any of the said negotiating churches, shall be vested i 
I
I: the United Church or in Boards, Committees or Corporations 
under the control thereof, and shall be used and administered 
11 in accordance with the terms and provisions of the Basis of 
I Union. "1. 
~his advisory opinion widely circulated among the churchesclearl ~~hows that the churches had been acquainted from the beginning o 
It ~======~''====~l~·~B~U~~p~.2~9~=============-~~==-=================-===-===-=#========-
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!: negotiations with the principal facts regarding the rights to be 
,I 
I' 
jl assumed by the United Church. It had certainly been made clear 
i'l when the votes were taken in 1910, and again in 1915. Despite an 
opposite view on the part of the anti-unionists, the Presbyter-
' jian General Assembly felt t hat due notification had been given 
II concerning this matter, and that no further consideration should 
!j be allowed, either of the question of union generally, or of the 
!I 
:1 specific one regarding the legality of the proposed transfer of 
:1 Presbyterian Church properties to The United Church of Canada. 
II !I The way was now clear for the drafting of the proposed bills. 
II 
ii And, as has been shown, that was accomplished in 1923. It will 
1: be necessary to turn now to the proposed bills, and point out 
~ their principal provisions. 
I' ,, 
11 1. Matters of Primary Importance. 
II 
.I 
'I 
1! The Basis of Un ion as amended in 1914, acted as a sort of 
I 
il framework for the United Church of Canada Act. That can be under 
'I stood quite readily, for it was the constitution of The United 
I! Church upon which its incorporation was being sought. A8 might 
I 
1: be expected, there were some constitutional defects and limi ta-
!1 
1: t!ons, of which the proposed legislation would take cognizance, 
·I 
land for which it would make amends. 
'I I, One of t he limi ta tiona earlier spoken of, and for which 
~~ the Basis was severly criticised by the opponents to Union, was 
I 
! that it left a large number of administrative 
,I 
,, 
_ -ideal~ with by the General Counc 11._ Rlgh t~or 
II 
questions to be 
I 
wrongly, the Joint \ 
·I 113 !I 
!' Committee felt it was better to leave it that way. In that con- I 
'l nection, however, there was a serious defect which, neither they 
Jnor their critics discovered, namely, there was no provision for 
II the formation of the first General Council, to which so many im-
' I 
1
portant matters had been delegated. Therefore, in the proposed 
!Act it was specified that the first General Council of The Unite 
I' I 
!Church of Canada should be composed of three hundred and fifty 
I 
:commissioners, of whichl50 were to be appointed by the Presbyter 
lian General Assembly, 150 by the Methodist General Conference, 
,, 
li 40 by the Congregational Union, and 10 by the General Council of 
[' Local Union Churches. 1 In that way a serious gulf was to be 
I bridged, and the organization of The United Church provided for. 
~~ As stated in a previous chapter, the Presbyterian General 
l1 Assembly had been forced to concur with their opponents in havin 
:' included in the Appendix on Law, that section dealing with the I 
,, rights of a minority which may be opposed to Union. Neverthelessj 
', I there was no definition of a minority. It might, ·therefore, be 
taken to mean that one church, or conceivably, one inaividual, 
I j1 might on the basis of a strenuous opposition to Union, call for 
I ' :: a division of the churct s property. That oversight was to be 
il remedied by the provision for a vote to be taken in every congre 
I' 
, gation previous to the consummation of Union, thereby signifyin 
i! 
I 
i 
I· 
their intention to enter the Union or not. As a further provis-
ion in this regard, commissions were to be set up under the Dom 
inion and Provincial Acts, " to determine what share in equity 
in_ MR_9 • 271 
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il !i of the properties owned by the denomination at large should be 
:1 given to the non-concurring congregations. nl 
I 
Another section of the proposed Act had as its aim the 
facilitating of the work of the General Council in organizing it 
!various Boards, and caring for the general administration of the 
I' !! church's work. ' Upon the incorporation of The United Church it wa 
li to be given authority to create its own subsidiaries without fur 
II 
1: li ther legislative enactment. This was most important. 
I! There was also included a list of particulars with refer-
11 ence to the different Boards, and the properties controlled by 
li 1! them in the negotiating churches, along with the various proce-
'' ll dures by which they were to be transferred to The United Church. 
tThis list, or schedule was intended to aid the Commissions when 
I 
I 
!they came to the division of those properties among the Non-con-
jt 
il currants and The United Church. 
II ~ 2. The Declaration. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
When it was apparent that The United Church was inevitabl 
!l the opponents to the Union bluntly stated that the General Assem 
~~ bly acted beyond their powers. Evidently there was a doubt con-
!l earning the status of the non-concurring congregations. If the 
,, 
11 Presbyterian Church through its General Assembly had voted itsel 
!I into the Union, then it was clear that it could not at the same 
,, 
ij time remain outside the Union. As stated previously, the anti-
l' unionists declared the Assembly had acted illegally, and were 
I . 
1 
!• 
II 
I' II 
II 
'I 
11 ~--====-=-~===========================-=-=-~~-=~===~=========~~F=======~ 
i 1~ 
:!determined to carry on the tradi tiona and history of the Presby-
•I 
;terian Church within the Dominion of Canada. In the first draft 
I 
I 
I 
lof the enabling Act the rights of the courts of the negotiating 
I 
:1 churches regarding their entry in The United Church were implied 
lrut nowhere ~eclrlcally stated. With the controversy slnkl~ 
!pretty near the level of small boys' quarrels, where one party 
!! shouts 11 We can," and the other loudly protests, " You can't, 11 
I, l1i t became necessary to clarify the whole atmosphere. Hence, when 
lithe bill was presented to the Dominion Parliament, at the close 
1
1
of 1923, it contained the following Declaration: 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
,. 
il 
I' ,, 
il 
:I I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ll 
j: 
li 
I! 
11 Notwithstanding anything in this Act contained, it is here-
by declared: 
11 (a) That the said union of the negotiating Churches has bee 
formed by the free and independent action of the said Churche 
through their governing bodies and in accordance with their 
respective constitutions, and that this Act has been passed a 
the request of the said Churches in order to incorporate The 
United Church and to make necessary provision with respect to 
the property of the negotiating Churches and the other matter 
dealt with by this Act. 
11 (b) That nothing in this Act contained shall be deemed to 
limit the independent and exclusive right and power of The 
United Church to legislate in all matters concerning its doc-
trine, worship, discipline and government, including therein 
the right and power from time to time to frame, adopt, alter, 
change, add to or modify its laws, subordinate standards and 
formulas and to determine and declare the same or any of them 
but subject to the conditions and safeguards in that behalf 
contained in the Basis of Union. 
,! 
!' 
tl ,, 
:I 
' 
! II 
I· 
" (c) That The United Church by virtue of its independent and 
exclusive right and power to lrgislate in respect of the mat-
ters mentioned in the next preceding subsection has the right 
to unite with any other Church or religious denomination with 
out loss of its identity upon such terms as it may find to be ' 
consistent with the principles, doctrines and religious stan- '! 
dards set forth in the Basis of Union, or any amendment made , 
.I 
q I I 
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by the General Council under the provisions of the Basis of 
Union."l 
I 
I 
!In view of this very adequate and clear statement concerning the 
I. 
1lrights and powers of the Presbyterian General Assembly, as well 
las the future status of the Presbyterian Church in Canada, it is 
i
1
1difficult to understand the subsequent attitudes and moves on th 
. I 
!part of the Non-concurring Congregations. That the above declar- 1 
iation is contained in The United Church of Canada Act, as finall 
I 
~assed by the Dominion Parliament, thus proving beyond any reas-
1 
l!onable question or doubt the legality of the Assembly's action, 
I~ clear to everyone except the minority, who obstinately refused Ito accept any interpretation but their own. 
I 
I LEGISLATION IS GRANTED 
! 
I 
'II The unionists anticipating a struggle before the Dominion 
• I 1 ~arliament decided to take the bill to the Provincial Legisla-
1 
urea first. There was planned strategy in this, for they though 
J: hat by doing this, provided the bill was passed in a sufficient 
I 
I 
irumber of the provinces, the House of Commons could not well tur 
·~own their petition. Therefore, passage for the bill was sought 
lknd obtained in six out of the nine Provincial Legislatures 
lberore final action was taken by the Dominion Parliament. In the 
;I 
ibntario Legislature, an amendment was added which would have 
I 
ibhanged the fundamental character of the Act, so the unionists 
~ ecided to withdraw it until it was learned what the outcome 
il 1. Sec. 28 "United Church of__QI!na~a _Act "1924. 
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jlwould be at Ottawa. Royal Assent was given to the Dominion Act 
·I i1on July 19, 1924. British Columbia, Ontario and Quebec were to 
~~~~effec. t piatsssaegeme ss of their acts within the next ten months • 
strange that there should have been so much dis-
.cuss1on and contention over the matter of legislation when once 
I 
llit became evident that the churches, after 1923, were compelled 
I 
lito carry out their plans for Union. Had they decided not to go 
!!forward after that date, or even after the sixth session of the 
I 
1 oint Committee in 1921, it was quite clear that the twelve hun-
rred and odd Local Union Congregations in the Western Provinces 
rould have carried out their threat to form a separate denomin-
1 
·rtion. It is also probable that some of the Methodist churches j, 
j~n that area would have cast in their lot with them. Such a rift 
h ~ould have proven more serious than that expected in the Presby-, 
'I 
terian Church from its minority group. Furthermore, toward the 
I 
end of the controversy, as we have already seen, the question was 
It 
~ot one regarding the division of property, that right was con-
i! 
;peded, but the more fundamental one having to do with what may be 
II 
palled 11 the letter of Presbyterianism ". 
'I II Both in the Ontario Legislature and the Dominion Parlia-
ent, debate centred about that point. Because of an amendment 
lbroposed in the Ontario House, which would have given to the non 
,, 
lponcurrants the right to continue the Presbyterian Church within 
~hat province, the bill was withdrawn by the unionists. When it 
~as again presented following its passage before the Dominion 
I 
I 
,government, the legislators were not willing to entirely drop 
II 
,, 
il 
II 
II 
u 
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!!the matter, and inserted the following section: 1 
II 
:I 
I' ,, 
I' ,,
'I 
11 In the case of non-concurring congregations of the Presby-
terian Church in Canada, their property on and after June 10, 
1925, shall stand in the same relation to the church to be 
formed by such non-concurring congregations as it stood to th 
Presbyterian Church in Canada before the passage of this Act.• 
I. 
jiThe general opinion seemed to be that Presbyterianism was at 
il 
!stake, and that something had to be done which would safeguard 
I• 
11 the principles of that den om ina tion from going into obscurity, 
,, 
l or from being diluted in The United Church of Canada. The 11 Duff 
II 
I 
:!Amendment 11 moved by the Hon. William Duff, Member of Parliament, 
Queens, in Nova Scotia, in the Dominion HouseJ 'I !lfrom Lunenburg and 
I 
I 
1 as also an attack on the constitutionality of the proposed Act. 
I r. Duff, a Newfoundland Presbyterian, who had migrated to Nova 
!I 
!!scotia some years before, seemed to think that t he Presbyterian 
II jiGeneral Assembly had no power to 11 form a Union " such as that 
~specified in the Act before them. He proposed that the Act not 
il 
i'come into force until the whole matter be submitted to the Super 
,. 
'l ior Court and its validity passed upon. That amendment was lost, 
II 
irut the Prime Minister, the Hon. w. L. Mackenzie-King, proposed 
1jthat the bill be passed subject to the following:2 
II 
II 
:I 
l' 
,I 
11 Inasmuch as questions have arisen and may arise as to the 
powers of the Parliament of Canada under the British North Am 
erica Act, it is hereby declared that it is intended by this 
Act to sanction the provisions therein contained in so far an 
in so far only as it is competent to the Parliament so to do.• 
'i ~~·-----------------
11 
II 
I 
1. Quoted from the Ontario Act, in SUC, p. 268 
2. Quoted from United Church of Canada Act, in Ibid. p.26 
I 
il 
il Thus the matter ended in the Legislatures and the Parliament. 
I 
1However, 
I 
some doubts remained, for the Dominion Act closed with 
I 
.1 an interrogation point, and not with a period. 11 The unionists 
II 
i' had achieved their objective; the anti-unionists had secured the 
:I 
! recognition of a doubt in the concluding section of the act of 
j the power of Parliament to pass any such legislation at all."l 
I 
Nevertheless, in an indirect manner the Privy Council would seem 
I Ito have laid at rest any suspicion of that power, in 1931, when 
,, 
:• an appeal involving the respective powers of the Dominion and 
I 
~ provincial legislation was decided in favor of the former. No ~~ question was raised respecting the rights of the Parliament of 
Canada to legislate as it did, and there the matter rests up to 
I 
'I the present. What the future outcome may be can only be told if, 
l, and when, a case is taken to the House of Lords involving that 
I ~ question principally. 
II 
il 
I 
il 
i• 
·I 
1: 
UNION IS ACHIEVED 
The date set for the consummation of Union was June 10, 
1, 1925, but the provisions regarding the taking of the vote in the 
if 
1
1
churches were to take effect on December 10, 1924. Wherever the 
!:provincial acts were not at variance with the Dominion Act votin ' 
.I 
:~ could begill!. at any time after that date. However, in only two of 
,, 
lj the provinces was it possible to have the voting begin that ear-
II ij ly. There were a great many complexities cast about the method 
:j of taking the vote because of the two sets of regulations. Of 
1---
!· l 
t: 
_l_~ _Ib_id._ _2_6'1_ 
i! 
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1. ecessity both provincial and Dominion legislation had to includ 
!I I . 1some provision by which a vote could be taken, but owing to the 
Jfact that in six of the provinces acts had been passed before 
!!that of the Dominion Parliament, there was, and could be, no un-
jlanimi ty either as to the time of voting, or as to the method by 
l~hich it was to be taken. There were many other matters which bot only complicated the procedure, but. which, in many instances 
'I l1cast deplorable reflections upon the whole business. 
1: 
1
,1. Results of Voting. 
'I The Congregational Churche's decided to take the vote in 
~~advance of any move to secure legislation. They were aware that 
jj this would have to be done, and it was thought beat to secure an 
tl 
,. expression from the churches in order that the representatives 
I 
II 
l!who were to carry the petition before the various Legislatures 
!!could actually speak for the churches. Had the Presbyterian 
,, 
!;Church done the same, it is probable there would have been much 
'I j:1eas debate and confusion. It is true that nine years before the 
I' 
iiPresbyterians had conducted a vote, in which it was expressly 
ll stated that the Assembly would be compelled to act on the 11 de-
!cision of the votes cast." But instead of a strong resolution, 
!there had been indecision, on the part of the Assembly and, in 
I 
1l the meantime, many factors had entered in to change t he si tuatio 
1 II 
!! tremendously. On the other hand, the Methodist Church had seen 
!, 
:I 
~ no cause for changing its mind since the vote had been taken, in 
1: 1911. And although some of the Methodist leaders were enough 
,! 
I 
II I· I 
I 
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provoked to want to take advantage of the provisions of the en-
abling Act and give the churches the opportunity to again state 
their preference regarding the Union, they thought more of the 
unity of the church, than of their own feelings, consequently no 
vote was taken in any church of the Methodist denomination. 
The Congregationalists were practically unanimous on en-
tering The United Church, and the Methodist Church went in as a 
unit. With the Presbyterian Church it was entirely different. 
Out of a total of ~,512 congregations, in 1925, 3,728 voted in 
1 favor of Union, and 784 voted non-concurrance. Of the total 
number of non-concurring congregations 492 were in the province 
of Ontario, and the next highest number according to provinces 
was 83, in Nova Scotia. Methods were so vari~us for recording 
the vote that it is difficult to arrive at any figure that will 
give a truly accurate picture. Silcox, in a series of tables, 2 
endeavors to give a composite picture of the result, but there 
is no way of comparing the totals with those of the vote taken 
in 1915. The above figures are for the total results, and not 
for those at the date of consummation. In three of the provinces 
Manitoba, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick the vote could not be 
taken until after June 10, 1925. 
THE SERVICE OF INAUGURATION 
Previous to the date for the inaugural ceremonies the 
three churches had been meeting in separate general sessions to 
1. These figures are by Silcox. Ibid. Table XV. p. 282 
= 
1: 
,, 
d I 
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1
transact whatever final business there was, and to elect their 
!commissioners to the first General Council, if that had not been 
I II done. The General Assembly required six days to transact its fi-
,, 
\l nal business, and on the afternoon of June 9, voted adjournment 
II until nine o'clock on the morning of June 24, 1925 " unless in 
Jj the meantime its rights, privileges and powers shall have ceased 
1'1 II 1 Iunder the terms ••. of The United Church of Canada Act, The 
•I 
!!minority protested unsuccessfully against this action, and in a 
~; moment of high confusion, the Assembly was reconstituted by the 
!! minority, with one of their number, an ex-moderator of t h e Gen-
ll eral Assembly presiding. Thus the General Assembly of the Pres-
1 
ibyterian Church in Canada ceased to function from the unionist 
I 
li point of view, and thus it continued in the minds of the minori t 
I 
'I II 
,I 
II At ten o'clock on the morning of June tenth, in the Arena 
I 
I' 
l the largest available building in Toronto, the inaugural service
1 
1
!took place. The order of service had been carefully planned by 
!I a committee, and was contained in a forty page booklet. Music 
!. 
'! was by the Toronto Mendelssohn Choir under the leadership of its 
I 
I 
!conductor, Dr. H. A. Fricker. Of special interest was the part 
jl of the service entitled " The Hallowing of Church Union 11 , in 
,Jwhich there was expressed the special contributions made by each 
\l of t h e denominations to The United Church, and in which the peo-
1\ple, representing the Church, accepted the inheritance from the 
,I 
I 
Jlpast. Thus spoke the representatives of the Churches: 
ll 
ll 
I: 1. Ibid. p. ~e_L_ 
jl 
I 
I 
j; 
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, " Presbyterian: 'In vigilance for Christ's kirk and covenan 
1 in care for the spread of education and de-
' votion to sacred learning.' 
i 
I 
J 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
11 Congregational: 'In the liberty of prophesying, the love of 
spiritual freedom and the enforcement of ci 
vil justice.' 
" Methodist: 
11 Local Union: 
'In evangelical zeal and human redemption, 
the testimony of spiritual experience, and 
the ministry of sacred song.' 
'In the furtherance of compunity-life with-
in the Kingdom of God.' 11 
ITen years afterwar~ Principal Clarence Mackinnon, of Pine Hill 
lnivinity Hall, Halifax, reminisced on that service in this fash-
' 
l ion: 
11 Never will the brethren who were present at the union ser-
vices in the Toronto arena on the tenth of June forget the 
emotions of that solemn day. When first they assembled in 
their respective groups, there was the ususl chatter that 
marks the greetings of clergymen who had come from all parts 
of our broad Dominion. But as the hands of the clock drew 
slowly to the appointed hour a breathless hush fell on the 
waiting throng. Feelings grew too deep for words, the unbid-
den tear glistened in eyes that were thought proof against 
such signs of weakne·ss. For twenty long years the Church had 
longed and prayed and suffered for this moment. Unseen faces 
were present, those who, like Moses from Mount Nebo, had be-
held the promised land, but were not permitted to enter it in 
this life. At length the hands of the clock stood at ten, the 
deep notes of the music pealed through the crowded arena, the 
procession moved slowly forward, singing~ 'The Church's one 
foundation is Jesus Christ her Lord. 1 11 
I 
li He went on to speak of this experience as having been transmuted 
~~~: into the life of the church, where the 11 initial joy became a 
1, sacred obligation" to face unseen hardships and sacrifices in an 
II 
! unfaltering spirit. 
I 
1. Quoted in Ibid. p. 288 
11 ~id We Enter Union? 11 in -X¥Y_t_l2.~ __ 
II 
II 
I 
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At last The United Church of Canada was a reality. Many 
l
lmatters awaited the attention of the General Council which went 
1
jinto session immediately. As one writer has since remarked, they 
I 
!went out from the services of inauguration to do 11 the spade-
!work and seeding." It required wisdom, patience, courage and 
ifaith to undertake so great a task. But Union had been born 
I 
jnot only of practical necessity. Behind the movement one can dis 
!cover a large measure of religious conviction, and because of 
I 
\that background of conviction there had been experienced a more 
~~ profound spiritual enrichment than had been known for some time. 
li The broader Catholicity of The United Church, the new thrill of 
, fellowship, the sense of achievement and the beckoning goals of 
'I 
lt the future combined to give to the church that boldness of apiri 
I, which has marked t he years of preparation and seed-time from 
I' ,I 
il which the harvest is beginning to appear. 
'I I· 
II SUMMARY 
I 
IJ The Methodist Church was the only one of the negot i ating 
I
! churches that had become incorporated in its entirety. While the 
1other denominations had corporate bodies within themselves, they 
i themselves were without legal entitT• Therefore, before the 
I 
I jCommittee on Law and Legislation could proceed very far in the 
tdrafting of the Act to be prea~ted to the legislatures, they 
l
had to make a careful study of the various methods by which pro-
ii perties were held within the different churches. Another matter 
ll that received their attention was the different procedures by 
I 
·I 
I 
II 
r -
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which such matters were given attention by the Dominion Parlia-
ment and the various provincial legislatures. 
Having secured the services of two competent attorneys 
they proceeded with the proposed draft of the bills to be sub-
mitted to the various branches of the legislatures. Legislation 
had to be sought with reference to the proposed constitution of 
The United Church. That meant that the Basis of Union would fig-
ure largely in the Act of Incorporation. 
In looking through that document it was discovered that 
there were some vital defects and ommissions, the most important 
of which were, that while many subjects were referred to the 
General Council for its action, no provision was made for the 
constitution of the Council itself. Provision had to be made, 
therefore, for the constitution of the First General Council. 
In the next place, the Basis of Union gave guarantees that the 
rights of minorities would be respected, but said nothing about 
how a minority should be determined. It was proposed tha t the Act 
should cover that defect by making it imperative that congrega-
tions determine their relatioship to The United Church by taking 
a vote within a specified time. 
Another limitation in the Basis of Union that had been 
overlooked was that the rights of the general courts to carry 
the churches they represented into the Union had principally beez 
assumed, but not specifically declared. Only after the proposed 
bill had been accepted by those general courts, and had come be-
fore the Ontario Legislature, where that as sumption was challen-
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ged, was it deemed necessary to make a strong declaration on tha 
point, and to state the future right of The United Church to 
alter or change ita own constitution, and to carry the principle 
of Union as far as it desired, if the occasion should arise. 
After long and sometimes bitter debate before the House 
of Commons, where the "Duff Amendment" threatened its passage fo 
a considerable time, the United Church of Canada Act was finally 
passed in May, 1924. Some of the provinces had pas sed their 
acts previously, and some did not succeed in doing so until in 
1925. The provisions of the Dominion Act with reference to votin 
within the churches were to take effect in December, 1924, and 
the ma in body of t he Act was to be effective as of June 10, 1925 , 
the da t e set for the inauguration of The United Church of Canada 
On the latter date, in the city of Toronto, inaugural 
ceremonies, in which delegations from all three negotiating chur 
ches, together with representatives from the Local Union Congre-
gations of Western Canada participated, brought to a pleasing 
climax the more than twenty years of negotiations. At last The 
United Church had become a reality. On the same day, the contin-
uing Presbyterians, numbering roughly about thirty-one per cent. 
of t he former Presbyterian Church in Canada, continued t h e meet-
ing of the regularly adjourned General Assembly. Thus the move-
ment had its anti-climax. However, the unionists went happily 
about the work of organizing their First General Council, and 
to take up the task of forging the different elements composing 
the church into a unified whole. 
CHAPTER VI 
CHURCH UNION IN OPERATION 
In a few more weeks The United Church of Canada will have 
its fourteenth anniversary. Many gains have been reported during 
that time, but it is impossible, as yet, to make any definite 
statement concerning the success or the failure of Church Union. 
The best that can be done is to point out the most significant 
trends, allowing them to speak for themselves. Fourteen years 
ought to be sufficient in which to arrive at some adequate under 
standing of the course the church has taken, and whether there 
has been a forward or a backward movement. But not all of those 
years have held the same significance for the development and 
growth of the church's program. And, while the Union dates from 
1925, The United Church did not actually get into full stride 
until about 1930. There were so many matters incidental to the 
merging of the separate denominations, that they occupied the 
greater part of the four years immediately following the Union. 
Moreover, the unprecedented unrest and upheaval of the years 
since 1930 have brought their own share . of difficulty, and have 
made such an impact upon the life and work of the church, that 
anything approaching a normal view is exceedingly hard to obtain 
It can be said of United Church people generally, that they are 
satisfied with most of the accomplishments, and that church lead 
ers have shown exceptional resourcefulness in meeting the many 
difficulties and emergencies that have arisen. Church people, 
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too, have shown rare courage and sacrifice in shouldering the 
many added responsibilities imposed by the last difficult years. 
If success were to be measured only in terms of such qualities 
as these, then it could be said that The United Church had achie'~ 
ed greatly. However, there are other facts which have to be eval· 
~ated as well. And principal among them are those related to the 
~opes and expectations of those who led the movement for Union. 
Before these facts are reviewed, it will be necessary to deal 
with some other matters of a general nature regarding the adjust 
~ents, and organization which followed in the wake of the Union. 
THE UNITED CHURCH AND MINORITY CONGREGATIONS 
Membership in the Presbyterian Church, at the time of 
Union, numbered 385,004. When the results of the vote were fin-
ally tabulated it was found that 114,298 had recorded themselves 
in disapproval of entering The United Church. That meant that 
30.5 per cent. voted non-concurrance against 69.5 per cent. that 
voted concurrance. When the Dominion Commission came to consider 
the division of the property of the former Presbyterian Church, 
some criterion was necessary by which to make an equitable dis-
tribution. Silcox states that 31 per cent. of the denominational 
property was given to the non-concurrants, basing his figures 
on a statement made by the United Church executive officers to 
The New Outlook, in which they claimed: "It corresponds generall' 
with the proportion of the congregations - and members of the 
Presbyterian Church in Canada - which did not see fit to enter 
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the union."1 That per centage could not be followed in all cases 
ecause of the character of some of the special funds of the 
church. In the main, however, it was the basis for all the divis 
ions which were made. 
~he two outstanding examples of what may be called an un-
even distribution, were in the Pension Fund, and the properties 
of the theological colleges. In the former instance, while the 
denomination had made proportionate .payments to the fund, in the 
disposition of it the denomination had no equity, for it was a 
rovident fund for ministers alone. Thus, the only method by 
hich it could be div~ded properly was on the basis of the final 
settlement of the ministers, whether in the continuing Presbyter 
ian Church, or The United Church. Of the properties belonging to 
the theological colleges, there should have been little diffi-
culty to make a satisfactory adjustment, had not two of the Prov 
incial Legislatures, Ontario and Quebec, included within their 
eta sections which disposed of the matter with reference to Kno 
allege, in Toronto, and the Presbyterian College, in Montreal. 
n both cases the properties had been awarded to the non-concur-
ants, thus taking it out of t he hands of t he Dominion Commissio • 
he Commission handled most of the matters brought before it in 
oth a fair and expeditious manner, which is more than can be 
aid of some of the provincial commissions. The table on the fol 
owing page gives a comprehensive account of its work, which had 
een accomplished between June 10, 1925, and April 1, 1927. The-
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latter date being the time when its decisions were to become ef-
fective. 
TABLE VI 
DIVISION OF ASSETS OF THE PRESBY-
TERIAN CHURCH IN CANADA EXCLUD-
ING LEGACIES PAYABLE AFTfR 
JUNE 10, 1925. 
Valuation as at June 10, 192t 
Pensions •••.••••••••••• 
Home Missions •••••••••• 
Foreign Missions ••••••• 
Colleges ••••••••••••••• 
Miscellaneous •••••••••• 
Total ••••••••••••• 
Less Deficit on 
Common Budget •••••••• 
Total Available Awarded to 
for Distribution Non-concurrants 
$ 2,116,603 
2,814,599 
1,971,519 
3,521,265 
342,749 
$ 10,766,735 
406,632 
$ 463,642 
654,075 
494,254 
1.,650,000 
. ....... . 
$ 3,261,971 
. ....... . 
The division of local church property in the nine provin-
ces is entirely too long a story to be gone into with any great 
amount of detail. All the provincial acts made provision for a 
commission to adjudicate all matters of dispute. In Ontario and 
Quebec the acts made provision for such commissions, as did am-
endments to the acts of Prince Edward Island and British Colum-
bia. Alberta and Saskatchewan had them set up by the governments 
of those provinces. In the remaining three provinces all claims 
not settled privately were taken to the courts. 
Nothing related to Union furnished a more sorry spectacle 
1. Ibid. Table XX, p. 354 
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than that which attended the effort to make distribution of loca 
property within those congregations where there had been a divis 
ion over Union. All manner of adjustments and divisions were 
throughout t he Dominion. Some were fair. Others were lacking in 
justice. And others again were ridiculous, lik~the case of a 
small church in Ontario, where a county judge ordered t he divis-
ion of the cushions, gowns, electric fixtures, electric fans and 
furnaces. 1 
Nowhere was a mistake more apparent than in those provis-
ions of the Enabling Act, which made allowance for the division 
of local church property. That weakness was forseen by t he draf-
ers of the Act, for they had suggested that no such divisions 
e permitted unless there was a minority of a certain minimum 
strength, and had so written it in the first draft. However, the 
ub-committee on Law, because of the previous action of the Unio 
ommittee of the Presbyterian Church in making a definite promis 
hat the rights of all local minorities would be respected, and 
aving it inserted in the Basis of Union, felt compelled to de-
ete that section. As the Act finally stood, a minority, however 
mall, could demand an accounting before the commission, and 
id with almost unbelievable results, particularly in Prince Ed-
ard Island, where the provincial commission had more authority 
han anywhere else in the Dominion. This particular phase of the 
nion caused more hardship and more bitterness than any ot her, 
nd i s one of the main reasons why any early rapprochement canna 
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be expected between The United Church and the continuing Presby-
terians. 
With the coming of Union, especially in the East, the num 
ber of churches in many communities was not lessened, but in-
creased. New churches, bearing the name of The United Church of 
Canada, or the Presbyterian Church, were erected in numerous lo-
calities. And, in many cases, they were the only new buildings 
o have been erected in years. In The United Church alone, the 
alue of church property increased from $76,738,136 to the sum 
of $92,734 ,983, during the period from March 31, 1926 to Decembe 
31, 1931, which illustrates partially, at least, the extent of 
hese building operations made necessary by the split over . the 
1 hurch union question. United Church and non-concurring minorit-
es often found themselves without a place of assembly for wor-
hip, and were met with utter coolness or stubborn refusals of 
ompromise. One cannot help but feel that had there been more of 
he disposition to give and take, the whole Union enterprise migh 
ave been more auspiciously begun. As it is the one path leading 
o complete Presbyterian participation would seem to have been 
ully explored for some time to come. 
1 ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS 
The three hundred and fifty Commissioners who constituted 
he First General Council of The United Church of Canada met, in 
oronto, on June 10, 1925, under the joint chairmanship of three 
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ministers representing the three denominations. The Reverends 
George C. Pidgeon, a former Presbyterian, and S. D. Chown, forme 
General Superintendent of the ethodist Church, had almost equal 
honors in the election of a Moderator. Dr. Chown very graciously 
withdrew in favor of his opponent, and The Reverend George C. 
Pidgeon was elected first Moderator of The United Church of Can-
ada, with The Reverend T. Albert Moore, former General Secretary 
of the Methodist Church, its first General Secretary. 
Problema of first magnitude awaited the attention of the 
General Council in their first session. They met in successive 
sessions from June tenth to June eighteenth, during which time 
the organization of The United Church was temporarily effected. 
An agenda committee had been entrusted with the responsibility 
of preparing the Order of Business to be transacted by the First 
General Council. This had required a good deal of careful readin 
of the Basis of Union and the various forms of the United Church 
of Canada Act. All of the matters deserving of i mmediate atten-
tion were assigned to special committees, who were to make repor 
to the Council. Silcox lists the items so considered and report-
ed in 1925. They were the following: 
11 1. The Organization of Conferences and Presbyteries. 
" 2. The Elaboration of the Basis of Union into a Manual . 
" 3. Problems Relating to the Ministry - Ordination, Settle-
ment, Annuity Funds, etc. 
" 4. The Departmental Reorganization of the Church." 1 
1. Op • cit • p • 38 2 
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Ite·ms like those above may seem to belong too much 1n the past 
t b , eall ~~r very much consideration at the present time, but if 
they occupied a major portion of the attention of the First Gen-
eral Council, they were far from being disposed of then. Four of 
the General Councils continued to deal with them, and others of 
a similar character, and problems of administration continue to 
eigh heavily upon the minds and hearts of the executive officer 
of The United Church. Difficulties attendant upon the various 
ypes of internal reorganization, also those imposed from withou 
y restless economic conditions, have had to be faced, and have 
ested the wisdom and patience and taxed the resources of the 
hurch to an infinite degree ever since it s inauguration. Throug 
11 of those processes of change and amid the many disrupting 
ircumstances, The United Church has given a good account of her 
elf, by her ever increasing unity, her broadened fellowship, an 
er extended service to the people of Canada through her Home 
issions, and other enterprises. 
FAITH AND ORDER IN THE UNITED CHURCH 
The General Secretary of The United Church, in 1929, wrote 
11 The Basis, as finally approved, contains a statement of 
octrine at once positive, constructive and challenging to the 
aith of church members; 111 Whether the genial secretary actually 
elieved what he wrote, or whether he engaged in a bit of wishful 
hinking is hard to say, but it is about the oply statement of' U.s 
1. T. Albert Moore , in MRC • 268 f. 
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ind that has been penned by a United Churchman. A significant 
silence on the Basis of Union may be noted in all their writing, 
ut of the faith and spirit of the church much has been said. 
everend James Faulds summarizes pretty nearly what a large num-
er of others have said on different occasions. In an Article, 
entitled11 The Spirit of The United Church", he said: 
11 There is also among us a growing desire that the authentic 
message of the Holy Spirit may be clearly and fully given, in 
its personal and social applications, in its timeliness and 
timelessness. We realize that this message is more than the 
commonplace of the Gospel; and t hat it is continually being 
given, in some measure, through t he ordained ministry of the 
Church, t he organized activities of the congregations, the 
every-day witness of Christian character and conduct, and va-
rious forms of redemptive social service. We expect the good 
news of the Kingdom of God to be delivered, under varying con 
ditions, with varying tones and emphases. But the Church 
yearns, in t he deepest movement of its spirit, for a further 
entry into the unsearchable riches of Christ; for attainment 
in Chrfstian truth, and advancement1 in Christian service, be-yond anything we have yet reached." 
ne may well believe that the faith of The United Church of Can-
is not that contained in its own Doctrinal Basis, however 
uch t he church may owe to it for its existence, but rather, tha , 
in common with most Protestant groups, it is in the process of 
ecoming. Silcox, in a short review of the church after ten year , 
tated that,"the United Church must recover a strong and vigorou 
heology and some day recodify its doctrinal basis. Whether the 
ime is ripe for such a movement is doubtful, but at all events 
uch a recodification cannot be much longer delayed."2 
1. James Faulds, "The Spirit of The United Church" in 
YU, p. 7 
2. C. E. Silcox h~~tendom 
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Provision was made in the Dominion Act, and in the Basis 
of Union for whatever changes the church may wish to make in its 
doctrines in the future. 1 No changes have been suggested up to 
the present writing, but the General Council has authorized two 
statements on Evangelism, and the Christianization of the Social 
Order, to be issued by the Department of Evangelism and Social 
Service up to 1935. Evidence is not wanting that the church is 
aware of the world-wide interest of Protestantism in matters of 
a theological and doctrinal nature. 
Liturgies played a large part in the order of service use 
at the inaugural ceremonies of The United Church. In the three 
uniting churches there was what has been described as an "order-
ed liberty" in common worship. Absolute freedom of worship has 
be granted to every congregation by the terms of the Basis of 
Union. The powers of the General Council regarding usages and 
forms are purely advisory. Nevertheless, by setting the pace at 
its own meetings, and by establishing a standard in The Book of 
2 Common Order, it has exerted a strong influence throughout the 
entire church. Dr. William E. Gilroy recently has given some in-
teresting reflections3on the prevailing forms of worship within 
The United Church. Having been connected with the movement in th 
earlier years, and since playing the part of an interested spec-
tator, his impressions have all the more significance. While he 
pays tribute to the beauty of many of the forms, and written 
13 I 
prayers, yet he speculates quite freely on the possible outcome 
of such an extended formalism. Here again, The United Church of 
Canada does not differ from many Protestant churches, where ther 
has been a widespread return to the traditional forms and usages 
and whose newly erected houses of worship are principally design 
ed for the use of a much more elaborate ritual, and whose symbol 
ism is of a different character, than those of the evangelical 
churches, in an earlier period. What is implied in such trends 
within the churches is open to debate, but that they are signif-
icant is not questionable. 
GENERAL DEVELOPN~NTS IN THE UNITED CHURCH 
Statistics furnished by the secretaries of The United 
Church, and those to be found in the Year Book, indicate t hat 
there have been marked advances in most of the church's enter-
prises. How these compare with the combined efforts of t he three 
churches prior to Union, and how successful they have been in 
reaching the general objectives which had been set up by the 
leaders of the union movement, would seem to be the better norms 
y which to judge t he success of Church Union. Only in very few 
instances can that be done successfully. For one thing, figures 
are not available for such a complete survey and, moreover, when 
t hey are, often they do not reveal similar sets of data. However 
he United Church has been making its own comparisons ever since 
its inauguration, and has been keeping pretty close checks on it 
own efforts. It is to some of these t hat we shall now turn. 
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1. Growth in Membership. 
Membership records can often be the most misleading index 
of a church's real strength. That this is so was demonstrated by 
the 66,570 names which were dropped from the rolls of Presbyter-
ian churches at the time of Union. Silcox shows in a series of 
carefully computed tables1that the gross membership of the three 
churches, in 1925, should have been 842,881, whereas, the actual 
reported membership was only 776,311. The difference, amounting 
to 66,590, was due to the fact that in the former Presbyterian 
churches a strict record of absentee members had not been kept. 
!Most churches continue to report "dead wood" and only when an 
occasion, such as the vote on Church Union calls for an actual 
showing of hands, is the fact clearly realized. 
The United Church, instead of having a membership of 
667,092 to begin with, had an actual total of 600,522, on June 
tenth,l925. The former Methodist Church had always maintained 
two separate lists, one of resident, and the other of non-resi-
dent, members. However, a few years after the consummation of 
Union all of those churches that had been affiliated with the 
Methodist denomination undertook a drastic purging of their rollf. 
Therefore, since the year, 1929, the figures on membership for 
The United Church may be considered fairly accurate. 
During the years the church has shown gains in membership 
in Sunday School enrollment, in the number of families and the 
1. See Ibid. p. 435 f. 
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number of persons under pastoral care. In the near to ten year 
period from March 31, 1926,to December 31, 1934, there was a to-
tal of 250,668 persons received into The United Church on pro-
fession of faith, and the total membership had increased by 
87,451. For the same time Sunday School enrollment had increased 
~y 59,478, and what is more interesting, the number of members 
in through-the-week organizations had increased from 104,607, in 
1926, to 205,979, in 1934. The latter would include Boy and Girl 
Scouts, Trail Rangers and Tuxis Boys, Canadian Girls in Training 
and other Youth Clubs along with Woman's Associations! Although 
not reaching a top place in efficency, the Young People's Work 
program has gone steadily forward as the above figures alone 
would indicate. The entire population of Canada, according to 
the 1931 census, was 10,376,786. The total number, in that year, 
who gave The United Church as their preference was 2,016,897, or 
approximately, 20 per cent. of Canada's population. As Silcox 
2 
states, however, it is quite probable that the constituency is 
larger than that reported either by the census figures, or the 
United Church Year Book. 
2. Church Government and Administration. 
Tensions were bound to be placed upon the structure of 
The United Church, and frictions were inevitable when once it be· 
gan its operations. Its very character lent itself to those poe-
1. Figures from Statistical Table in TYU, p. 2 
2 See Ibid n 4~8 f'f' 
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sibilities. At no time, however, have they ever impeded the pro-
' 
ress of the church, or shattered ita unity. Any internal strain 
or frictions, from whatever source they may have arisen, or upon 
whomsoever they may have brought t he greatest hardship, have al-
aye been regarded as a common problem, and have been approached 
ith a common earnestness and a common intent. The testimony of 
an ex-moderator of t h e church makes this clear. Dr. Edmund H. 
liver wrote, in 1935: 
11 In the decade I personal)¥ have assisted at innumerable com-
mittees, attended Church courts in all parts of the Dominion, 
visited most of the Conferences in session, and served as 
Commissioner at all the General Councils. I have, however, ye 
to witness a cleavage of opinion along t he old denominational 
lines. The sectarian accent has been nowhere evident. We have, 
on the contrary, gained a solid conviction that the things 
that unite us are both dearer and 1more significant than the things that formerly divided us. 11 
The one matter that has most seriously challenged the re-
ourcefulness of church leaders, and is the object of .special in 
estigation right now, concerns the settlement of ministers. As 
2 
oted above, the provision was made in the Basis of Union for th 
etaining by The United Church of t he two systems commonly emplo 
d by the Methodist Church on the one hand, and by the Congrega-
ional and Presbyterian Churches on the other. Methodist minis-
ers were always sent by a Conference Stationing Committee. Con-
regational and Presbyterian ministers always came at the 1nv1t~­
ion of a local church committee. To give both of these equal 
1. Edmund H. Oliver, "Our Achievements", in TYU, p. 19 
2. See above, p. 68 f. 
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recognition, and not give to one system a priority over the othe 
was to allow such wide latitude, that dissatisfaction was bound 
to arise. Dr. Gilroy gives his own impressions in arecent Art-
icle in Advance, which, because of hie earlier intimate associ-
ation with the union movement, are repeated in toto. He says: 
11 I am told that Settlement Committees have hardly been able, 
or ready, to exercise such authority as was exercised by the 
presbyteries. The result is that the situation in the United 
Church approximates very much to our own. ( Congregational ) 
I was amazed to find the number of men, whom I had formerly 
known in Canada, who are now either retired or superannuated, 
many of whom I should have thought of as at their stage of 
ripest experience and service. Some of these men were much 
older than myeely and I had not realized that the difference 
in years at this stage becomes somewhat more marked, but 
others seem as able as ever and I am under the impression 
that their early superannuation or retirement has been due to 
the difficulty of securing proper settlement. The situation 
is further complicated by the fact that the Methodists had an 
itinerant system. For many years, three years was the limit 
of a pastorate; and though the limit had been abolished for 
some time prior to union, the habitual practice continued and 
the tendency was for Methodist pastorates to be of compara-
tively . brief duration. This tendency continues on the part of 
former Methodist churches. Ministerial changes are very fre-
quent; and it is obvious that, where pastorates are compara-
tively short a minister in middle life who has to seek suc-
cessive pastorates becomes very badly handicapped. One can 
realize the seriousness of this if he faces the question as 
to what would happen if many of our ablest ministers had sud-
denly to seek a change of pastorate after ten to twenty, or 
more, years of faithful service in their present charges. The 
difficulties of readjustment would manifestly be very greft1 
and all these things enter into the Canadian situation." 
Leaders of the church are quite.reluctant to discuss this matte 
but that they have appointed a Special Committee to study and re 
port on the situation to the General Council, makes it evident 
1. W.E.Gilroy, "Religious Life in Canada 11 , in Advance, 
November 1, 1938, p. 503. ( Parentheses by the writer.) 
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that it has had a disquieting effect upon the church in general. 
There is a likelihood that a degree of firmness will characterizE 
whatever measures are taken, because the costs of retirement and 
superannuation have been rising steadily. In 1931, disbursements 
from the Pension Fund were $632,433, while in 1934, they were 
$683,218. The average yearly cost to the church for the mainte-
nance of this class of ministers alone very nearly approaches a 
quarter million dollars. Here is evidence of one respect in whicl 
the union has not effected greater savings. 
Few problems have arisen with respect to the general poll 
ty of the church. It took some time to establish the boundaries 
of the presbyteries and conferences, the latter, in most cases, 
having been made contiguous with the bounds of the provinces. In 
other cases, notably in the East, geographical barriers also had 
to be taken into account. There is talk of some further realign-
ment, but when the necessity arises, this ought to be accomplish 
ed without any difficulty. Today there are one hundred and ten 
presbyteries and eleven annual conferences, including those in 
Bermuda and Newfoundland. In 1935, there were 2,886 pastoral 
charges, of which almost half were receiving Home Mission aid. 
Through a careful policy of administration on the part of the 
Superintendents of the Home Missions, of whom there are thirteen 
including those for Indian and Oriental Missions, the number of 
pastoral charges has been gradually reduced through realignment 
of circuit boundaries and other methods. This work has been care 
fully supervised, and the presbyteries, cooperating with the 
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Home Mission Board, have done a commendable job. Further work of 
this character may be expected with highway and other improve-
ents which are taking place to change the whole outlook within 
the rural areas of the country. The powers granted to the pres-
byteries by The United Church, with respect to determining the 
number and character of the pastoral charges within their bounds, 
ave been most wisely used. 
What the presbyteries have endeavored to do is bUt a re-
flection of the general policy adopted by the church. Where ther 
were twenty-seven separate Boards and Committees in operation 
among the three churches at the time of union, in 1938, in The 
United Church, seven were doing the same work, only on a much 
ider scale. If the costs of administration seem to be stagger-
ing, it is because the church is operating in a considerably 
larger constituenvy and is carrying out a much more varied pro-
gram than the three churches had been able to do separately. The 
executive officers of the church have conscientiously tried to 
reach the objective of greater effeciency, and, at the same time, 
ave been endeavoring to meet the increasing demands. 
The financing of the various boards is being done through 
a cooperative and unified plan. A Missionary and Maintenance Fun 
as been established on whose behalf an annual appeal is made to 
he entire church. Thus funds are provided for the departments 
of Home Missions, Foreign Missions, Pensions, Christian Educatio 
nd Evangelism and Social Service. The average per capita gift to 
his fund for the whole church, in 1934, was nearly four dollars. 
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For the peak year, ending December 31, 1928, the per capita gift 
to the Missionary and Maintenance Fund was $4.84 which, apart 
from such groups as the Missionary Alliance, or the Seventh Day 
Adventists, is comparatively high. 
Unlike many organizations with similar objectives and 
resources, The United Church has not made severe retrenchments 
during the depressions years. In this respect the church's of-
ficials have shown an unbounded faith in the church and its re-
sources. This becomes all the more apparent when one discovers 
that in 1938, the deficit in the Missionary and Maintenance Fund 
was $1,715,000. During 1937, the church reported a balanced 
budget for the first time since 1929, and a small amount as hav-
ing been paid to re duce the outstanding deficit •. One can only 
hope as Dr. Gilroy says, " that the faith with which the Canadiar 
church has gone on will be justified, and that its constituency 
will respond in ways that will gradually wipe out this deficit 
while, at the same time, making a provision for the ongoing of 
the church's full program." 1 The years that lie just ahead very 
likely will afford the opportunity for a real test of the 
strength and effeciency of union. As one high official of the 
church puts it, "we do not know what lies ahead save that we are 
moving into an iron age t hat will tax our Christian faith to the 
utmost." 2 Already there are signs of the church's giFding itself 
1Por that task. 
1. Ibid. 
2. Statement by Dr. Sisco, General Secretary, in a brief 
~esume of the church's progress in 1937. 
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3. Preparation of The Manual. 
The First General Council appointed a Standing Committee 
on Law and Legislation. In the years of the church's existence 
this has been one of the most important committees. One of its 
first duties was to make a minute examination of the Basis of 
Union and the various forms of the United Church of Canada Act 
as they had been passed by the several legislatures, and to de-
velop a list of those procedures which would be in harmony with 
the church's constitution as embodied in these documents. That 
was the initial step in the direction of preparing The Manual 
for the church. Four meetings of the General Council, and a good 
deal of experimentation, were necessary before anything like a 
set of correct procedures and methods could be produced. A first 
edition was brought out in 1928, at which time the Third General 
Council adopted the following resolution: 
11 That it be an instruction to the Executive to observe the 
working of the Manual in the practice of the Church for the 
next two years, to receive suggestions from Conferences and 
Presbyteries and to submit a Manual wit£ further revision to 
the next Council for further approval." 
At the Fourth General Council, in 1930, the committee entrusted 
with the work of revision submitted their report, which containe 
a recommendation for amendments to The Manual in forty-one separ 
ate sections. The report was accepted, and the amendments moved. 
The edition of 1931 is the latest, showing that the administra-
policies of the church are fairly well established. 
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4. Youn~ People's Work. 
Canadian churches, of whatever denomination, excepting 
those in the principal cities and larger towns, have never con-
tributed a great deal to the lives of their young people. Sever-
al reasons may be given for that condition, but the most outstanc-
ing on~have been, first, that the church buildings have not beer 
of a type easily tg adapt themselves to t he activities of the 
children and younger people and, secondly, when the ministers in 
charge have been equipped for that special work, their time had 
to be divided among so many congregations that they were not ablE 
to give effective leadership. 
In Canada as elsewhere, long periods of neglect had the 
effect of making the rising generation almost wholly unresponsivE 
to the work and mission of the church. Added to the church's own 
neglect were the circumstances produced by the years of the War, 
and those attendant upon the general introduction of the automo-
bile and an imported variety of entertainment. Alongside of thea~ 
the church and its partly conceived program appeared somewhat 
tame. Young people were indifferent. The church had lost a gener 
ation of its young people. 
That condition had not just arrived. Different factors, 
of which the above are only a partial list, had been contributin 
their own shares of influence for a number of years. The full 
shodt of their import was being felt during the latter years of 
the World War. Denominational secretaries of religious education 
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were being appointed to do field work, cources in Religious Ed-
ucation were being given in the theological schools, and, more 
important, the Religious Education Council of Canada, through it 
National Boys' Work and Girls' Work Boards, had issued in 1919, 
first editions of their Leadership Training Courses in connectio 
with their "Trail Rangers" and "Tuxi.s Boys" programs for boys, 
and the "Canadian Girls in Training" program for girls. This was 
the type of program best suited to conditions in Canada. They 
have been planned with a definite religious purpose such as is 
lacking in the ordinary Scouts program, while incorporating the 
sounder principles of Scouting. 
Church Union came not a day to o early to meet the inevi-
table opportunities and responsibilities. Through its Board of 
Religious Education, The United Church has attempted far more 
than any of the churches that united could have done separately. 
In i935, the General Secretary of this board reported an increas 
of over 400 per cent. in Leadership Training, with a correspond-
ing increase of 40,000 in the numbers of young people enrolled i 
week-day religious instruction classes, for the ten years. Youth 
secretaries have been giving full time service in most of the 
colleges and universities operated by the church. Daily Vacation 
Schools have been conducted with fine results in city, town and 
rural communities. A Young Peoples' National Council was formed 
in the early thirties, and a Rural Life Commission has provided 
real assistance to the ministers in the rural areas, where most 
of the churches are situated. Sunday Schools have had increases 
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both in membership and contributions. This training on Sunday, 
coupled with the week-day instruction in principles of character 
building and religion through the programs of the Religious 
Education Council, should do much toward holding the loyalty of 
the present groups of young people for the church.l 
5. Home Missionary Enterprises. 
In the year 1932, the sum of $1,380,000 was appropriated 
for the department of Home Missions. The goal set by the Mission 
and Maintenance Fund for the same year was $3,450,000. During 
the previous year there had been expended for Home Mission work 
a grand total of $~,355,866 which included Dominion Government 
grants, provincial and municipal grants, and Workmen 's Compen-
sation Board payments totalling $52,866 , for hospitals in the 
Western provinces. Of the total expenditure $654 ,152 was used to 
help pay ministers' salaries and other workers on approximately 
1,100 pastoral charges. 2 The annual reports of the Board of Home 
Missions , including the reports of the thirteen Superintendents, 
printed in the church's Year Book, are interesting and inspiring 
messages, and it is not to be wondered at that the church has 
responded so unselfishly to the appeals made on behalf of the 
splendid work that is being accomplished. 
It would be impossible to give an adequate account of 
all the enterprises that are being conducted by this Board. A 
1. The above facts are taken from the report of the 
~eneral Secretary's Report in the 1935 Year Book. 
~. Figures from Ibid. p.28 
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summary is all that is possible and that may best be given in 
the words of Reverend R. B. Cochrane, Superintendent for South-
ern Saskatchewan. Mr. Cochrane wrote: 
"There are few areas, except 'North of 55;'where a represen-
tative of The United Church, engaged in one of the many phas-
es of Home Missions, cannot be found. In many districts, such 
as Southern Saskatchewan and Southern Manitoba, The United 
Church has twice as many charges as all the other communions 
put together. Along the Pacific and Atlantic coasts, on t he 
prairies and in t he mountains, in rural and urban areas, not 
only among the English-speaking folk but also among the Ind-
ians, the French, the Orientals and the non-Anglo-Saxon 
groups from Europe, our workers do evangelistic, educational 
and medical work in churches, schools, institutions, hospit-
als, mission boats and school homes. The Gospel is preached 
every Sunday in United Churches in Canada in twenty-five dif-
ferent languages. The Board publishes monthly papers in 
French, Italian, Hungarian, Ukrainian, Finnish and Cree ••••• 
In addition to these ministries The United Church ministers 
have followed new settlers, who, in tens of thousands, have 
migrated to the new geographical frontiers in the north of 
every province, from Ontario westward. It is impossible to 
describe adequately what these missionaries have meant to the 
pioneer communities and isolated camps. No words are suffi-
cient to depict the courage and sacrifices of these ambassa-
dors of Jesus Christ. No page of Church history is more fil-
led with romance or spiritual triumph than the chapter of the 
Canadian Acts of the Apostles which has been written in the 
last five years by these adventurers of1 Christ and His King-dom in the New North of our Dominion." 
The work of the church is varied and is pretty well distributed 
throughout the entire Dominion, rural Quebec and the Eskimo 
lands of the far North being t he only exceptions. The costs of 
maintaining the church over such a wide front are enormous, and 
have been increased by prolonged drought conditions in Alberta 
and Saskatchewan. In 1937, besides the regular aid from the Home 
Mission Board, a special offering of $55,000 was made for the 
1. R.B.Cochrane, "Ten Years in Home Miss ions" in TYU,p.ll 
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ministers in the stricken areas, and large quantities of food an 
clothing were distributed among the people. When it is remembere 
that the population of the entire country is approximately eleve 
million with forty-one per cent. of the whole Roman Catholic, an 
that The United Church alone, of the Protestant denominations, 
is suited through its widely diversified and almost completely 
distributed ministries to provide for the spiritual shepherding 
and social amelioration of the people, it becomes all too eviden 
how thin the line of march really is, and how inadequate its bas 
of supplies. The need for a United Church in Canada is great, an 
The United Church of Canada is struggling heroically to meet the 
many necessities of the Canadian people. 
A FURTHER APPRAISAL 
No attempt has been made in the foregoing account to give 
anything like a complete description of the operations of The 
United Church of Canada. Only those phases of the program which 
touch upon the life and character of the Canadian people have 
been touched upon. Some of these, _even, have only been given a 
brief mention. The department of Woman's Work, particularly with 
reference to the Woman's Missionary Society, and developments 
within the colleges and universities conducted by the church hav 
not been treated with any degree of adequacy. Reorganizations 
have taken place, and consolidations have been made, especially 
in the field of education, all aimed at greater economy and more 
effeciency in administration. Building campaigns have been con-
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ducted successfully by some of the colleges, of which there are 
ten with university rating. Several have begun with extra-mural 
courses and summer sessions. Considering the costa of Higher Ed-
ucation generally, and the particular problems of the depression 
years, it is surprising that they have all survived. Most of 
the reports indicate that they have done a little better than 
just survive, and the Board of Education is hopeful that with the 
return of a moderate degree of prosperity their work will advance 
accordingly. 
The success or failure of Church Union in Canada cannot 
wholly be judged on the basis of what United Churchmen think or 
say about it, or by what tables of statistics may show. Ministerf 
and people speak highly of the church's achievements. Apparently 
they like living and working together. That is better than to 
follow the example of Lot's wife, and look with longing eyes to 
the land from which they came. Accounts from within are liable 
to carry definite prejudices, however, and' figures very seldom 
tell the whole story, however indicative they may be of strength 
or weakness. Statistics have to be analyzed, and some interpre-
tation must be attempted, with some evaluation. 
The United Church has grown remarkably in fourteen years. 
~at is more, that growth has been fairly symmetrical. A well 
~alanced program has been planned by the various Boards, and in-
dications are, that it has been followed with more than moderate 
success. More important than the visible signs of progress has 
been the real fraternity which has displaced the old sectarian 
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spirit of pre-union days. Not only in the courts of the church, 
where ministers and laymen gather to transact the church's busi-
ness, but in numerous local congregations where consolidations 
have been made, former Congregationalists, Methodists and Presby 
terians have formulated a common program, united in their worshi 
and carried a common burden. Well might it be written over their 
altars, 
" Up from the world of the many, 
To the Over-world of the One: 
Back to the world of the many, 
To fulfill the Life of the One."l 
These were some of the common expectations regarding a 
union of the churches before its inauguration. What of those 
other beliefs that it would mean greater savings, thus providing 
larger assets with which to meet the needs of a growing constit-
uency? Has this actually come to pass, or is it too early to ex-
press an opinion? This is the first obligation the church had 
to fulfill, if the primary objectives of ' Union were to be met in 
the order of their importance. Size and efficiency are not com-
mensurable terms. And the only manner in which expenditures coul 
be reduced would be by The United Church's drastic action in re-
ducing administrative expenses, and through systematic consolid-
ations of its departmental, institutional and local parish work. 
Some of the departments of the church were highly over manned 
for the first years after Union because of an excess of minister , 
and because the administrative policy of the church was not suf~ 
1. These words are inscribed over the main entrance of 
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ficiently crystallized to permit the release of the different 
denominational staffs. Since then some amalgamation has taken 
lace, but not enough to effect any material savings. Social 
elfare instLtutions, and those under the Board of Education, 
ave not been able to curtail expenses, especially through the 
depression years. Some of the colleges easily could close their 
doors without serious consequences, and at a considerable saving 
to the church, but the prejudice against it is far too strong to 
ermit such a move. Therefore, the burden on the church, in the 
above respects, remains about as heavy as before, and added to i 
are the additional stresses of several abnormal years. 
It was proven by the program of cooperation begun soon 
after the century's turn that there was serious concern about 
ettering conditions. Organic unity was a de~irable end, but tha 
a practicable end had only been surmised and not proven. 
ut of that surmise came all of the hopes and promises of more 
ffeciency, and the consequent economic gains. Would union make 
11 things new? There was only one way intelligently to answer 
hat question, and that was by making a thorough survey of the 
hurches. The judgment of the people as expressed in their vote 
n 1910, and 1915, would have had a wider respect, and probably 
ould have been influenced less by prejudices, had there been a 
ell organized body of data upon which an enlightened opinion 
ould be based. Such an educational program not only would have 
elped the people in making their decision, also it would have 
revented union leaders, and .union opponents as well, from makin 
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any obviously false claims. With a cooperative program in full 
swing, and the results of a survey of the churches widely pub-
licized, and the people taken into the full confidence of the 
negotiating committee at every step of the way, the day of a 
larger unity would not have been greatly delayed, probably it 
might have been hastened. 
The economic value of church union in Canada inevitably 
depends upon the erasure of those conditions which made it an 
economic desirability. If the same conditions are allowed to 
remain which held previous to Union, and the prejudices which, ir 
large measure are responsible for the creation of such conditionf 
are not uprooted, it is hard to see how any material values will 
accrue with Union. In almost every instance the Basis of Union 
insures those prejudices against molestation. For example, in thE 
East, before 1925, there were few communities that were not over 
churched. They remain overchurched in 1939, and so far as The 
United Church of Canada is concerned, there is no authority that 
can, or dare, say it shall be different, for the Basis of Union 
grants that privilege or more correctly, perhaps, imposes that 
damnation. For a short number of years when there was a surplus 
supply of ministers the large number of churches was an advantagE, 
but the time has come when it is an economic burden. Furthermore, 
a commission recently set up by the General Council is consider-
ing the many aspects of this whole problem. With the large numbe1 
of churches, and an increasing number of men seeking the super-
annuation relation, this committee is considering how young men 
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with ability and training may be induced to enter the ministry, 
as it is feared there is soon to be a shortage of ministers. 
Despite the fact that some objectives remain afar off, The 
United Church has made progress of which she justifiably may be 
proud. For one thing, internal unity has been achieved. And at a 
time when the totalitarian ideology has been making rapid pro-
gress the world around, the Canadian people have been fortunate 
in having a unified, strong and sympathetic Christian church to 
give them friendly counsel and service. This almost universal 
service The United Church has rendered has meant a real sacrifice 
to her people, but the reward has been the "furtherance of the 
spirit of unity within the Dominion." 1 
One other claim made by the proponents of Church Union 
needs to be tested. It is stated in the Basis of Union that: 
" It shall be the policy of The United Church to foster the 
spirit of unity in the hope that this sentiment of unity may 
in due time, so far as Canada is cmncerned, take shape 2 in a church which may fittingly be described as national." 
The above paragraph may be thought to answer any questions that 
may be asked regarding this phase of the church's policy. A very 
common definition of the United Church is that it is "a uniting 
church". Sometimes it has a general meaning, but more often it 
has the particular reference which Dr. Sisco applies when he saye 
that "The United Church of Canada is a uniting church and stands 
ready to enter into negotiations with any or all other Canadian 
1. E.H.Oliver, Op.cit. 
2. BU, p. 15 
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Christian bodies with a view to union." 1 Representations were 
made to the Fourth General Council, in 1930, by the Canada Con-
ference of the Evangelical Church, to which The United Church 
stated that it was ready "at any time to enter into conversation 
looking to corporate union." 2 Nothing further has been done to 
date. Also it should be remembered that the door to continued 
negotiations with the Anglican Church was not closed in 1921. Dr 
Sisco's reference to the conversations carried on between the 
Church of England and the Free Churches of England bore the im-
lication that the outlook for a larger Canadian union, with re-
spect to these two groups, becomes a little more hopeful. 
The policy of The United Church contained in the Basis of 
is somewhat revolutionary, in that it aims to change the 
haracter of Protestantism within the Dominion. Will it succeed, 
nd will Canada have a State Church eventually, in the sense of 
hat in England? Commenting on this question, Mr. Sisco said, 
" the answer is clearly and emphatically no. 111 Elucidating his 
nswer, he continued by saying, "No one can say how the religiou 
of the world will shape themselves in the future, but cer 
the idea of a State Church embracing Protestantism is out 
question. If a National Church were achieved, it would be 
free church within a free state."1 
On the other hand, if no further consolidations take plac 
with that prime object of bringing all Canadian Protestantis 
ogether dissipated, The United Church will have to take its 
1. Excerpts from a letter written under date 18, 
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place beside the other denominations, and become a party to the 
conditions created by that situation. In this connection it must 
be remembered that Union caused a division in the Presbyterian 
Church. Since 1925 there has been considerable friction between 
the two groups which the genius of The United Church has not by 
any means been able to dispel. 
But the general outlook has been brightened by what has 
been happening throughout the Protestant world. Ecumenical move-
ments, and the Madras Conference have dealt with the theme of 
Christian unity in such a way that the proponents of organic 
unity everywhere can take new courage and hope. The Canadian ex-
periment as that of the churches in India have been singled out 
for special mention. With the backing of a world-wide interest, 
and by remaining patient throughout the period of its testing, 
Church Union in Canada is probably on the road to success, pro-
viding, of course, that the development of Canada itself does 
not experience any serious set back in the immediate years of 
the future. One can only hope and pray with them that the move-
ment so auspiciously begun may continue to progress, thus provin 
that the ideal is a practicable one. 
A COMPREHENSIVE DIGEST 
Toward the close of the nineteenth century the Dominion 
of Canada was formed out of the few English-speaking provinces 
bordering the Atlantic seaboard and the Eastern Great Lakes, to-
gether with French-speaking Quebec. Thus began a series of chan-
ges within the political and social life of the Canadian nation. 
The Protestant churches shared in those developments. At the be-
ginning of the present century most of the important denomin-
ations had become internally consolidated, and were operating on 
a nation-wide basis. With the limited resources at their indi-
vidual commands, and reproached by the extravagant costs of a 
sectarian program in the face of a rapidly growing constituency, 
a committee composed of representatives of the principal churchel 
conferred with regard to devising some plan whereby greater con-
servation would be assured. 
Scarcely had the findings of that committee been circulat 
ed among the churches, when in 1902, the Methodist General Con-
ference passed a resolution inviting representatives from the 
Congregational and Presbyterian Churches to join with those from 
their own church to explore the possibilities of the organic 
union of the three denominations. Goaded by the economic neces-
sities which all three churches had been experiencing for some 
time, and aware of the advantages which their own recent interna 
unions had brought them, the committee found that the proposal 
was both sound and practicable . 
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A Joint Committee on Church Union was formed in 1904, and 
from that date until 1908 it was busied with the task of formu-
lating a Basis of Union. From 1910 to 1912 votes were conducted 
in the churches resulting in majorities in favor of the proposal 
However, because of some disapproval that was registered within 
the Presbyterian Church over some minor points of doctrine in 
the proposed Basis of Union, the Joint Committee was asked to 
amend the document in accordance with the expressed wishes of a 
minority. The Basis having been amended in 1914, another vote 
was taken in the Presbyterian Church in 1915, which again showed 
a majority in favor of Union. Thereupon the General Assembly 
resolved to unite with the other two churches on the approved 
Basis of Union. Immediately it was apparent that the minority 
opposed to Union did so for reasons that lie deeper than a mere 
dissatisfaction with the proposals carried in the Basis of Union 
The opposition grew so strong, and became so threatening, 
that ~11 activities aiming at Union were suspended within the 
Presbyterian Church until a year after the close of the World 
War. Another year was added to the period of grace so that the 
three churches could act simultaneously on the proposal. The 
General Conference of the Methodist Church was to hold its quad-
rennial session in 1922 .• Therefore,at the meeting of the Assem-
bly held .the previous year, steps were taken for the speedy con-
summation of the Union. 
Because of the strenuous opposition of the Presbyterian 
minority, which denied the right of the General Assembly to carr. 
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the church of which it was the highest governing body into the 
proposed United Churcfi, and because of the decision of the House 
of Lords which, in 1902, had decreed that the General Assembly 
of the Free Church of Scotland did not possess that authority, 
it was deemed advisable to secure from the Dominion Parliament 
a special Act of Incorporation for The United Church. In that 
way it was believed any legal difficulties associated with the 
transfers of denominational property could be circumvented. A 
Committee on Law and Legislation drew up the Act to be presented 
to the House of Parliament and the provincial legislatures. Af-
ter more than a year of bitter contest before the several legis-
latures and the Dominion Parliament, the United Church of Canada 
Act was finally passed in May, 1924. 
Provisions were made for a vote to be taken in the con-
gregations to decide whether or not t hey would become a part of 
The United Church. According to the Dominion statute, the voting 
could begin anytime after December, 1924. The bulk of opposition 
to Union was recorded among the Presbyterians, where approximate 
ly 31 per cent. of the church's membership decided to remain out 
side the Union. After The United Church was inaugurated on June 
tenth, 1925, a Dominion commission was appointed to distribute 
the denominational property. Church Union had come, but with it 
had also come a division in the largest of the uniting bodies. A 
considerable amount of bitterness was engendered over the method 
by which denominational and local church properties were distri-
buted, and that along with the controversy over the assumption o1 
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the name and rights of the former Presbyterian Church in Canada 
by the continuing congregations, has destroyed the possibility 
of an early settlement of the differences between the two groups. 
Since 1925, United Church leaders have striven valiantly 
to vindicate the faith of the early proponents of the idea. That 
task has not been simple, especially during the depression years. 
Frictions have been felt because of administrative problems 
arising from inherent weaknesses in the Basis of Union. Never-
theless, definite gains have been made. First, the former sec-
tarian spirit has departed, and a spirit of true fraternity has 
grown up to take its place, in which spirit the church has car-
ried on an effective program of service within the entire Domin-
ion, thus laying the foundations for a fuller national unity; 
secondly, some savings have been accomplished by the coupling up 
of several of the departments, and by the realignment of parish 
boundaries; thirdly, the expanded program which the church has 
instituted has attracted the attention of the people in such a 
way that they have willingly made sacrifices in order that none 
of the church's work would have to be curtailed; and, lastly, 
for the whole period since Union, the church has made large gaine 
in member ship, also the Sunday Schools and Young People's Socie-
ties have shown similar gains. These are the main evidences of 
the success of the movement. 
But all of the expected objectives have not been reached. 
Administrative problems have arisen which have tested the wisdom, 
the patience and the faith of church officials. The most aggra-
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vating of these has been the difficulty of providing a satisfac-
tory method for the settlement of ministers. This problem has 
continued to harrass the church's officials, and an immediate 
solution does not seem possible. Also, because of the special 
burdens of the years since 1929, the economic objectives which 
were expected to come in the wake of Union have not materialized. 
Rather, the church has been operating under a considerable defi-
cit annually. Maintenance costs ~ve been heavy, and while there 
have been attempts to curtail overhead expenses, these have not 
been sufficient to balance the annual budget. The greatest cur-
tailment that could be made would be in the department of Home 
Missions, by drastic changes in parish boundaries and the with-
drawal of grants from some of the fields. But this is not easily 
accomplished. The Superintendents and presbyteries have steadily 
sought to accomplish the greatest savings, however, the progress 
is slow. Church leaders continue to hope for the future, and if 
a reasonable prosperity returns before the church's slender re-
sources are depleted, or before a curtailed program becomes im-
perative, the success of the union venture may be entirely as-
sured. United Church leaders are an enthusiastic group of men and 
women, and if future difficulties are met in the same courageous 
and devoted manner with which those of the past fourteen years 
have been, there can be only one conclusion to make, namely, that 
Church Union in Canada will eventually succeed. But that answer 
is with the future. 
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